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and subsequent leadership at
Founders Ranch have had a pro-
found effect on SASS and Cowboy
Action Shooting™. 

It took Blaze Kinkaid, T. A.’s
brother-in-law, a year to get him
into Cowboy Action Shooting™.
Soon they were joined by T. A.’s
son and son-in-law, Bisbee Jake
and Catclaw Clanton, and adopted
uncle, Sandy Bob Crane, and
started The Outfit SASS matches.  

T. A. and Mist Chance were on
the first Board of Directors for
Bordertown, the SASS Arizona
State Championship.  T. A. was
President and Mist Chance was
Secretary when Bordertown was
awarded SASS Match of the Year
in 2003.  They are both Regulators
and T. A. still serves as Border-
town Territorial Governor.  

They attended most of the Ter-
ritorial Governor Conventions and
were there for the first RO classes.
After the Convention they hosted
the first RO class in Southern Ari-
zona.  T. A. is still an RO instructor.

They are members of the
Founders Club and attend the
matches at the Ranch, helping in
any way they can.  T. A. served as
one of the three Chief ROs at END
of TRAIL for three years and was
asked to be Match Director for
END of TRAIL in 2013.

T. A. and Mist Chance are on
the Los Vaqueros Board of Direc-
tors.  Los Vaqueros is the oldest
SASS club in Southern Arizona
and was awarded SASS Club of
the year in 2010.  T. A. was

HALLOF FAME

ounders Ranch
(east of Albuquer -
que) New Mexico,
May 7-11, 2013 –

Buffalo Stampede is the END of
TRAIL Preview match and the
Founders Ranch Championship.
This doesn’t mean you get to
practice the stages of END of
TRAIL, but you might.  What it
means is the match director of
END of TRAIL is trying out
stages.  If they have problems,
they’ll be changed.  If they work
exceptionally well as is, they
will be used in END of TRAIL.
The same mind that thinks up
these stages will think up END

of TRAIL stages.
This year is the first time T.

A. Chance was Match Director.
To those who know T. A.’s skills
as a Match Director, this is rea-
son to go to END of TRAIL if
you have to pawn all of your
guns except your match guns to
get there.  T. A.’s matches are
very popular.  He puts on stages
designed for the enjoyment of
the paying customers.  That
would be the contestants.  We’ll
come back to those stages.

Buffalo Stampede has al-
ways been a shooter’s match.
One year the main match had

F

2013By Tex, SASS #4

nce again SASS has nom-
inated an exemplary set
of individuals for recogni-
tion and induction into

the SASS Western Heritage Mu-
seum and Cowboy Action Shooting™
Hall of Fame during the 2013 SASS
Convention in Branson, MO.  These
individuals have distinguished
themselves as top competitors, folks
who have changed the way Cowboy
Action is played, and folks who have
affected the lives of many SASS
members.  SASS is proud to honor
these individuals, and hopes every-
one will join us for the induction cer-
emonies this December.

* * * * * * * *
T. A. CHANCE, SASS #4072 

& MIST CHANCE, 
SASS #15391

SASS Regulators and 
Life Members

Two names in Arizona that are
synonymous with excellence, will-
ingness to participate, and consider-
ation in guidance are T. A. and Mist
Chance.  Their legacy at Bordertown

O 2013By Capt. George Baylor, 
SASS Life/Regulator #24287

Singin’ Sue, SASS #71615 of the Memorial Chapel Committee, lets loose 

with her blackpowder charged firearms.  This “warm-up” for END of TRAIL 

gave shooters a taste of what END of TRAIL would be … and it allowed 

the match designers to see what worked and what needed to be tweaked.  

All in attendance agreed this little match was loads of fun and a well-kept secret!

(Continued on page 52)
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Hot Tamale’s Cantina is the latest new stage prop for END of TRAIL.
Sponsored by Hot Tamale, SASS #78531, this impressive project was 
finished just as the END of TRAIL campers and RVs were beginning 
to drift into Founders Ranch.  This stuccoed building was every bit 
the job Hipshot had estimated … and one not likely to be repeated!
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e have a Cowboy Action
“RO Committe” that is
hard working and dedi-
cated to guiding SASS

and the Territorial Governors in
productive directions.  These com-
mittee members spend countless
hours discussing “what’s the right
thing to do” and how can this be
expressed in terms that won’t be
easily misunderstood?  Their dedi-
cation and perseverance is aston-
ishing.  We’re fortunate to have
them.  They cannot, of course,
make new rules—that’s the job of
the Territorial Governors, but they
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can certainly “clarify” existing
rules and intents.

I had a rare opportunity to
participate in a meeting with these
gentlemen during END of TRAIL,
and was reminded of their dedica-
tion and integrity.  The questions
with which they were struggling
are not easily answered!  Essen-
tially, when do “rules” leave off and
“common sense” take over?  And,
how to keep common sense com-
mon and consistent?

One of the agenda items I ex-
pect to see presented to the Gover-
nors in December has to do with
“bad” coaching from the Timer Op-

erator.  Yes, it is the shooter’s re-
sponsibility to know and under-
stand the rules and to understand
the course of fire.  And, yes, nearly
everyone within ear-shot is moti-
vated to shout “helpful” warnings
and instructions when the shooter
is in jeopardy of “making a mis-
take,” even though that preroga-
tive is reserved for the Timer
Operator (to prevent confusion on
the part of the shooter).  The RO
class teaches this practice for the
Timer Operator.  

Appropriate coaching or no
coaching whatsoever is never
grounds for a reshoot.  But, what

about “bad coaching?”  Common
sense says, if I told you to do some-
thing wrong, and you do it, a
reshoot should be offered (for coach-
ing the competitor into a proce-
dural).  I personally know of an
instance where a RO did exactly
that to an unsophisticated competi-
tor and cost the young lady a clean
match (no misses, but that one pro-
cedural).  Was the shooter offered a
reshoot—no.  Did the shooter com-
plain?  No.  The shooter should
have known better and was there-
fore in no position to protest.  Was
it the correct conclusion to the
stage?  No.  The shooter SHOULD

HONESTY, INTEGRITY, 
AND SPIRIT OF THE GAME

By Tex, SASS #4
Tex, SASS #4

W
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have been offered a reshoot.
The root problem is nowhere in

the Handbook does it give the Timer
Operator the right or obligation in
black and white to offer that reshoot.
It seems most folks want the moral
imperative to be written down so
there is no ambiguity.  So, the RO
Committee is correctly recommend-
ing the addition of text that makes
it clear bad coaching is grounds for
offering a reshoot.  And, that’s won-
derful and appropriate … to a point.

Believe it or not, there ARE
shooting buddies who are very
competent at noticing infractions
and misses of a friend during the
course of a stage and then INTEN-
TIONALLY interfering or offering
bad coaching IN ORDER to offer
their friend a reshoot and an op-
portunity to achieve a better score
than they deserve!

So, one can see, no matter what
the Handbook says or how hard
one tries to ensure consistency of
interpretation, there are those who
can and will cheat.  When one
thinks about it, our entire system
of posse-based scoring depends
upon honesty, integrity, and will-
ingness to adhere to the Spirit of
the Game.  And, without creating a
witch-hunt, encouraging the posses
to “self regulate” and refuse to tol-
erate apparent cheating.

SASS competitors on posses
sometimes deal with SASS rules
sort of like most of us deal with
traffic laws.  Yes, I know that’s ille-
gal, but (for whatever reason) I
won’t make a big deal out of it.  As
San Quinton pointed out years ago,
whenever we don’t enforce all the
rules, we are penalizing those who
DO observe the rules.  I suspect the
biggest offense that goes uncalled
is breaking the 170-degree safety
rule while drawing and re-holster-
ing the revolver.  And, not just the
cross-draw (which is a real prob-
lem), but the straight draw as well.
For 99.99% of the cross-draw advo-
cates, unless the holster is posi-
tioned dead center in front of the
shooter (and even then …) if the re-
volver is presented to the scabbard
at the same angle as the scabbard
is tilted, the 170-degree rule will be
violated UNLESS the shooter “does

the dance.”  Even holstering my
Walkers in straight hang holsters
is problematic.  The revolver cannot
go vertical UNTIL the muzzle goes
inside the holster.  

If these rules are too “nit-picky,”
and we don’t want to enforce them,
we should get rid of them … other-
wise, everyone should pay attention
and make the appropriate calls.

While lobbying for “common
sense” in making any call, there is
a downside here as well!  For exam-
ple … when shooting Gunfighter,
one cannot shoot both revolvers at
once … they must be shot one at a
time.  Certainly one wants to shoot
them as quickly one after the other
as possible, but never both at the
same time (or so close, the Timer
Operator cannot detect the sepa-
rate firings).  Yes, but what’s the
penalty if one DOES shoot them at
the same time?

The Handbook simply says
“don’t do it.”  Every Gunfighter who
uses the “double cock, double shoot”
technique will occasionally ACCI-
DENTALLY touch both revolvers
off simultaneously … and a simple
comment to the shooter … “please
be more careful in the future” is
normally all that is required.  No
harm, no foul.  But, what is to be
done when the shooter refuses to
“be more deliberate?”

One RO recently declared the
shooter shot his revolvers simulta-
neously twice in a stage, back to
back.  His “common sense” call—
two safeties, which were declared to
warrant a stage disqualification!
First of all, it’s not unsafe and it’s
not a procedure.  But, it is shooting
Out of Category.  Two of those (on
separate stages) are a Stage DQ,
and one more is a match DQ.  Some-
times “common sense” needs a little
guidance as well.

It’s always amazing how com-
plicated things can get … and it’s
always appreciated when folks like
our RO Committee are willing to
spend their time sorting these is-
sues out.  And, it’s also very much
appreciated when they present
their findings to the Territorial Gov-
ernors who then wrestle with the is-
sues to see if they agree with the
committee’s recommendations.�
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General US Grant, SASS #2

registry on all private guns and
ammo.  Astonishingly, there were
46 of our United States Senators
that voted to give away our Consti-
tutional rights to a foreign power.
When a Senator takes the oath of
office to become a Senator, it con-
tains a recital relating to upholding
and supporting the Con sti tution of
the United States.

I realize some of our members
feel The Cowboy Chronicle gets a lit-
tle bit political sometimes, but this
is really serious, and we must all

act on it.  Here is the list of the
TRAITORS in the Senate that
must be voted out the next time
they come up for reelection:

Baldwin (D-WI)  
Baucus (D-MT)  
Bennet (D-CO)  
Blumenthal (D-CT)  
Boxer (D-CA)   
Brown (D-OH)  
Cantwell (D-WA)  
Cardin (D-MD)  
Carper (D-DE)   

From the Desk

oF the General

Traitors!
By General U.S. Grant, SASS #2t is my understanding

we just dodged the bul-
let on the U.N. Small
Arms Treaty again by a

slight margin.  This has been
around for years, and they keep
addressing it in the Senate.  I
know Obama has endorsed it and
also Hillary Clinton.  In 2001,
SASS sent Wildshot, SASS #51,
back to address the United Na-
tions on this proposed Treaty.  

This Treaty would place a
global ban on the import and ex-
port of small firearms and would
implement an international gun

I

Casey (D-PA)   
Coons (D-DE)   
Cowen (D-MA)  
Durbin (D-IL)   
Feinstein (D-CA)  
Franken (D-MN)  
Gillibrand (D-NY)  
Harkin (D-IA)  
Hiroro (D-HI)  
Johnson ((D-SD)  
Kaine (D-VA)  
King (L-ME)   
Klobuchar (D-MN) 
Landrieu (D-LA)  
Leahy (D-VT)  
Levin (D-MI)   
McCaskill (D-MO) 
Menendez (D-NJ)  
Merkley (D-OR)  
Mikulski (D-MD)  
Murphy (D-CT)
Murray (D-WA)
Reed (D-RI)
Reid (D-NV)
Rockefeller (D-WV)
Sanders (L-VT)
Schatz (D-HI)
Schumer (D-NY)
Shaheen (D-NH)
Stabenow (D-MI)

(Continued on next page)

http://starlinebrass.com/


Udall (D-CO)
Udall (D-NM)
Warner (D-VA)
Warren (D-MA)
Whitehouse (D-RI)
Wyden (D-OR)

Many of these folks are career
politicians, and it may not be easy.
I have Boxer and Feinstein in my
sights.  Check out this list and get
active toward their removal from
the Senate.  They have betrayed the
American people.  I plead with each
and every one of you to do your part
in working hard in your own way to
see that each of these folks get on
the unemployed list when they
come up for reelection.
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Colonel Dan, your accurate artic-
ulation of most of my own

thoughts about the country and its
future continually astounds me.
You get it right every time—proba-
bly because “right” doesn’t change.

Anyone naive enough to assert
that our basic liberties have not
been encroached upon ought to
read your latest list of things that
have changed in just the past few
decades.  Looking at things
through that lens brings it into
sharp focus.

Political power MUST be a
temptation that is very difficult to
resist.  Comparing today’s politi-
cians with the many statesmen of
the founding only brings me to an
ever increasing respect for them
and especially George Washington

who voluntarily turned down of-
fered power several times and
probably saved the fledgling repub-
lic by doing so.  Can ANYONE hon-
estly imagine Obama doing the
same were he offered a third term?

A SASS member actually
wrote into The Cowboy Chronicle to
ask why we need a political page.
Wow.  To someone like that who so
obviously doesn’t get it – well, it’s
just difficult to imagine what could
even be said to wake them up.  I
guess they can go on living in their
fantasy world while the rest of us

do the heavy lifting.
Please keep doing what you’re

doing and writing what you’re
writing.  It needs to done and writ-
ten!  Perhaps we can all pitch in to
help save the country from the
50%ers and the politicians who live
off their ignorance.  It is encourag-
ing to remember that at our found-
ing my great (several times over)
grand uncle, Samuel Adams was
frustrated by the comparatively
large group who didn’t “get it” back
then.  And yet the ones who did
succeeded spectacularly, as will we

if we keep up the good fight for
freedom and liberty.

Thanks for what you do.
Will Two Gun Adams, 
SASS #89352

Las Cruces, NM
Will, Thank you for those most

kind words regarding my column.
I very much appreciate your sup-
port and your obvious concern for
America.  As I see it, my job is an
easy one as I merely write down
what patriots like you are thinking.

Thanks again and soldier on...
Colonel Dan

Destructive Power

Just noticed in Colonel RichardDodge’s article, “U.S. Army in the
Old West” (July ‘13), he listed Fort
Chaffee as being in Alabama, but it
is in Arkansas, near Ft.  Smith.

Cash Duckett, SASS #81031
Rogers, AR

Ft. Chaffee 
CORRECTION

From The Desk Of
The General . . .

�

�

�

/
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Resolve or Hypocrisy?
By Doc Dakota, SASS #76456

United States” (BUS).  Two of the
Bank’s purposes were to be a depos-
itory of federal funds and to pay the
national debt.  A large portion of
that debt was owed to Revolution-
ary War veterans who had not been
paid for their military service by the
Articles of Confederation govern-
ment, but had, instead, been given
what amounted to IOU’s to be paid
at some undefined point in the fu-
ture.  This debt carried over to the
government under the Constitution.  

When Hamilton’s plan for a na-
tional bank was introduced into
Congress, the opposition was led by
Representative James Madison
from Virginia.  Madison pointed out
that in the Constitution there was
no basis for establishing such a
bank and, therefore, the proposed
bank was unconstitutional.  Madi-
son, having helped write the Consti-
tution, knew, quite correctly, that
nowhere in the document is the
word “bank” used, and neither is
any other word or phrase that
refers to a bank or financial institu-
tion.  Despite Madison’s objections
regarding the constitutionality of
the proposal, the bill authorizing
the BUS easily passed both the
House and the Senate.  As per the
Constitution, the bill then went to
President George Washington for
his approval or veto.

Apparently Washington agreed
with Hamilton that the Bank could
be a valuable asset to the nation and
government, but Madison’s argu-
ment that the BUS was unconstitu-
tional raised a serious doubt in the
mind of the first president as to the
legality of such a bank.  He sought
advice from his cabinet, which, as it
turned out, was split on the issue.
Secretary of State Thomas Jefferson
and Attorney General Edmund Ran-
dolph agreed with Madison that the
proposed BUS was unconstitutional.
Hamilton, along with Secretary of
War Henry Knox, were of the view
that the BUS was perfectly legiti-
mate.  Given this equal division
amongst his cabinet members and
his own doubts as to the constitu-
tionality of the Bank, Washington
notified Hamilton he would veto the
Bank bill unless Hamilton could put
forth a written opinion that over-
came the question of the Bank’s con-
stitutionality. 

Hamilton’s written answer
came in the form of his “Defense of

the Constitutionality of the Bank.”
In one of his main arguments,
Hamilton wrote that the BUS was,
indeed, constitutional by virtue of
the very last clause of Article I, Sec-
tion 8 which states that Congress
can “make all laws WHICH SHALL
BE NECESSARY AND PROPER
[emphasis mine] for carrying into
Execution the foregoing Powers,
and all other Powers vested by this
Constitution in the Government of
the United States, or in any Depart-
ment or Officer thereof.”  Known as
the “necessary and proper” clause,
it gives Congress the authority to do
whatever is “necessary and proper”
to carry out all the functions of Con-
gress that are put forth in Article I,
Section 8.  Some of the “foregoing
powers” that the BUS could carry
“into Execution” include laying and
collecting “Taxes, Duties, Imposts
and Excises” the money from which
will be deposited into the Bank;
“pay the debt”; “borrow money on
the credit of the United States”;
“coin money, regulate the value
thereof...”  Washington, having been
convinced by Hamilton’s eloquent
defense, signed the Bank of the
United States bill into law on Feb-
ruary 25, 1791.  

Colonel Dan believes that
“Washington sided with Hamilton
in this case” not because Hamilton
made a compelling, convincing, and
rational defense of the constitution-
ality of the BUS, but because Wash-
ington “was led to believe it [the
Bank] was only a temporary meas-
ure intended to service our national
debt.  As we now know, it [the Bank]
became much more than “tempo-
rary!”  Col. Dan does not explain
how the BUS became “much more
than temporary” because the truth
of the matter is that the Bank WAS
temporary.  The BUS was given a
charter to operate for twenty years,
and, in 1811 at the end of the
twenty years, the Bank’s charter
was not renewed by Congress and
the BUS expired.  

It is not surprising Colonel Dan
left out any mention of the “neces-
sary and proper” clause of the Con-
stitution in his article because any
mention of the clause would destroy
his thesis that the Federalists were
attempting expand “the federal gov-
ernment beyond the enumerated
powers of Article I, Section 8.”  The
“necessary and proper” clause was

In the April 2013 edition of The
Cowboy Chronicle, Colonel Dan

wrote an article entitled “Needed:
1798 Resolve in 2013.”  In the arti-
cle Colonel Dan makes the claim
that “Statists” in 1798, namely the
fledgling Federalist party, were “in-
tent on expanding the federal gov-
ernment beyond the enumerated
powers of Article I, Section 8” of the
Constitution.  He then makes note
that there was opposition to this in
the form of “Constitutionalists,” or
the equally fledgling Democrat-Re-
publican party, “who sought to con-
fine the government to those
enumerated limitations.”  Accord-
ing to Col. Dan, the leaders of the

statists were Alexander Hamilton
and John Adams while the opposi-
tion was led by Thomas Jefferson.
Another opposition leader, whom
Col. Dan curiously does not men-
tion, was James Madison.  In order
to “prove” his point that the Feder-
alists were attempting to expand
the powers of the new government,
Col. Dan cites the Bank of the
United States of 1791 “as an exam-
ple of how soon the Constitution
came under attack from Statists
even of that early period.”  Is
Colonel Dan correct in his assump-
tion?  To quote his hero, Thomas
Jefferson, “let Facts be submitted to
a candid world.”

When the United States first
began operating under the Consti-
tution in 1789, the job of getting the
new nation’s finances in order be-
longed to Secretary of the Treasury
Alexander Hamilton.  As part of his
overall financial plan, Hamilton
proposed a national “Bank of the

Doc Dakota, SASS #76456
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simply one of the enumerated pow-
ers of the Constitution that Hamil-
ton, Washington, Knox, and the
Federalists were attempting to exer-
cise through the Bank of the United
States.  It was Thomas Jefferson,
along with Madison, Randolph, and
the rest of the Democrat-Republi-
cans who were actually attempting
to usurp an enumerated power
granted to Congress under Article I,
Section 8.  The real “despotic
shenanigans,” to use Colonel Dan’s
phrase, were actually being perpe-
trated by these Democrat-Republi-
cans whom Colonel Dan erroneously
refers to as “Constitutionalists.”

But hang on SASS members as
this discussion regarding Colonel
Dan’s supposed guardians of the
Constitution is about to get even
better.  As it turns out they were, to
put it bluntly, hypocrites when it
came to strict interpretation of the
Constitution.  Remember, strict in-
terpretation of the Constitution
means that if something is not
specifically stated in the Constitu-
tion, then the government ab-
solutely cannot do it.  

The first example of this

hypocrisy deals with Colonel Dan’s
hero Thomas Jefferson.  In 1803,
French Foreign Minister Charles-
Maurice de Talleyrand proposed
selling the entire Louisiana Terri-
tory to the United States.  The
American Minister to France,
Robert Livingston, agreed to the
deal, as did now President of the
United States Thomas Jefferson.
However, this matter presented the
third president with a bit of a
dilemma regarding his belief of
strict interpretation of the Consti-
tution, as nowhere in the Constitu-
tion is the President, Congress, or
any other government entity given
the authority to purchase land from
a foreign government.  Jefferson
pondered amending the Constitu-
tion to allow for the purchase, but
this would take a long time and
might not even be approved by the
necessary majorities in the House,
Senate, and the states.  In the end,
Jefferson blatantly brushed aside
his strict interpretation beliefs and
found a back door solution to his
dilemma.  Instead of a straight land
deal, the purchase was made into a
treaty whereby the Jefferson Ad-

ministration bought the Louisiana
Territory for fifteen million dollars.
Of course, despite the deal being of-
ficially a “treaty,” it is still referred
to as the “Louisiana Purchase.”
This purchase is really a treaty like
the so-called “Obamacare” is really
a “tax.”

The second example of Democ-
rat-Republican hypocrisy occurred
in 1816 involving James Madison
and a proposed second Bank of the
United States.  According to histori-
ans George Tindall and David Shi in
their book America: A Narrative
History, 4th edition, “After the na-
tional bank expired in 1811, the
country had fallen into a financial
muddle.  State-chartered banks
mushroomed with little or no con-
trol, and their bank notes (paper
money) flooded the channels of com-
merce with currency of uncertain
value.  Because hard money had
been so short during the war [of
1812], many state banks had sus-
pended specie (gold or silver) pay-
ments in redemption of their notes,
thereby depressing their value.  The
absence of a central bank had been
a source of FINANCIAL EMBAR-

RASMENT TO THE GOVERN-
MENT [emphasis mine], which had
neither a ready means of floating
loans nor a way of transferring
funds across the country.”  In short,
the nation’s finances were a mess
due to the absence of a controlling
central bank.  Given this further de-
teriorating financial situation,
James Madison, who was now in his
second term as President of the
United States, and his fellow Demo-
crat-Republicans in Congress now
proposed establishing a second
Bank of the United States!  This is
the same James Madison who, as a
member of the House, vehemently
opposed such a bank as completely
unconstitutional when originally
proposed by Alexander Hamilton in
late 1790.  A bill establishing a sec-
ond Bank of the United States
passed Congress, which had a large
Democrat-Republican majority, and
was signed into law by Democrat-
Republican President Madison on
April 10, 1816.  What sheer
hypocrisy!  Why was the BUS
deemed unconstitutional by Jeffer-
son, Madison, and the Democrat-Re-

(Continued on page 22)
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e are lucky in the SASS
world to have access to
wonderful Victorian and
Edwardian reproduction

garments in various fabrics and fin-
ishes.  For those who prefer to cre-
ate their own fashions, we have
dedicated and talented companies
that supply authentic patterns in
order that we have a historically
correct base to build upon.  How-
ever, sometimes the lure of wearing
true vintage apparel is just too
strong to resist.

When I talk about wearing true
antique clothing I’m not talking
about pristine, one of a kind exam-
ples or museum quality pieces.
Wearable vintage clothing can be
acquired for a reasonable price in
antique stores, collectors markets,
and on-line.  If you are purchasing
items that you never intend to get
rid of (my collection is going to have
to be pried out of my cold, dead
hands!), then I think it is reason-
able you should be able to wear and
enjoy them.

Having said that, I do have
some caveats listed below:
• If you chose to wear a garment, it
will never be considered “pris-
tine” again.  Choose wisely what
you decide to wear—if great-
grandma’s 1880s brown wedding
dress fits and you include it in
your SASS wardrobe—you prob-
ably will not be able to hand it
down to your great-granddaugh-
ter to wear in her wedding some
day.  Family heirlooms are best
kept wrapped in acid-free tissue
and carefully stored away with
the appropriate family prove-
nance and vintage pictures.
(Note: Acid free tissue is available
on-line through laundry supply
houses and museum gift shops.
Sometimes dry cleaners save the
tissue after packing a wedding
dress in a preservation box—ask

if you can purchase the excess.)
• Choose articles of clothing that
have a reasonable possibility of
being cleaned.

• Choose items that fit—-antique
fabrics don’t stretch like modern
fabrics.  

• Examine the garment with a fine
tooth comb BEFORE WEARING
and make repairs.  An ounce of pre-
vention is worth a pound of cure.

• Good storage habits will protect
your investment.
Listed below are a few tips

(numbered to correspond with the
above points) I learned from a cloth-
ing history professor at Marylhurst
College, Oregon when I was in
charge of the clothing collection at a
small museum.  I am not an expert,

and I don’t want to step on any “ex-
pert toes,” but I think you will agree
if you follow these few reasonable
suggestions you will have a better
outcome in wearing both reproduc-
tion and vintage fashions—the care
tips are the same for both.  

1.  SELF-EXPLANATORY:Prob-
ably not a good idea to wear family
heirlooms.

2.  CLEANING: Many dry clean-
ers will not accept vintage clothing—
today’s processes are too harsh for
fragile fabrics, and since they are not
replaceable they are a financial lia-
bility for them if ruined.  If they do
agree, the cost can be hefty and the
outcome disappointing.  Decades old
stains don’t tend to come out, even
with dry cleaning.  For odors, a day on
the clothesline out of the sun will do
wonders.

Many garments made of COT-
TON can be hand washed VERY
DELICATELY in cold water with liq-
uid wash for delicate fabrics.  DO AT
YOUR OWN RISK.  Press below the
approved temperature setting.  If you
use starch to crisp up the garment—
wash after wearing.  DO NOT
LEAVE STARCH IN STORED
CLOTHING.  I have seen many beau-
tiful pieces of vintage apparel ruined
because they were heavily starched
and stored.  The starch rusts, turns
orange, and rots the fabric.

For other types of fabrics repeat
after me—“the Q-TIP is my friend.”
By testing in an inconspicuous place,
you might be able to work on a spot
by very gently using a Q-tip im-
mersed in diluted cold wash solution,
rinsed by Q-tip with cold water or
just use plain distilled water.  Stains
on silk are not for amateurs, so I don’t
recommend even attempting clean-
ing them.  Wool blend stains often re-
spond to the Q-tip method.

For crusted on soil at hemlines,
try using a clothes brush or a very
soft paintbrush.  Gently whisk the
area to remove surface dirt—don’t
poke at the dirt or compact the bris-
tles to make then stiffer.  Patience
will pay off.  The paintbrush also

works well on shoulders and collars
that get dusty and is a super way to
clean fragile hats.

Put your makeup on AFTER
dressing with a towel around your
shoulders—lipstick stains are one of
the hardest stains to remove.  Like-
wise, take off makeup before undress-
ing.  DO NOT USE PERFUME or
LOTIONS—it damages clothing and
jewelry and can cause greasy stains
on fabric.

Steam to take out wrinkles; it
often works better than ironing.  Only
use DISTILLED water and keep the
steam far enough away from the fab-
ric that it doesn’t cause wet spots that
will show.  Be EXTRA CAREFUL
steaming silk.  Steam up and down
and then side to side like the fibers
are woven.  Steam the inside using
the same method.  Droopy silk flow-
ers on hats can be made to pop by
careful steaming.  

3.  CHOOSE APPAREL THAT

W

ANTIQUE VS.
REPRODUCTION...

By Whiskey Lil, SASS #25803

Cat Ballou, SASS #55

Whiskey Lil in 1890s vintage 
boater hat, 1903 vintage pidgeon

front lingerie blouse, and 
reproduction 1898 ripple skirt

,

1890s silk velvet vintage jacket 
and boater hat with 

reproduction ripple skirt
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FITS: Don’t get caught up in the
“Cinderella” syndrome in either vin-
tage or reproduction.  It’s just not pos-
sible to squeeze what God gave us
into a smaller size—err on the side of
comfort.  The waist and bust line are
going to be your two pressure points.
Look to see if the waist button and
bodice buttons can be moved over suf-
ficiently either way.  If these two
areas can’t be remedied—move on to
another garment—angels cry when
vintage outfits get ruined.  You can
take tiny tucks in a generous neck-
line, add a slip with a lace hem to
lengthen a skirt that is too short or
take a tuck at the cuff for sleeves that
are too long.  

4.  EXAMINE THE GARMENT
CAREFULLY BEFORE WEARING.
Take the time to go over every seam
and make repairs.  Think of it as a
“physical” for your garment—it helps
strengthen the garment to guard
against further damage.  DO NOT
CLIP THREADS—weave into a seam
or whipstitch in place with needle
and thread.  USE POLYESTER
THREAD because it does not deteri-
orate.  Two hundred years from now
we will excavate landfills and un-
earth perfectly preserved leisure
suits from the 1970s—that’s a pretty
scary thought!  On vintage apparel,
keep your stitches loose so the gar-
ment can move around the repair—
too tight a stitch can change the
dynamic of the piece and cause stress
and breakage in another area.  

Invest in a bottle of old buttons
and several sizes of snaps and hooks
and eyes.  Check all buttons and fas-
teners and re-sew them on securely.
Victorian women supposedly sat in

their back parlors at night and prac-
ticed their sewing, but a quick glance
at the inside of a lot of antique gar-
ments tells me a lot of terrible sewers
skipped the lesson on attaching fas-
teners.  Tighten cuffs on sleeves so
they don’t drag causing wear.
Tighten buttonholes by whip stitch-
ing at each end.

Patch holes by backing with a
like fabric and loosely hand stitching
around them—holes can get caught
on things and tear larger if you don’t
deal with them.  Only handstitch if
shortening hems—machine stitching
can cause stress and stretch or tear
the fabric.  Those lovely high-necked
lace collars can be reboned by taking
fine guage fabric covered floral wire
and bending it into squiggles like the
original ones.  Be sure to cover any
exposed metal ends by wrapping
thread around them.

Metal is not your friend—remove
any straight pins or safety pins so
they don’t corrode on garments and
hats.  Wrap metal buttons on stored
heirlooms with small pieces of acid
free tissue so they don’t touch the fab-
ric and rust.

STORING YOUR INVEST-
MENTS: Avoid using plastic bags
and plastic garment bags, they can
attract moisture and can cause
mildew problems—let your fabrics
breathe.  Instead, drape a clean cot-
ton sheet across the closet rod and
secure with a couple of clothespins
so your clothes stay dust-free.  You
can also buy muslin garment bags
from closet supply sources.  I
thought Texas was the dust capital
until I moved to New Mexico!

Invest in sturdy store-type hang-

ers that can take the weight off of
heavy costumes.  You can buy these
at local thrift stores and garage sales.
Pad them for extra protection by sim-
ply buying quilt batting and stripping
it off in 2" strips.  Starting at one end,
wrap the batting around the hanger
and tuck in the end.  Make a pattern
for a cover by tracing a wire hanger
and adding one-inch at ends for the
seam.  Sew covers out of unbleached
muslin or 100% cotton fabric.  Slip
cover over padded hanger and hang
up your “investment.”  Don’t hang too
much weight on one hanger—split up
multiple layered outfits, then rubber
band the tops of all the hangers to-
gether so they don’t get separated in
the closet.  Never hang beaded pieces
such as capes and capelets—the
weight of the beads is a killer on silk
thread—-lay flat in a drawer, prefer-
ably wrapped in acid free tissue.

If skirts have the hanger loops
inside—use them—hang on either
side of the store hanger, rather than
both looped over the hanger top, to
distribute weight evenly and to keep
them from wrinkling.  Likewise for
dresses or tops that have the built
in straps inside—use them, they re-
ally do extend the life and shape of
your garment.

Lightly stuff fragile (or impossi-
ble to press) sleeves with crushed
acid free tissue so they don’t de-
velop creases, which eventually
wear and cause splitting.  Stuff high
topped shoes/boots so they don’t
bend over and put a crease in the
leather.  A rolled up terry towel
works great.  Tuck in a dryer sheet
for a fresh smell.

Remove jewelry, pins, etc.—re-
member no metal.  A heavy pin can
leave a stretch mark.  Store acces-
sories with outfits by placing in those
small, clear zip up bags that curtains
come in or small zip-lock bags—hang
over hanger; then hang your garment
on the outside.

Whether reproduction or vintage,
never store hats with feathers or fur
in plastic or in a hot or moist environ-
ment such as attic spaces—the feath-
ers/fur will eventually disintegrate.
Store hats in hatboxes or small card-
board boxes—one to a box and stuff
flimsy crowns with unbleached paper
(packing paper) so they don’t get
wonky lumps and dents.  Large hats
can be wrapped loosely in pieces of
unbleached muslin as dust covers.
Heirloom hats should be wrapped
well in acid free tissue and don’t for-
get to include the provenance.

My Last Hint: When you visit a
store that sells vintage clothing, don’t
touch the clothing any more than you
have to; working in a museum I could
really see the damage that common
skin oil can cause.  Consider tucking
one small cotton glove in your purse
for examining the garments and

move the hangers by grabbing the
neck of the hanger, not the shoulders.
I was observed by a dealer in Austin
practicing the above precautions, and
he was so impressed, he gave me a
behind-the-scenes tour of his fabu-
lous collection and shared his
restoration tips!

Whiskey Lil can be contacted at
sheriagaines@gmail.com.

Shows progression of how to make padded museum hangers 
for vintage clothes

Whiskey Lil in 1880s vintage 
bonnet with reproduction capelet 
featuring jet beading worked 

in Victorian design.��
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Support and Defend!

Today I received my Cowboy
Chronicle and was immediately

incensed by the attitude expressed
by Citizen Lathwell.  I never write
in because I believe I am wasting
my breath, but no one has the

power or authority to counter-
mand the Constitution.  I spent 23
years of my life in uniform defend-
ing American rights and liberties.
Though retired now, I still am an
officer in the United States Navy
and still have the obligation and
oath to support and defend the
Constitution against all enemies
foreign AND DOMESTIC.  Anyone
who seeks to impede, restrict, or
otherwise infringe on the rights of
FREE Americans is in violation of
the Constitution regardless of
whether they are a politician in
Washington or a liberal on the
streets of this great country.  For
a political figure to do so violates
the very oath he or she took to as-
sume the office.

As for “well regulated,” I believe
George Mason was clear as to what
was meant by this statement, and
he was not speaking of a standing
army or only for hunting.  George
Washington and Thomas Jefferson
are also clear on the duties of the
American citizen as it pertains to
firearms.  They all recognized the
danger presented by a government
without accountability, and the
rights guaranteed in the Constitu-
tion provide both protection and ac-
countability.  The power rests with
the people, not the government.

Fortunately for the current
crop of citizens, there are still
those willing to stand for some-
thing greater than themselves.
Every serviceman or woman
knows freedom isn’t free.  As Cow-
boys, we try and replicate a sense
of the fundamental sense of honor
that built this country.  Mr. Lath-

well, you have been fortunate not
to have to draw in anger or in
need of protection, consider your-
self lucky.  I have, and not in war.
Oddly, I was safer at sea in hostile
waters than on the streets of sub-
urban LA.  And no, you can’t al-
ways depend on someone else to
defend or protect you regardless
of the motto on their cars.  “Sup-
port and Defend” is only a slogan.
I have called the police three
times and have seen them zero.  

I live in Maryland, a state
rapidly becoming completely the
antithesis of its own state motto,
the “Free State.”  As an American,
I ask only one thing, to be left

alone to live my life in peace.  I
have harmed none, nor do I expect
to be harmed, but only a fool sur-
renders their means of protection
in a hostile world, and this is just
that, whether terrorist or politi-
cian.  The list of countries overrun
by immoral and totalitarian gov-
ernments is long, and everyone
started with GUN CONTROL.
The words of this administration
are the same as those of Adolph
Hitler as it relates to gun control.
My ancestors have already faced
that reality, only an idiot does not
learn from history.

Hank Steinfeld, SASS #41852
Hollywood, MD

ee
Thanks For The Help 

At END of TRAIL

T. A. Chance thanks Misty
Moonshine and the Wild

Bunch for the opportunity to serve
as Match Director for END of
TRAIL 2013.  He appreciates their
confidence and support.  There
were many, many people who
helped him, and he wishes to
thank them as well.  

Virgil Earp, Lassiter, and
Blackjack Zak did an outstanding
job as Chief ROs.  Lassiter also
helped set stages and T. A. was
happy to benefit from his advice
and experience.  The side matches
Lassiter designed and coordinated
were well run and enjoyed by the
shooters.  This takes a lot of ad-
vance planning, and T. A. appreci-
ates all of Lassiter’s work.

The Posse Marshals did an ex-
cellent job.  They have to make the
stages understandable and fun
while still keeping the posses on
schedule.  They did all that and
deserve a big “Thanks!” 

Hipshot worked for weeks on
the new Hot Tamale Cantina and
had it ready for Hot Tamale and
Hawkshaw Fred to put on the fin-
ishing touches just before the
match.  It looks great.  And while
Hipshot was doing that, he still
found time to build a barn front, a
couple of water troughs, and a
bank front.  Thanks, Hipshot, for
all your help and support!

Thanks to More or Les.  He
made sure those water troughs
held water.  Wouldn’t have been as
much fun if you couldn’t see the
water splash with each rifle shot.
Thanks, More or Les.  

Before the match, Footloose
and Zack built some shades for
the stages, which all the shooters

appreciated.  Footloose and Fancy
Free and the Waddies kept the
water jugs and the water trough
full while still attending to their
other duties.  Thanks to you all.

The cadets of the Bataan Mil-
itary Academy moved targets for
the Wild Bunch match, the Cow-
boy Match, the Side Matches, and
the Top Gun Shoot-off.  They po-
liced brass and were a great group
of young people to be around.
Thanks to the cadets and their
commander.

There was also a group of
Cowboy Shooters who helped
change the Wild Bunch stages to
Cowboy stages on Monday and
Tuesday.  Thanks to them the
Cowboy stages were ready for the
Warm-up match.  

Deuce Stevens and Cobra Cat
ran the Top Gun Showcase and
made it a fast, fun event for the
shooters and spectators.  T-Bone
Dooley kept us all informed and
entertained with his commentary.
Thanks Deuce, Cobra Cat, and T-
Bone.

Misty Moonshine and the
SASS staff made everything run
smoothly, and it was a pleasure
working with them.  Thanks to
Misty and the SASS staff. 

The biggest “Thank You” goes
to all the shooters who attended
END of TRAIL 2013.  You can
have excellent Match ROs, great
Posse Marshals, and super help,
but if you don’t have shooters, you
have no match!  So “THANKS” to
all the folks who showed up and
shot the match.  We hope you had
a great time at END of TRAIL
2013 and will come back to END
of TRAIL 2014!  

By Mist Chance, SASS #15391, 
as suggested and approved by T. A. Chance, SASS #4072Half Pint Says THANK YOU!

Dear Justice Lily Kate and the
rest of the Scholarship crew:

Ijust wanted to write and letyou know how much I ap-
preciate the help you gave me
with my college tuition.  I
have just graduated from
High Point University with
my B.S. in Biology.  What you
do for young people in SASS is
amazing, and it really made
getting my degree possible.
Thanks again for everything!

Half Pint, SASS #13219
Winchester, VA�
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ting around.  It’s not easy growing
old with your dog.  

Of late, she is not seeing as good
as she used to.  Glasses would help,
but the government has yet to fur-
nish universal health care for pets.
When a treat is tossed her way and it
lands a foot or so away, it takes a lit-
tle nose work to find the prize.  When
she goes outside to do her business
she barks for a long time to scare all
the coyotes away.  Sometimes she will
not get off the porch until one of us
walks out in the yard with her.  It’s
not easy growing old with your dog.  

Sterling Meg is by far the best
housedog The Vicar’s Wife and I have

ever had.  She is not just a pet, but
the first dog we have ever had that
has a type of personality.  I guess
that’s what we like best about her,
and at the same time why she toler-
ates us.  In the summer she sits in
the yard and surveys her domain.  In
the winter she lays on the windowsill
gazing.  We often say to family mem-
bers, “When Meg is gone, we DO
NOT want another dog.”  “I don’t
want to grow old with another dog.”  

creevicardave@hotmail.com
www.suckercreek.org
Photos by:
The Vicar’s Wife
Cree Vicar Dave

Growing Old
With Our Dog

perks up when we start packing the
truck to go to a Cowboy Action
Shooting™ event.  At the range she
enjoys riding around in a basket
cart we bought for her at a “Flea
Market” in Florida.  Looking at her
I wonder how I’ll be doing in an-
other 13 years.  It’s not easy growing
old with your dog.  

When we first got her, she was
barely a handful, and she ran
around wanting to play.  Now she is
what is called by some a “Tabletop
Dog,” which means her back is flat
and as wide as her height.  She now
has lumps and bumps, her legs are
getting stiff, and she has trouble get-

here have been some
questions of late about
how our faithful dog,
“Sterling Meg,” is doing.

And the answer is she is doing as
well as can be expected.  She is a
Sheltie (Shetland Sheepdog).  They
are watchdogs with herding in their
blood.  She is always trying ta round
up everyone in the house to one spot
so she can relax and keep an eye on
us.  Megan turned 84 this year in
dog years (at seven dog to one
human).  As a result, she spends
most of her time eating, sleeping,
with an occasional trip outside.  She

Cree Vicar Dave, 
SASS Life/Regulator #49907,

with faithful dog 
“Sterling Meg.”

T
By Cree Vicar Dave, SASS Life/Regulator #49907
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Guard Dog
Meg doing her job as a watchdog

Sleeping
Sterling Meg doing what she does best, SLEEPING!

Meg watching over the back yard.
Shelties (Shetland Sheepdogs) 
are good watchdogs with herding

in their blood.   When our 
grandchildren were small and
went out in the yard, Meg would
circle them barking, keeping 
them away from the pond.

Meg loves ta get up 
on the windowsill 
and look ta see 

what’s going on outside.

They say Shelties 
don’t like water.   

Meg seems ta be the exception.
Here she is playing in the pond 
with The Vicar’s Wife and 

grandchildren, Harrison and
Lucy.   When we pull 
into the driveway 

on a warm summer day 
and stop the car, 

Meg makes a beeline 
for the water ta cool off.

Sterling Meg in her 
Cowboy Action cart.  

The Vicar’s Wife brings her 
around ta watch the action 

at clubs where pets are allowed.

Sterling Meg curled up on the sofa.
I said to her the other day, “Meg, 

how many dogs do you know of have
their own sofa ta sleep on?”   
Meg gets a bath once a week, 

so she has better hygiene then some
cowpokes I’ve met on the road.   

She gets her bath with flea shampoo,
even when we are on the road at a
Cowboy Action club.   When at home
she seems ta know when it is time.

She used to trot into the 
bathroom and jump into the tub.   
Nowadays she needs a little help.

Meg taking a cat nap 
with her head on the lap 
of her favorite bunny.

When Meg is turned over 
on her back snoring, 
it is obvious she is 

in at least 
stage four deep sleep.



today than the Mark, in our opinion.
From ‘Frisco, we spent a couple

of days at sea before arriving at
Cabo San Lucas, where we had not
been since playing golf back when it
was a popular stop for the Senior
tour.  Then, two more days at sea
before we stopped at Puerto Quet-
zal, Guatemala, followed the next
by San Juan Del Sur in Nicaragua
and Puntarenas, Costa Rica.  An-
other day was spent at sea before
visiting Manta, Ecuador, which of-
fered two widely diverse trips – one
to the sophisticated city of Quito -
the second highest capital in the
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ElTigre and LaGatta

The little 
penguins 

walked almost
close enough 
to touch.

An Around The Horn Adventure
By El Tigre, SASS Life/Regulator #28083, 

and La Gatita, SASS #28084

o begin, we flew Delta to
San Francisco—an en-
joyable flight where they
even provided table-

cloths for dinner and landed on
time.  There we transferred to the
old Mark Hopkins Hotel, which still
is in fine condition.  The Top of the
Mark rooftop bar is somewhat im-
pressive, but is no longer “the place
to be seen” as in the old days.
Breakfast, billed as a “Full Ameri-
can Breakfast” (which we have not
eaten in years) is served in The Top.
If you do not wish to partake, they
suggest you go across the street to
the Fairmont, which remains a
great old hotel and is perhaps better

T
El Tigre Viejo and La Gatita 
need binoculars to view 
the sea lions down below



world which is situated, inciden-
tally, on the equator and is again,
incidentally, La Gatita’s home town;
the other to one of the world’s eco-
logical bastions, The Galapagos Is-
lands.  Another day was taken at
sea before spending two days in
Callao, Peru, to allow persons to
visit the Inca ruins, which we had
visited some years ago.  

Two more days at sea brought
us to Coquimbo, Chili, followed the
next by Valparaiso, where we said
goodbye to a number of passengers,
including some most pleasant
Canadians and several Italians
who, interestingly, are the owners of
an ice cream franchise that is
spreading through Europe like
wildfire.  In exchange, we gained a
whole new set of travelers, includ-
ing an entire group from Venezuela
which included a very charming
couple of physicians along with
their general surgeon son and oph-
thalmologic surgeon daughter.

From here on, the hot weather
began to dissipate until finally,
around the horn, it dropped to 7.2
degrees centigrade with wind, fog,
and rain that came and went, often
numerous times within the same
day.  We also had 18 straight hours
of daylight as we descended toward
the Antarctic – all quite fascinating.

From Valparaiso, we had a day
at sea before reaching Puerto
Montt, another at sea before a day
cruising past Amalia Glacier and
several others, and finally arrived
at Punta Arenas (different from
Puntarenas in Guatemala), still in
Chili.  Next came Ushuaia (pro-
nounced U sh I a), the end of the in-
habited world.  We passed through
part of the Straits of Magellan but
then went outside to go around the
Horn – the last land before Antarc-
tica.  From here we were off to Port
Stanley, the Falcon Islands – the
smallest capital city in the world.

From Stanley, we spent another
day at sea before arriving at Puerto
Madryn, Argentina, an additional
before arriving at Montevideo,
Uruguay, and the next day we dis-
embarked at Buenos Aries, to spend
a day and a night before flying back
via American Airlines to Miami.

American provided the same level of
service as Delta, but was late be-
cause the plane we were taking had
been diverted to Montevideo the
night before because of a horren-
dous thunderstorm we experienced
in Buenos Aries.  A most interesting
aside is we did not have time for
breakfast anywhere along the line
until finally, at about 2:00 PM, we
were served Glenlivet Scotch and a
passable Merlot along with the rest
of our “breakfast.”  Several hours
later this was followed by pizza,
which was pretty good, for a snack
before departing.  After arriving late
in Miami, about 10:30 PM, knowing
we wouldn’t sleep, we rented a car
and drove home – what a day.

On our trip, we visited groups of
penguins, sea lions, and seals in the
rain, wind, and cold (we had to buy
extra heavy duty wind/rain parkas),
and saw whales and huge sea tur-
tles as well as the usual dolphins
and a couple of hammer head
sharks.  To visit the penguins, we
had to transfer to all-terrain vehi-
cles to use for crossing bogs. Often
we had to get out while steel track-
ing was removed from the top of the
vehicles to bridge impassable areas,
cross over, stop to retrieve the track-
ing, and proceed to the next similar
spot.  The same route is never taken
twice within a day or two because it
would not be safe.  It makes for an
interesting pilgrimage.  

We also visited the local golf
course just before Tierra del Fuego
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rest of what others who “Round the
Horn” can do.  So, “That’s all, folks!”
(El Tigre Viejo is 94 years young and
still having great adventures.  In ad-
dition to being a SASS Life Member
and Regulator, he has also been a
Territorial Governor in Florida,
helped establish The Miakka Misfits
SASS club, served in WWII and
Korea where he taught basic knife-
fighting techniques to trainees, was
a professor and world-wide lecturer,
is the author of six textbooks, a lexi-
con in four languages, as well as the
author of the western novels El
Tigre, Lobo, El Tigre II, a sculptor
who sculpted a bronze bust of The
Judge for the SASS Museum.  His
talents are endless!…Cat)

outside of Puntarenas.  We enjoyed a
warm and pleasant Christmas, and
the ship’s company provided us with
a wildly celebratory New Year’s Eve.

A note to anyone wishing to
take the trip - at least a fundamen-
tal working knowledge of Spanish is
a must in Buenos Aries.  Four cruise
ships were docked at the same time,
all releasing and boarding literally
thousands of passengers, with lug-
gage being delivered to the same
terminal at the same time, along
with luggage also to be loaded
aboard these ships from the same
place at the same time, with no rec-
ognizable representative visible
from any ship – CHAOS!!  Then,
when you have finally retrieved
your luggage, you are funneled to
the exit where you must enter a line
of conservatively 80 - 100 persons to
obtain a police controlled taxi.  If
you speak enough of the language,
many problems can be avoided, but
it is an experience.  In truth, we
wonder if some of those people still
might be there.

To summarize this lengthy en-
deavor, if you have endured this far,
the trip perhaps is not for everyone.
However, in my youth I was in-
trigued by tales of the rugged sea-
men who “Rounded the Horn,” and
of the wild Tierra del Fuego, deso-
late Patagonia, and the animals of
the area.  Thus, for us, the overall
experience was fantastic and al-
though we previously have visited
much of South America, many other
places were new and almost unbe-
lievably fascinating.  Also, unlike
our recent trip to Rome where, upon
receiving information from friends
one of our all time world favorite
restaurants, the Hosterio del Orso,
had drastically changed, we did not
go; in Buenos Aries we were able to
have dinner at another of our fa-
vorites, La Cabana Las Lilas, which
was still as charming and delicious
as ever.  I also have my gold earring
I earned by rounding the Horn and
which La Gatita may allow me to
wear.  Unfortunately, I don’t think
she will let me get away with the

El Tigre and La Gatita 
enjoy a misty day.

The end of the Earth

�



Kid.  Lincoln is almost perfectly
preserved; the courthouse where
Billy made his famous escape by
killing his two guards still stands,
as do many other buildings of the
time.  We had an elegant lunch at
the historic Wortley Hotel, origi-
nally owned by none other than Pat
Garrett.  Park rangers tell interest-
ing and unknown stories about
“The Kid” and events surrounding
the war, all material for upcoming
articles.  Stay tuned.

From Lincoln, we followed the
same trail that Colonel Fountain
followed on his fateful ride from
that very courthouse to his home in
Mesilla, just outside Las Cruces.
Alongside the I-70 freeway near the
White Sands National Monument,
a lonely marker identifies the site
where Fountain and his eight-year
old son, Henry, met their deaths at
the hands of unknown killers, their
bodies never to be found.  It’s a very
lonely place to die, the pass to home
plainly visible in the Organ Moun-
tains less than five miles away.

Mesilla is another well-pre-
served Old West town, now a bit of
a tourist attraction, as it should be,
with its share of souvenir shops and
restaurants (very good ones, I might
add).  We met with Dr. John Smith,
a retired agriculturalist and one of
the most knowledgeable Old West
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very historian hopes to
visit the places they have
studied and researched
and envisioned.  And so

it was with the Colonel and his
bride, Blackjack Annie, SASS
#47168.  Plans began to form many
months ago to do just that—visit
some of the sites about which I’ve
written for The Cowboy Chronicle.

It started with the idea of visit-
ing the sites of the murder of
Colonel Albert Jennings Fountain
near Las Cruces, NM, about which
the article “Murder in the Tularosa”
was written.  As long as we’ve gone
that far, we reasoned, why not go to
Trinity Site for its open house on the
first Saturday in April.  Lincoln, NM
was just down the road.  Why not go
on to San Antonio to visit the Alamo
and the Texas Ranger Museum in
Waco!  And guess what’s on the way:
Langtry, Texas and Judge Roy
Bean’s Jersey Lily.  Big Bend Na-
tional Park.  The Elizabet Ney Mu-
seum in Austin.  Carlsbad Caverns

NM.  Valley of Fires is an ancient
lava flow that would have required
a three-day ride to bypass before a
road was driven through it as early
as 1910.  It’s an amazing site to see,
ancient lava flows warped into fan-
tastic shapes, alive with plant and
animal life.  The lava lies over 160
feet deep at the narrow section of
the valley.  That little road leads on
to Lincoln.

We all know about Lincoln, the
Lincoln County War, and Billy the

just happened to be in the area.
In short, the trip turned into a

three-week odyssey into some of the
icons of American West history.
Here’s the story:

From the homestead in Orange
County, CA (near SASS’ birthplace),
our first stop was Payson, AZ and
a visit to the site of the Battle of
Big Dry Wash, the last battle of
the Apache Indian Wars for which
four Congressional Medals of Honor

were awarded.  It required a
long, difficult drive over the
old “Cooks Road” and a
rugged hike to the site
where a marker listed the
names of those who partici-
pated in that final skirmish,
commanded by then-Cap-
tain Adna Chaffee, later to
become General of the Army.

It was a very long drive
to Socorro, NM and the
Trinity Site, with a hilari-
ous stop at Pie Town on the
way.  Trinity Site is sober-
ing.  One cannot imagine the
enormity of the event that
happened there, our abrupt
introduction to the Atomic
Age.  One wonders at the
very shallow depression sur-
rounding the rock pylon
that marks the site of the
100-foot tower vaporized in
that first nuclear explosion.

Just down the road,
across the Valley of Fires,
is the little town of Lincoln,

Col. Richard Dodge, 
SASS #1750

E

our olDWest oDyssey
By Col. Richard Dodge, SASS Life #1750

Entrance to Santa Elena Canyon of 
Rio Grande River, Big Bend National Park.
Mexico is on the left; beautiful hiking trail 

on U.S. side.
The window from which Billy killed 
Deputy Ollinger with his own shotgun.

The famous Lincoln County Courthouse in Lincoln, New Mexico
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historians I’ve ever met.  He took us
in hand and led us on an exhaust-
ing tour of the area, including a
daunting trek through desert
mesquite to Pat Garret’s murder
site and to his grave in the old Ma-
sonic Cemetery.  Then we met the
great, great granddaughter of
Colonel Fountain, Ms. Mary Bird,
curator of her family’s historical
home and museum, the Gadsden
Museum.  A charming and gra-
cious lady, Ms. Bird proudly led us
through her priceless collection of
family memorabilia, including
many of the colonel’s artifacts, uni-
forms and firearms.  One can only
hope that her museum endures for
future generations to enjoy.

Down another long, long road,
(warning: Texas does not have rest
stops on those long, long roads), we
came to the pretty town of Alpine,
almost an oasis in the midst of the
vast West Texas desert with a star-
tlingly elegant college campus on
the edge of town.  Ninety miles fur-
ther to the south, Big Bend Na-
tional Park occupies the
impressive, rugged land inside the
“big bend” of the Rio Grande.  A full
day of exploration took us into the
park’s impressive mountainous in-
terior and a drive to the river.  Here,
the Mexican side of the border is an
awesome, vertical 1,200-foot tall cliff
face.  We followed the river up-
stream to the beginning of the
Santa Elena Canyon, where the
cliffs on both sides of the river stand
the same 1,200 feet, straight up and
down.  A beautiful hike back into the
canyon along the cliff face reveals a
beautiful hidden world—a wonder-
ful place of study for scientists of

every discipline.  Interestingly, the
Rio Grande is almost dry, now only
elongated pools of green water.

Next came one of the real icons
of the Old West: Langtry, Texas and
Judge Roy Bean’s Jersey Lily.
One had to really want to go there,
I thought several times on the long
road to Langtry.  The tan walls of a
modern building meet you there,
with a sign reading “Judge Roy
Bean Museum” across the front.  In-
side the modern lobby, a young lady
refused our offer to pay admission—
it was free, we were told.  Just go
through the door to the interior.
And there it was!  Standing dark
and stubborn, defying time, stood
the original Jersey Lily.  Inside, you
could belly up to the same bar, put
your foot on the rail, and imagine
ordering up a drink of the judge’s
watered-down whiskey.  There was
the pot-bellied stove with a table
and chair standing nearby.  The bil-
liard room, which occupied the
other half of the building, was
empty but for the historic old pho-
tos on the walls.  It seems this is ac-
tually the second Jersey Lily, the
first having been burned down dur-
ing one of the Judge’s absences – he
did have his enemies, after all.

Fredericksburg is one of the
most famous of Texas’ towns, just
off I-10, home of Texas Jack’s
(where we dropped a bundle), the
Admiral Chester Nimitz Mu-
seum (the admiral came from Fred-
ericksburg), and a wonderful old
historic downtown. 

San Antonio is only 90 min-
utes away and we struggled with
big city traffic we hadn’t experi-
enced since leaving home.  Gotta
tell you, there’s some good places to
eat along the famous Riverwalk.
Started in the 1920s, the Riverwalk
follows a “D-shaped” bend in the
San Antonio River, the straight
shaft of the “D” being a man-made
flood control channel.  It seems
everyone in San Antonio is out
walking there.  Great people watch-
ing.  They say if you fall into the
river, just stand up.  It’s only three
feet deep.

The Alamo, of course, is the
main point of interest.  We learned
even John Wayne didn’t get it right
(sorry, folks).  The famous façade of
the old church doesn’t even look the
same as it did then and most of the
battle was fought well out in front
of the church in the massive 4½-
acre courtyard.  It’s very size made
it indefensible by the 189 defenders;
they say a thousand men couldn’t
have defended it.  The exterior walls

There’s a story coming on the battle
of the Alamo, told as related to us
by the Alamo’s historians.

Another 90-minute drive up I-
35 brought us to Austin and a visit
to the stately Capitol building that
just had to be taller than the na-
tion’s own capitol building.  We

were demolished after the battle by
the Mexicans to prevent its further
use as a fort and subsequent devel-
opment almost destroyed any evi-
dence of the mission’s footprint.
Fortunately, the Daughters of the
Republic of Texas saved the site
from complete destruction.  Now it
is Texas’ most hallowed spot.

The window from which Billy killed 
Deputy Ollinger with his own shotgun.

Billy the Kid’s leg irons 
worn when he escaped 
from the courthouse.  

They were cut with the aid 
of local citizens.

Judge Roy Bean’s original Jersey Lily, Langtry, TX.

(Continued on page 22)
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were told at least one legislator
tried to introduce a bill that no one
could erect a building that could ob-
struct a view of the capitol building.
It was somewhat reassuring to see
legislators walking through the
building wearing huge Stetson
hats.  And there, as we expected,
were the two Elizabet Ney statues
of Steven Austin and Sam Houston,
guarding the entrance to the build-
ing.  Unfortunately, her Formosa
museum was closed for repairs, a
major disappointment.

The Texas Ranger Hall of
Fame and Museum in Waco was a
major objective of the trip.  It holds
an amazing collection of firearms
that figured in Texas Ranger his-
tory, including personal handguns
of many famous Rangers.  They
sure did like fancy guns, engraved,
inlaid with gold and silver, stocked
with exotic wood, ivory, and pre-
cious metals.  I recall seeing only
one “stock” Colt 1911 in the entire
collection.  There was the arsenal
found in Clyde Barrow’s car follow-
ing the “Bonnie and Clyde” am-
bush, as well as the firearms used
by the officers who took them down.
Needless to say, the tour of the mu-
seum took several hours, including
watching the very well done film on

Texas Ranger history.  I was
pleased it didn’t try to whitewash
the Rangers’ checkered history, but
I wish they had included the story
about Colonel Fountain’s role in re-
establishing the Rangers when he
was active in the Texas legislature;
they had been disbanded by an ear-
lier Texas governor.

One last stop in Waco: the Dr.
Pepper Museum.  We learned Dr.
Pepper was created in Waco.  Hav-
ing a Dr. Pepper float in the re-
stored old drug store was a blast
from the past.

It’s a nine-hour drive to Carls-
bad Caverns through Pecos, TX.  A
quick stop at the “West of the
Pecos Museum” was well worth
the time.  Artifacts from the early
days of the Texas cattle days would
warm the heart of any cowboy fan.
Carlsbad Caverns was discovered
and developed by a cowboy named
Jim White.  His little booklet tells
of his early explorations of the
caves and how none of his fellow
waddies would believe his stories of
the wonders he’d found.  The Cav-
erns are indeed wondrous to be-
hold, fantastic shapes, and forms of
limestone created by dripping
water over millennia.  One shud-
ders to see the damage caused by
thoughtless and stupid visitors;

many local volunteers spend count-
less hours cleaning up after them.
The accommodations for walking
through the caverns are carefully
constructed and safe for anyone.

Another long drive brought us
to Tombstone, last stop on our
odyssey.  What can you say about
Tombstone?  We’d been there before
and noted some sad changes.  No
more gunfights in the streets.
William Brown Leather Maker is
no longer there.  Neither is Span-
genburger’s Gun Shop.  The only
other “western” gun shop is almost
closed.  Dang yuppies musta moved
into town.  Tombstone’s lost a lot of

its “Old West” spirit and attraction.
At least I was able to find a nice
pair of long-sought-after “double
eagle” boots that fit.  They were
even on sale!  

One thing this trip confirmed is
the enormity of the American West.
Even the thin slice we covered took
three weeks and barely scratched
the surface.  It clarified many issues
not fully understood, uncovered
new characters and events to ex-
plore, and reminds us again of the
wonderful history of our great na-
tion.  Blackjack Annie and I are al-
ready thinking about where we’ll
explore next.

Our Old West Odyssey . . .

Resolve or Hypocrisy?

publicans when the Federalists
controlled the government, but
was now viewed as totally consti-
tutional now that the Democrat-
Republicans were in control?
Colonel Dan, in his article, does
even mention this.  

From these examples, it is so
plainly obvious that Colonel Dan’s
“Constitutionalists” believed in
strict interpretation of the Consti-
tution only so long as that idea
suited their political needs as the
minority party in the government.
But, when those so-called “Consti-
tutionalists” became the majority
party and strict interpretation be-
came a hindrance to their political
wants, they were quick to aban-
don strict interpretation for loose
interpretation, thereby expanding
government power beyond those
enumerated limitations of Article
I, Section 8, which, according to
Colonel Dan, they so staunchly
defended in the 1790’s.  They
were, most assuredly, not “Consti-
tutionalists,” but were, instead,
political opportunists, and the al-
leged “resolve” in the title of
Colonel Dan’s article is nothing
more than outright hypocrisy.  
(In an alternative universe, Doc
Dakota is Dr. Albert Burnham,
Associate Professor of History, El
Paso Community College, El
Paso, TX)

=============
I want to thank Doc Dakota

for laying out his detailed inter-
pretation of Jefferson et al.  As I
indicated in the referenced article,
my report was based on the book

“The Real Thomas Jefferson” by An-
drew M. Allison, published by the
National Center for Constitutional
Studies.  In that article, I narrowly
focused my view on a particular ex-
ample of Jefferson and his col-
leagues standing resolutely against
what they saw as the unconstitu-
tional act of an overreaching federal
government by passing the Alien
and Sedition Acts and the subse-
quent drafting of the famous Ken-
tucky Resolutions of 1798 in
response.  Now did Jefferson act dif-
ferently at times when he “sat in the
chair” that could accurately be
characterized as hypocritical when
compared to his stand in the spe-
cific example I cited in that article?
Most assuredly—Doc is right!  The
interpretation as expertly reported
by him takes a longer and broader
view of historical events and there-
fore comes away with a somewhat
different interpretation or conclu-
sion of the people involved—noth-
ing wrong with that whatsoever
and I admire his extensive subject
knowledge.  These different inter-
pretations of history are anything
but unique and serves once again to
validate a long held truth in that 10
historians looking at the same pe-
riod in history will most likely come
away with 10 somewhat different
interpretations of the whys, where-
fores, and consequences—which in
my view, is very valuable in obtain-
ing a more comprehensive under-
standing of history.

Once again, I want to thank the
good Doc for that view from his sad-
dle!  Soldier on Doc … I look for-
ward to meeting you one day down
the SASS trail.

Colonel Dan

A pile of
stones marks 
Pat Garrett
murder site
on the wagon
road to Las
Cruces, NM.

(Continued from page 21)

(Continued from page 11)
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cheek outlook, with Masterson
often dressed in expensive East-
ern clothing.  He wore a derby
and clothes more suited for an
eastern city than in Tombstone,
Arizona.  He preferred to use his
gold-topped cane rather than a
gun to get himself out of trouble;
hence, the nickname “Bat.”  He
was a professional gambler, a
scout, an Indian fighter and a
lawman.  Masterson was also por-
trayed as a ladies’ man that trav-
eled the West looking for women
and adventure.

The series was loosely based
on Richard O’Connor’s 1957 biog-
raphy of Masterson.  This was
highlighted by the book’s front

cover being shown at the end of
the closing credits with an on-
screen notation “based on.”

Barry recreated the role of
Bat Masterson in an episode of
the television series Guns of Par-
adise (1990), alongside Hugh
O’Brian as Wyatt Earp, and again
in 1991 in The Gambler Returns:
The Luck of the Draw, also with
O’Brian as Earp, as well as Jack
Kelly as Bart Maverick and Clint
Walker as Cheyenne Bodie.

The entire Bat Masterson TV
series is now available on DVD.

I’ll be turning the rotary TV
channel selector dial now.  Stay
tuned.
WolverineWrangler@charter.net

title character is played by Gene
Barry and the 108 half-hour
episodes in black and white ran on
NBC from 1958 to 1961.  

The show took a tongue-in-

he Bat Masterson televi-
sion series was a fiction-
alized account of the life
of real-life marshal/gam-

bler/writer Bat Masterson.  The

T

Wolverine Wrangler, 
SASS #22963

By Wolverine Wrangler, SASS #22963

Bat 
Masterson
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My friend found a re-
volver after plowing a
field in Saskatchewan,

Canada near the border with Al-
berta.  It was badly rusted, and the
wood grip was completely gone.
The gun was found in the area of an
Indian uprising put down by the
North West Mounted Police.  Any
help in identifying the gun will be
appreciated.”

A number of years ago, I started
a cowboy website for my own enjoy-
ment in writing about my involve-
ment in SASS and the history of the
Old West and its guns (www.shot
doc.com).  Like the email I received
that starts this article, sometimes I
receive requests from readers who
find my website and ask me to help
identify or tell them about a gun
they have that used to belong to a
father or other relative.  I usually
respond by saying I consider my in-
terest in Old West guns to be a
hobby, and I am not an expert in
identifying guns.  I add if they are
willing to send me a photo of their
gun (with a ruler next to the gun)
and tell me markings they can read
on the gun, I will try to help them
start the identification.  If I’m told
the gun was made by Pedersoli,
Uberti, or Pietta with proof marks
verifying the manufacturer, I can
tell the reader that the gun is a
modern replica and give them some
background on the original gun on
which the replica is based.  If not
clearly a replica, I usually try to end
my identification with general in-
formation and encourage the reader
to take the gun to a gun dealer for
more information.

However, the photos I received
from the reader included in this ar-
ticle intrigued me for a number of

reasons.  The rusty condition and
absence of legible manufacturing
markings on the gun would be a
challenge.  I also have to admit my
love of history and the romantic
idea that the gun was found in the
area of an Indian uprising put down
by the North West Mounted Police
added to my intrigue and was too
tempting to ignore, so I decided to
see how far I could go with the
gun’s identification.

The reader’s photos showed me
the gun was a top-break revolver
with an overall length of nine
inches.  I found out in subsequent
emails with the reader it was a five-
shot model.  The reader also con-
firmed the number 7384 was
stamped at the bottom left-hand
side of the gun grip frame, a num-
ber that would have ordinarily been
covered by the wood on the gun grip
(the number is not clear in the
above photos).  So, I started thumb-
ing through my well-used Flayder-
man (see reference at the end of the
story).  I had also begun to research
Indian uprisings that involved the
North West Mounted Police and
came upon references to the North
West Rebellion in the Canadian
provinces and, specifically, the Bat-
tle of Batoche in 1885 in
Saskatchewan.  Another possibility
suggested by the reader was the
1885 incident known as the Frog
Lake Massacre at Duck Lake in
present-day Saskatchewan.

With the history information, I
first limited my search in Flayder-
man to top-break revolvers that
were in production in 1885.  The
reader had indicated his friend
thought the gun may have been
made by Remington.  Unfortu-
nately, I could find no reference in

Flayderman to any Remington top-
break revolvers, nor in fact, to any
top-break revolvers made by others
in production in 1885 that matched
the shape of the gun handle, ham-
mer placement, and trigger guard
in the photos sent me.  I had to re-
luctantly conclude the gun was un-
likely to have been used in either
the Battle of Bartoche or the Frog
Lake Massacre and reported that to
my reader.  I then expanded my
search for top-break revolvers man-
ufactured after 1885.

Expanding my research, I did
find that Harrington & Richardson
(H&R) first made a top-break re-
volver called the H&R shell-extract-
ing revolver.  The Flayderman
reference indicated only about
6,000 were made between 1886 and
1888, but did not include a photo I
could match to the photos I had re-
ceived.  The next top-break model
H&R produced was described by
Flayderman as the Model 1 auto-
matic ejection, double-action re-
volver made between 1887 and
1889 in a quantity estimated to be
about 5,000 – still no photo.  The
H&R Model 2, however, did have a
photo of a variant of the Model 2
that did in fact match the shape of
the gun grip, hammer placement,
and trigger guard of my reader’s
gun, and included a comment by
Flayderman that the Model 2 had a
re-designed Model 1 frame.  Flay-
derman indicated the Model 2 was
produced by H&R between 1889
and 1940 in a quantity estimated to
be 1.3 million with the five-shot
model using a .38 S&W round.  The

serial number on my reader’s gun
most likely indicated an earlier
rather than later production in the
1899 to 1940 range.

I had gone as far as I could and
indicated to the reader my research
suggested his gun was most likely
to have been the H&R Model 2, es-
pecially considering the large num-
ber produced of that model.  I hoped
he could find a gun dealer in his
area that could substantiate that
opinion.  I thanked him for involv-
ing me in the research in identify-
ing his gun and obtained his
permission to use our email corre-
spondence in writing this article.

How the gun ended up in a
plowed field in a province in
Canada will likely remain a mys-
tery.  My reader and I, however, will
welcome any additional information
about the gun or corrections about
the gun’s identity from Cowboy
Chronicle readers.  Please send those
comments to me at shotdoc@att.net.  
References
Flayderman’s Guide to Antique
American Firearms … and their
values by Norm Flayderman, Gun
Digest Books, 9th Edition, 2007.

Can You Identify My Gun?

Shot Doc, SASS #54337

By Shot Doc, SASS #54337
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ressing up Cowboy is a
major part of Cowboy Ac-
tion Shooting™.  And
some of us, over the years,

have outfitted our wardrobe with
“cowboy attire.”  Over the past
decade, 90% of my new clothing has
fit into the “Cowboy Era” style.  So
frock coats, stiff collar shirts, and
cowboy boots are the norm.

But cowboy boots are not al-
ways the most feet friendly.  Find-
ing comfortable socks that pro vide
the right amount of padding along

with longevity has been a challenge
for me.  I have seen some pretty evil
things happen to a foot that
swerved into inferior socks.  

It says in Proverbs 4:27 (NIV)
27 “Do not swerve to the right or the
left; keep your foot from evil.”  

Recently the Vicar’s Wife
tracked down what I would call,
“The perfect Cowboy Boot socks.”
While rounding up supplies at Wal-
Mart she spotted a herd of, PRE-
MIUM,” “CREWSTYLE,”
“GUARANTEED,” “WORKSOCKS”
made by “DICKIES.”  The US Over-
all Company was established in
1918 by C.N. Williamson and E.E.
“Colonel” Dickie and a few friends.
The business grew until the “Great
Depression.”  During World War II
the company made millions of uni-
forms for the armed forces.  In the
1950s, the company went interna-
tional.  Dickies® products are now
sold across America and through-
out the world.  The writing on the
wrapper touts “Steel Toe protec-
tion,” “Industrial strength,” “Pre-
mium Thickness,” and “Stays
where you put them.”  That last
feature is a good one because the
last thing a cowpoke wants ta do is
hunt for a stray sock when he’s
ready ta put his boots on.

Well I grabbed a pair of those
premium, guaranteed, crew style
work socks and socked it to those
ole dog tired feet, and then slipped

may be the happiest cowpoke on
the “Range.”

Hope ta see ya on the trail … 
creevicardave@hotmail.com
www.suckercreek.org
Photos by:
The Vicar’s Wife
Indian Paintbrush
Cree Vicar Dave
Sources:
www.dickies.com
The Holy Bible

on my boots.  I’m here ta tell ya
those “Dickies” socks are the most
comfortable I’ve ever had!  And,
they don’t wear holes in ‘em quickly
like some others do.  

Seems Wal-Mart is the only
place that sells this type of “Dick-
ies” socks.  We have checked other
stores, the Web, and even the
“Dickies” website site but have not
found this exact style socks any-
where else.

So next time you get the urge to
“Sock it to em,” reach for a pair of
“Dickies” Premium, crew style,
guaranteed, work socks.  If you
enjoy them as much as I do, you

Sock It To‘Em
Cree Vicar Dave, 

SASS Life/Regular #49907

D
By Cree Vicar Dave, SASS Life/Regulator #49907

This view shows the socks 
compared to a 14-inch boot.  
For me, they have just 

the right amount of thickness.

A photo of the “two pair socks” package.  
The only place we have found this type of Dickies socks is at Wal-Mart.

Top view of socks.  
They are the most comfortable
socks I have ever encountered.

Dickies industrial strength, 
premium thickness, 
crew-style, work socks.  
View showing heel 

and side of socks sole.

�
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Be sure you’re right, 
then go ahead.

packing up and turning on my cell
phone at the only point in the range
where I could get reception, the
sudden impact of 32 messages ring-
ing in all at once and one from my
son with the … “no subject” … title
was enough to tell me that some-
thing had happened back home.
Sure enough, “something” turned
out to be my fourth grandchild,
about two hours old.  It’s nice hav-
ing a Hyundai that does 65 miles an
hour at 48 miles a gallon simulta-
neous-like all the way across three
states, but I never did get to have
Gray Squirrel point out the Cowboy
to me.  Some guy named Fess
Parker once taught me … “Be sure
you’re right, then go ahead” … so
the first thing I do when getting
criticized is to introspect.  In the
end, the Cowboy Shooter’s com-
plaint proved useful, and I modified
the cart after thinking about it all
the way home

Anyway, I am a little slow to cite
the Cowboy because he did not
speak with me directly about the
problem and went to somebody else.
I’d rather shelter that under the
umbrella of all of us being Range
Officers when it comes to safety.
What bothered me most is the idea
I missed something because design-
ing and selling the Saddle Pal™

mouths at high enough angles to
avoid sweeps when handling the
guns.  The higher the mouth, the
more likely the muzzle of the gun
will not be sweeping anybody when
you convert from carrying to and
from the tables to loading the gun
into the scabbard.  At the mouth of
the scabbard, the bottom is slit open
about five inches and thus the spine
shelters the muzzle of the gun.

The rig is not just for interest-
ing looks, although the fact so many
shooters compliment me on it is
pretty good for the ego.  I will also
admit the not having to sit down on
a box and having to get back up at
the expense of my knees is pretty
appealing around the fourth stage,
and when my back is screaming for
mercy and my feet are taking the
alto in harmony.  The saddle idea is
easier to get in and out of when I
need to rest.  

I must have done something
wrong, though.  Even if I don’t re-
member errant muzzles, somebody
else noticed, so it had to be my fault.
So, I modified my cart with an extra
measure and wrote this piece not
just for me, but also for everybody
using scabbards.

The idea of converting to scab-
bards instead of racks for my long
guns was born out of a safety con-
cern at a match several years old …

guncart was built around safety.  
Take a look at the photo.  I have

sold a few with gun racks, and one
with scabbards.  I have also seen
some of the commercial gun-carts
built on baby stroller frames where
the guns are, in effect, in scabbards
with muzzles down.  I am now a fan
of scabbards.  As it stands, there are
no real concise rules about them, so
I thought I’d write this piece.  I built
my cart around one basic rule … if
it was going to have scabbards, then
I needed to mount them with the

Well, who is he?”  I asked
my long time pard and
now range officer, Gray

Squirrel.
“I dunno, but this is the second

time he talked about it … “Your
buddy is at it again’ he says …”

The anonymous cowboy was
complaining about my Saddle Pal™
guncart and accusing me of waving
muzzles around.  You always worry
about something like that because
waving muzzles around is always a
sign of being tired or careless or
both.  It’ll stop my show every time
and make me rethink the moment.
In fact, I blew a clean match on the
next stage.  Slap my face and call
me OCD, but I always try to follow
the advice of one of my long-time
friends, Tom Payne, by trying to do
things the same way every time
when on the line or at the table.

I never got to meet the guy my-
self because of the circumstances of
the layout of the range.  I intended
to load the car at the end of the
match and then find Gray Squirrel
so he could point him out.  After

the capGun kiD riDes

The Capgun Kid, 
SASS #31398

SCABBARD ETTIQUETTE
How Safe is Safe?

By The Capgun Kid, SASS #31398

“

I open the action halfway out of 
the scabbard and look down into 
the chamber for the Winchester 

before I drop the butt to the ground.

I only pull it out or push it in 
half way before inspecting the 
action and dropping the butt 

to get the muzzle up.

Again, having to force the muzzles
up by dropping the butt …

I have to break it and let 
the butt drop before it leaves 
the scabbard, again doing 
a visual on the chambers.
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I am pretty sure it was 2009.  Upon
getting home from the match and
levering my Winchester open to
clean it, an empty popped out and
rattled on the floor as I looked at it
dumbfoundedly, like it was my first
year shooting.  Idiot.  I never fig-
ured out how it got past the unload-
ing table beyond the reality that
both of us at the table must have
had eyes somewhere else.  I dunno
why it did not eject when working
the lever at that table, or why I did
not even see it then and when put-
ting the guns away.  I don’t even
want to know.  I’d rather be able to
ensure it never happens again.

The scabbards are put on the
front of my cart for balance with
openings canted upward with a pur-
pose.  Before I carry the guns to the
loading table, I have to pull them,
one at a time.  I open the action half
way out of the scabbard and look
down into the chamber for the Win-
chester before I drop the butt to the
ground.  Before the muzzle is out of
the scabbard, it is inherently
pointed up.  In the case of the shot-
gun, I have to break it and let the
butt drop before it leaves the scab-
bard, again doing a visual on the
chambers.  In both instances, the
gun goes butt down and the muzzle
points at the sky right before it
leaves the scabbard, and I hoist
them and begin to move away.  By
keeping the mouth of the scabbard
higher off the ground and dropping
the butt, I get the self assurance of
knowing the gun is safe before I
march to and from the tables.  

That’s a visual inspection on the
way to the line I would otherwise
find easy to overlook if I had built
my cart with a conventional rack.
Chalk it up to the Marine Corps.
For them what ain’t from Uncle
Sam’s Misguided Children, go
watch the movie Full Metal
Jacket.  There is an inspection
scene out on the tarmac that gave
me flashbacks.  You can watch the

character Pyle come to port arms,
open the action on his M-14, shove
the bolt back, and look down into
the guts of the gun.  Then he ex-
plains it to The Gunny in terms of
the safety procedure.  You’ll see
what I mean when watching that
scene.  The cart has a special nook
to lean each of the guns against to
keep the muzzle up while working
with the other gun.

When I put the guns back, I re-
verse the procedure, once again hav-
ing to force the muzzles up by
dropping the butt and putting the
muzzles into the scabbard after in-
specting the chambers and carrier.
That way I know they are empty.
You can probably make a good case
that this is pedantic.  My bad.  I
don’t pretend every cowboy be re-
quired to inspect his guns one extra
time.  Just me.  That’s because I
don’t trust me.  Besides, the guns
can’t fall out of the scabbards and,
even if the cart goes arse end over
teakettle, they are safe and shel-
tered.  They are also dry during
episodes of liquid sunshine, and I
find it better to mount the scabbards
at greater than a 45-degree angle to
ensure the muzzles can be managed.

But there’s one other thing …
maybe the scariest idea of all.  Guns
in a scabbard or case have a differ-
ent insurance status than guns in a
rack.  Not because of the law, not be-
cause of some liberal legislator’s
misconception, but rather because
of insurance terms and conditions
made by an actuarial who probably
does not even shoot.  In my scab-
bards, my guns are described as …
“put away unloaded” … versus guns
in racks.  It may not make a lot of
sense from the cowboy common
sense point of view, but that is the
way it is up here in a state where
we have so many laws and taxes
and litigations that a good way of
life is being strangled.  Without
even knowing it, a resident is al-
ways on the edge of being a felon.  

When you think about it, you
have to conclude gun safety infrac-
tions only happen for three or four
reasons, namely carelessness, dis-
traction, fatigue, or doing too much
at once.  I don’t like to stop and chat
while holding guns, for example,
and abandoned the rack idea be-
cause I could see myself dropping
something while answering some
guy who tells me about his Fanner
Fifty or Nichols Stallion.  I like the
way the scabbards hold the guns
fast, and I like having to keep track
of everything I am doing just to put
everything away safely.  Even on a
crowded range, I can find the space
to keep the cart behind everybody
on the line and off the gathering
areas.  Besides, the best way to en-
sure actions are open is to open
them on the spot.  If I have seen ac-

have to go from pointed up to inside
the scabbard.  That wasn’t good
enough, however, to allow me to put
the cart away without double check-
ing the position of the scabbards
over that cowboy’s alleged remarks
just because I can get paranoid in a
hurry.  So I did just that as soon as
I got home, even before I went to see
my Granddaughter.  Call me senti-
mental, but I knew she would take
ownership of my attention, so I did
all the work before going to see her.

tions accidently close in a rack cart,
then I gotta admit that all the guns
in rack carts have their muzzles
below eye level.

The trick is to keep the scab-
bards mounted in such a way that
you have to keep the butts on the
ground, or at least at angles greater
than that 45 degrees so the muzzles
are always up before nosing in and
out of the scabbard.  The guns get
shoved into the scabbard before
they have a chance to sweep while
the scabbard covers them.  They

Sure enough, “something” 
turned out to be my fourth 

grandchild, about two hours old! Designing and selling the Saddle Pal™ guncart was built around safety.

(Continued on page 32)
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Plainsman?
or those of you not familiar
with it, Plainsman is a side
or mini-match, usually 3 or
4 stages shot with percus-

sion pistols, double or lever action
shotgun, and single-shot rifle, all
shooting blackpowder or substi-
tutes.  It is shot in posses, thus
making it a mini-match.  It gener-
ates camaraderie not usually seen
in other side matches because of the
posse frame and because of the na-
ture of blackpowder and percussion

parently the bore diameter varied in
.38-55 rifles depending on the
whims (or available tooling) of the
manufacturers.  Bullet manufactur-
ers make at least two diameters,
.376 and .380.  Some make more.
The H & R has a bore suitable for
the .380 BUT the tight chamber is
appropriate for the .376.  Johnny
Meadows, who built my .38-55s,
used a chamber reamer to ream the
chamber to specs for the .380 bullet.
(Jim Peobles, P. O. Box 688, Camp
Verde, AZ 86322, (928) 300-6684.)

Other Mods
Johnny also cut the barrels to

23" and added a blackpowder crown.
The blackpowder crown is designed
to (a) help dissipate the smoke and
(b) add $50 to the gunsmith’s bill.  I
don’t know how well it works, not
having figured out how to do a side-
by-side smoke test, but it looks cool,
so I have it on my main match rifle,

pistols, which require knowledge of
arcane arts and secrets kept from
smokeless shooters.  There’s a se-
cret handshake, of course.  

Plainsman match directors usu-
ally write stages similar to the main
match, but usually use fewer rifle
targets and often move them closer
to the far end of the berm (and most
of the contestants hope the berm
isn’t the thousand yard range).

Tex’s Fault
Tex got me started on Plains-

man at Winter Range back when
the earth was flat when he loaned
me his .38-55 rifle and ammo for
the match.  “First one’s free.”

Most Popular Rifle
The most popular rifle in

Plainsman is the H & R Handi-Rifle
or Buffalo Classic (same basic gun
with only detail differences) with an
ejector.  I note this because they are
no longer made with ejectors.  Ex-
tractors have replaced ejectors in
recent production.  The extractor
pushes the fired round out enough
for you to grab it and pull it out.
The ejector kicks the round out
where it hits you, or perhaps the
timer operator, in the head.  If it
misses both of you, it will be 12 feet
away hidden under something, or it
will tumble for 15 seconds before
hitting the timer.  

The Handi-Rifle/Buffalo Clas-
sic—let’s just call it H & R, is an in-
expensive rifle.  It was produced in
.38-55 Winchester and .45-70 Gov-
ernment (among many others), the
most popular calibers in Plainsman.
.38-55 Winchester was a popular
19th century target rifle caliber.  It is
light recoiling and accurate, and the
rounds are easy to handle.  It was
the cartridge Winchester necked
down to .30 caliber when smokeless
powder became available.  The re-
sult was the .30-30 Winchester, still
an incredibly popular cartridge.  Ap-

F

Dispatches From

campBaylor
Loading the .38-55 Winchester 

for Plainsman

. ,
Captain George Baylor, 

SASS Life / Rugulator #24287

By Captain George Baylor, SASS Life/Regulator #24287

The resulting round has any
bulges removed, making it less
likely to stick in the chamber.

I use five of the six die mounting
holes in the RCBS Turret Press—
(1) Lee De-capping/resizing die, 
(2) RCBS Cowboy expander die
with the large expander plug, 
(3) Dillon Powder measure die, 
(4) RCBS Cowboy seating/crimp
die, (5) RCBS Cowboy de-capping/
resizing die with de-capping 
mechanism removed to 
resize completed round.

Making smoke with a 
Plainsman rifle—a .38-55 H & R

Buffalo Classic.



too.  Additionally, he smoothed and
polished various parts.  Rounds
stuck in the chamber are common
enough on the rifles that most
Plainsmen carry a brass rod to
throw down the bore to eject the
empty during a stage.  His work
minimizes this problem.  The other
way to minimize it is in ammunition
construction.  We’ll get to that.

Plainsman rifles don’t usually
have long-range sights on them.
Mine have Marbles front sights and

Marbles flat-topped rear
sights to give the same sight
picture as my main match ri-
fles, but with a small bead ap-
propriate for targets a little
further away than main
match rifle targets, but not
Quigley range.

.38-55 Ammunition
I used a RCBS Turret

Press when I was loading .45-70.  I
still use it for .38-55.  I use RCBS
Cowboy dies.  Those .380 bullets
need dies designed to handle them.
Many dies are really .375 Winches-
ter dies with a different shell plate,
and they’re designed for jacketed
bullets.  The RCBS Cowboy dies
come with two expander dies.  Use

the larger one.  Since I load Ameri-
can Pioneer Powder 3F and Goex
2F, I wanted bullets that work with
both.  SPG or other blackpowder
lubed bullets work well with wholly
black, but not as well with APP.
Bullets with smokeless lube work
with APP, but not as well with
wholly black.  Desperado Cowboy
Bullets are soft lead and use a lube
that works with wholly black
and APP, so I use their 260 grain
.380 diameter bullets.  With APP,
I put in enough powder to just
touch the base of the bullet.
With Goex, I load for 1/8" com-
pression when the bullet is
loaded.  (Desperado Cowboy Bul-
lets, LLC, PO Box 165 2 Port
Way, Dayton, WA.  99328 US
509-382-8926)
“Early Morning” Loads
Generally Plainsman

matches are held in the after-
noon of side matches, but one of
my favorite matches has Plains-
man on Sunday morning—into
the morning sun.  One year I re-
alized my .45-70 loads with 50
gr. APP sticks were, by far, the
smokiest in the field.  This con-
vinced me I needed light loads
for such situations.  For such
conditions, I’ve produced a .38-
55 load with 17 gr. of Goex 2F
topped with corn meal filler (to
1/8" from the case mouth to en-
sure compression and to keep
the filler from migrating and di-
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because I like the way the RCBS
Cowboy dies resize appropriately
for lead bullets.  So I took the de-
capping mechanism out of the
RCBS Resizing die and used it as
the last stage, resizing the com-
pleted round.  

Note: .38-55 dies are steel, not
carbide, and case lube is absolutely
necessary.  I use Hornady One Shot
Case Lube because it is a dry lube.
I don’t try to remove it after loading.  

luting the powder).  This will exceed
the minimum smoke standard
handily.  This load was chrono-
graphed at 815 ft./sec. on a hot day
at Founders Ranch (Power Factor
211).  The full-charge APP 3F load
was chonographed at about 1200
ft./sec. on the same day.  (Power Fac-
tor 312).

The importance of 
full length resizing

The H & R has a reputation for
cartridges sticking in the chamber.
A lot of the gunsmithing is aimed at
minimizing this.  Using .45-70, I
used the Lee Factory Crimp die for
the last stage, which crimps the bul-
let and full-length resizes the com-
pleted round, making it less likely
to stick.  I didn’t use one for .38-55

Flat-based bullets will work
best if the case is slightly
belled at station 2, 
the expander die.

Belling the case too much 
results in a split case.

If you use American Pioneer Powder,
you can use a powder measure 
designed for smokeless powder.  

I have several Dillons, so I use one.  
To make it work in this press, 
you need a return spring and to 
use a screw and nut to lock the two
parts of the bell crank together.

… unless you want to 
full-length resize the 

completed round at station 5, 
using the RCBS Cowboy sizing 
die with the de-capping 
mechanism removed.

Round is at station 4, ready for bullet 
seating.  When the bullet is seated at 

station 4, the round is complete—unless …

Chamber checking a 
completed round in a barrel 
that has been removed 

from a H & R.

Not belling the case enough 
can result in crushing the case.

Blackpowder crown 
on a H & R barrel

Desperado Cowboy bullet and completed
round with bullet seated correctly.

You can measure the powder level 
with a flat-bottomed rod or dowel
probe with a mark on the side 

for the correct depth.  In this case, 
the mark coincided with the length 
of the bullet to the crimp groove.

(Continued on page 32)
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5 Stations
I use five of the six holes in

the RCBS Turret Press for dies: 1)
Lee de-capping/resizing die (be-
cause I had one), 2) RCBS ex-
pander die with the large
expander plug (0.379).  The Des-
perado Cowboy Bullets are flat
based, so expanding the case
mouth to a slight belling is
needed.  If you go too far, the thin
brass splits easily.  If you don’t ex-
pand enough, you crush the brass
with the bullet.  3) Dillon powder
measure (because I have several)
with modifications to make it
work without the failsafe rod and
using a .38 Special powder funnel,
4) RCBS seating/crimping die, 5)
RCBS resizing die with de-cap-
ping mechanism removed.  If you
are using a single stage press, you
can just use the RCBS sizing/de-
capping die once to de-cap and
again without the de-capping
mechanism to do final resizing.
Or, you can skip the step if your
ammo works 100% in your rifle
without it.  This extra step seems
like a lot of needless extra work …
unless an empty sticks in the

chamber on the last stage of END
of TRAIL.  If you’re using a pro-
gressive, you could run the com-
pleted round through the sizing
die again with the de-capping
mechanism removed.

I test every match grade
round by removing the barrel
from the firearm and dropping the
round into the chamber.  They
should fall out.

Other Plainsman Rifles
At Founders Ranch events, in-

cluding END of TRAIL, Plains-
man is divided into Modern and
Traditional.  Modern allows ejec-
tors, meaning the H & R and Hi-
Walls with ejector operating.
Every other 19th century single-
shot rifle with an external ham-
mer may shoot in Traditional.
The goal is to encourage more
Plainsman competitors, and it
works.  Other matches should try
it and see if the extra entries
make it worthwhile.  After a while
it will.  It’s working at Founders
Ranch.  Guys with Sharps and
Rolling Blocks who know they
can’t compete with “that damned
H & R” might play if they have a
category.

ee

n case you missed my
first column, let me
begin by telling you what
this column is all about.

This is a few short words about
different ideas, short cuts, money
saving tidbits, or anything you
might suggest about how to make
our shooting experience more fun
and maybe better our times.

Let me start by telling you a
quick story.  The first time I was
a posse leader, a fellow shooter
took me aside and told me, “Bill,
you see all these cowboy shoot-
ers here? (about 200) They paid
good money to come here and
have a good time.  Its your job as
posse leader to make sure they
have a safe and fun experience.”
Now, lets talk about something
similar.  When attending a large
match, all of us should pitch in

and help wherever we can.
Whatever job you help with
whether it be table monitor,
timer operator, spotter, or what-
ever, you are now representing
that club.  You may not be a
member of the club you are
presently shooting with, but
when helping out, you are now
responsible for safety and show-
ing the shooter a good time just
like a regular club member.

(1) Don’t shoot with the same
people all the time.  Shoot with
shooters better than you and
ones that have been shooting a
long time.  Look at the equip-
ment they use and the way they
shoot.  You just might learn
something you didn’t know from
different shooters.

(2) Sometimes after walking
around half a day, breaking for
lunch, and other activities, your
holster position may move.  A
simple holster adjustment can
cut one to two seconds off your
time.  After the loading table
monitor gives me the okay, I
check the exact position of both

holsters and my ammo belt as
my regular routine.

(3) I don’t want this column to
be an advertisement for certain
products or services.  A book called
With Winning In Mind by Lanny
Basham has to be an exception.
The information from this book
saved one to two seconds off my
time.  If you know of a helpful
book, send the info to me, and I
will include it in a future article.

(4) My gun cart was made by a
dear friend and cabinetmaker and
is made from 100 year old walnut
and oak.  I think as much of it as I
do my best guns.  I know many
other shooters have beautiful carts
that are important to them, also.
A good way to protect your carts is
by covering them with a simple
“patio furniture cover” available
from any large hardware or home
improvement store.  They usually
cost $15 to $30.

All right folks, send your
helpful hints and money saving
ideas to BBRN@aol.com.  Don’t
forget to include your name, alias,
and the name of your club.

I

Graver Bill, SASS #62191

GRAVER
BILL’S
BITS

By Graver Bill, SASS #62191

Dispatches From Camp Baylor . . . The Capgun Kid Rides . . .

I just assumed that Cowboy Anon
saw something, so I went over the
whole procedure in my living
room.  Sure enough, I noticed I
had to angle the mouths of the
scabbards a little higher for some
extra insurance that the guns do
not come out sideways and sweep.
I’m thinking that’s what he saw,
and I did not even think of it.
Maybe even having to explain
everything to him would have
been a good safety audit of my
cart, because the simple rule al-
ways holds true …

There’s no such thing as being
too safe.  

So, now, instead of vilifying
that cowboy or labeling him as a
gossip, if I ever meet him, coffee is
on me, and I have one other little
safety tip to pass on to Cowboys

with scabbards: When you handle
the guns, turn your cart so the
muzzles are facing sideways, not
toward the cars behind you or the
shooters in front of you.  

The bottom line is we’re better
off jumping all over safety than
taking anything for granted, espe-
cially in this day and age of hos-
tility toward gun owners, and I’d
rather take the time to go over my
gear’s safety for the umpteenth
time than be the focal point of an
accident that makes CNN or MSN
or just hurts somebody out for a
weekend of recreation.  The rou-
tine of having to concentrate
every time I pull my guns is more
than compensated for that special
feeling when all the weight comes
off your feet when I am back in
the saddle again.

Don’t shoot yore eye out, kid.

�
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Little Known Fact
Although there is a misconception that Robert E. Lee was the commander 

of the Southern forces for the duration of the war, he actually held 

that post for fewer than ninety days.
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ounders Ranch, NM –
The cool May wind blew
… and blew … and blew
… us all the way from

Southwestern Colorado to
Founder’s Ranch like a couple of
tumbleweeds to attend the New
Mexico Territory Championship
Mounted Shoot.  The sky was the
purtiest blue you ever did see with
cotton candy clouds providing bits
of shade here and there.  The wind
did calm down a bit on Saturday
and Sunday, enough that no bal-
loons or hats blew away.  

The New Mexico Territory
Championship Mounted Shoot held
on May 10-12 at Founders Ranch
was well attended, drawing 22
shooters from all over the South-
west to compete.  We rubbed shoul-
ders with lots of good friends
throughout weekend and made a
few new ones as well!

Friday started off with registra-
tion, followed by some warm up
stages for those that wanted to par-
ticipate.  Helda and I didn’t pull
into the Ranch until 6 pm Friday
evening, but we got there in time
for the Chili Cook Off Potluck Din-
ner!  There were three different
kinds of chili served … made by
Chili Cowboy, Icelady, and Painted
Lady.  They were all so good it was
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brought her mom and dad, Lady
Moon Dancer and Pueblo Pinker-
ton, to shoot with us!  As always,
these shoots are family events …
and all are welcome!

Saturday evening offered some
new entertainment at the arena.
The Buffalo Range Riders set up a
Quick Draw Contest for anyone
that wanted to see how fast they re-
ally were with their .45 Colts!
Helda and I had to try it to see if we
were as fast as we thought we were
… you got two chances for $10 …
and this is how you played the
game.  You had to cross the timer
line before you drew your gun and
couldn’t go past the line they put in
front of the targets … if you popped
two balloons with one shot, you still
had to shoot at the broken balloon
… then you had to holster before
you crossed the timer line to stop
the time … it was hard to remem-
ber to shoot at the balloons if they
had already popped and to holster
before crossing the timer line … I
messed up my first try, but my 2nd

time was great … Helda messed up

started shooting.  
We could tell Painted Lady had

a hand in choosing the stages, as
they were all about horsemanship,
and we loved them.  Most were pre-
scribed courses and had to be run
exactly as diagramed.  If you didn’t,
you got a 10 second procedural …
those courses really kept us on our
toes!  We were all helping each
other do them right with people
yelling encouragement and direc-
tions when needed!

We shot four stages on Satur-
day followed by Rifle and Shotgun
stages to finish the day.  We had a
great addition to the New Mexico
Territory Championship Mounted
Shoot, a cart shooter—something
we haven’t seen in a while.  Col-
orado Cupcake and her miniature
horse, Tazz, joined us from up
Pueblo, Colorado way.  She was ex-
cited and nervous, as this was her
first SASS shoot.  We all tried to be
neighborly and help her all we
could.  She did a great job keeping
her pony on course while shooting
the bad guys in the stages.  We hope
she had a good time and will come
shoot with us again!  She even

hard to pick a favorite, but when all
the voting was done, Icelady’s chili
reigned supreme!  

Saturday dawned clear and cool
but windy … go figure!  We started
the shoot out with the Grand Entry
and Helda Huginkiss presenting
the flag on her horse, Tempest.  I
was asked to sing the National An-
them, which I did proudly.  We had
a short riders meeting and then

Aneeda Huginkiss, 
SASS #23798

By Aneeda Huginkiss, SASS #23798

F

Buckskin Doc was Overall Match winner, Top Senior Division 4 rider, 
and fastest .45 Colt competitor.  Congratulations and well done!

Colorado Cupcake got her mom 
and dad to come with her 

from Pueblo, CO to participate 
in the New Mexico Territorial 
Championships—and it paid off.  
She took top honors in the 
Cart Division with her 
miniature horse, Tazz.

NEW MEXICO TERRITORY
2013CHAMPIONSHIP MOUNTED SHOOT
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once and her 2nd time was amazing!
I let her borrow my tuned guns for
it … cause they are fast!  (She tried
to steal them, but I got them back
after a small scuffle …)  

I guess Buckskin Doc was the
fastest shooter Friday … we missed
that round, and Helda was the
fastest shooter Saturday … that’s
my sister!  The two shooters with
the fastest times have a shoot off, so
that put Helda Huginkiss against
Buckskin Doc.  You could cut the
anticipation with a knife as the two
opponents squared off … trying to
stare each other down … I even
tried to scare Doc into letting Helda
win … as it was her Birthday …
Helda took her two turns, guns a
blazing … then Buckskin Doc was
up … he messed up his first turn,
and we held our breaths (and
ribbed him just a little) … waiting
to see if the pressure would prove to
be too much for him, but no, he shot
his second round so fast we didn’t
even get to blink and came out vic-
torious with Helda taking second …
she sauntered up to him and told
him he almost got beat by a “girl!”
Wow … that was exciting stuff!

After the dust and smoke of the
day had settled, we all saddled up
and climbed into our steel ponies
for a trip to the Pizza Barn in Edge-
wood for dinner.  It was a fun
evening full of good food and great
friends.  The perfect end to a fun-
filled first day of shooting!

Sunday morning was sunny
with a breeze, not “wind,” and it
was warm … it was shaping up to
be a great day for Mounted Shoot-
ing.  We started the day with a
short rider’s meeting and the
Pledge of Allegiance.  The last two
stages were as challenging as the
first four.  Chili Cowboy did a great
job running the entire match and
riding two horses, too … boy can he
multi task!

I decided to try my hand at
trick riding during the 5th stage.
My horse had been a bit fresh Sat-
urday, but maneuvered the difficult
pattern in the 5th stage like a pro;
no problems.  I kicked him up to
run through the timer, and he took
about a stride and a half and
bucked like rough stock … much to
my surprise!  I did my best to be a
saddle bronc rider and stay on for
eight seconds or until we had
crossed the timer, but I fell (pun in-
tended!) short of it by a foot and hit
the dusty arena.  My horse seeing
me exit to the left, exited to the
right, I am sure he was thinking he
was in a lot of trouble … which he

was.  Everyone said it was an amaz-
ing accidental dismount … I slowly
came off on Teaser’s left side, hit my
left hip and shoulder, rolled to
kneeling with my gun still in my
right hand … hat still on my head,
holstered my gun, and got up.  I did
stop the timer, but they said since
my horse and I didn’t stop it to-
gether, I earned a 99.999 for the
stage.  I was hoping they would give
me style points or something for the
heck of it but alas … they didn’t!
Thanks Teaser … we were winning!
I collected my horse and walked out
of the arena to applause for the free
entertainment.  Needless to say, I
got on, and I “exercised” the heck
out of Teaser before Stage 6.  Which
by the way, he shied at a couple off-
hand shots, but didn’t buck!  I think
its ‘cause I mentioned something
about Alpo to him!

After all the stages were
through, and the Rifle and Shotgun
stages shot, those that chose to got
to participate in the Extreme Team
Stage, concocted for this match by
Gettysburg Cowboy and Chili Cow-
boy … why was I just a little nerv-
ous about this?  Surely those two
were harmless when it came to
thinking up an Extreme Team
Stage.  I knew my fears were real
when they hung the dummy in the

arena.  This was going to be inter-
esting!  Teams are chosen by times,
with a slow time and a fast time
paired together.  I was paired up
with Gettysburg Cowboy and
Helda’s pardner was Sassy Suzie Q.
Colorado Cupcake even gave it a
try with her cart … she got to pard-
ner with Buckskin Doc.  

One half of the team started
with their pardner at the other side
of the arena waiting for a hand slap
for them to start their half of the
stage.  There was a Pony Express
bag you had to grab off the fence;
then not drop on your leg of the
stage.  You had to maneuver around
the hanging dummy, through cacti,
jump a pipe, travel over a bridge, go
around several barrels, shoot the
balloons in a certain sequence, drop
the Pony Express bag off on the
other side of the arena on the fence,
and then tag your pardner.  They
then did the course backwards, end-
ing on the other side of the arena
… fastest time wins!  Lots of riders
forgot the pattern or shot the bal-
loons in the wrong order … it was

IceLady took top honors in the 
Chili Cook-off.  The competition 
was fierce, and the outcome was 

anyone’s guess until the finally tally.

Sierrita Slim, perhaps better 
known as Morning Dove’s daddy,
was on his own at the match.  
Morning Dove is now married 
and expecting … so her 
riding days are on hold 
for a while.  Everyone is 
anxious to see her 

“back in the saddle again!”

2013

(Continued on page 36)
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very challenging, but lots of fun!
We were all laughing by the time it
was over.  I actually redeemed my-
self, and Gettysburg Cowboy and I
won the Extreme Team Stage with
Helda and Sassy Susie Q taking 2nd.
I decided I would keep my horse
after all … ha ha!  We all had a good
time!  Thank you Gettysburg Cow-
boy and Chili Cowboy for such a fun
and challenging stage!

Awards were held 45 minutes
after the Extreme Team Stage at
the arena so those of us that had a
long haul could get on the road.
Helda and I quickly unsaddled
ponies and packed the trailer up for
our long drive back to Colorado, and
then hurried over to the awards.  

Overall Cowboy was Buckskin
Doc on Raptor and Overall Cowgirl
was Kat Knik … way to go!

What a fun weekend, I can’t
think of a better way to spend
Mother’s Day than shooting with
friends.  The Buffalo Range Riders
put on a match worth braggin’
about!  Thanks to everyone that
helped announcing, scoring, setting
up stages, and with behind the
scenes planning that make this
match such a success.  

As the sun was sinking low in
the West, we made our back to
Colorado and home.  We remi-
nisced all the way about what a
great weekend it had been with
good friends and made plans to do
it all again at END of TRAIL in
June.  Keep yer powder dry and
stay on the fuzzy side … some-
thing apparently I need to work on
… ha ha … and we will see you
down the trail … pardners!
Thanks for the great memories.

New Mexico Territory Championship
Mounted Shoot 2013 . . .

�

(Continued from page 35)
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Winners
Divisions
Div 1              Sunset Kit Karson,
                         SASS #90431      NM
Div 2              Gundog Bob,
                         SASS #61952      NM
L Div 1          Wildkat Karson,
                         SASS #90430      NM
L Div 2          Kat Knik,
                         SASS #61953      NM
L Div 3          Fire Fox,
                         SASS #80377      NM
S Div 2           Gettysburg Cowboy,
                         SASS #74480      NM
S Div 3           Chili Cowboy,
                         SASS #59663      NM
S Div 4           Buckskin Doc,
                         SASS #44596      NM

Divisions
S L Div 1        Stone Cone Killer,
                         SASS #87476      NM
S L Div 2        Sassy Susie Q,
                         SASS #59662      NM
S L Div 3        Helda Huginkiss,
                         SASS #23799       CO
Rifle and Shotgun
                       Buckskin Doc        NM
Cart                Colorado Cupcake,
                         SASS #96810       CO
Extreme Team Stage
                       Gettysburg Cowboy     
                                                      NM
                       and Aneeda 
                         Huginkiss,
                         SASS #23798       CO
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of several posses led by Wyatt
Earp and served periodically as a
deputy.  In early 1878 Bat Master-
son was the newly appointed
sheriff of Ford County, Kansas,
and he deputized Webb as one of
three deputies to track down out-
laws who had robbed a train.  

Webb and his fellow-deputies
arrested the men wanted in the
robbery, including the notorious
“Dirty Dave” Rudabaugh.  Rud-
abaugh negotiated a deal with the
prosecution and traded his testi-
mony against his codefendants for
his own release.

In late 1878, amid fears of at-
tacks by Cheyenne Indians, Webb

was named a scout for the U.S.
Army.  The next year, Webb was
hired by Bat Masterson as a gun-
man for the Atchison, Topeka, and
Santa Fe Railway in the Railway’s
fight with the Denver and Rio
Grande Railroad for the right to lay
tracks through Colorado’s Royal
Gorge.  Among the seventy-some
men Masterson hired along with
Webb were Doc Holliday; gunman,
gambler, and occasional lawman
Ben Thompson; and outlaws Dave
Rudabaugh and Dave Mather. 

The Denver and Rio Grande
Railroad won a court fight over
the right to lay track through

n the third Turner
Brown Western, The Law
in New Mexico, Brown’s
time in Las Vegas, New

Mexico ends with a gunfight with
J. J. Webster, the former Town
Marshal of Las Vegas.  Brown ar-
rives in Las Vegas after Webster
was stripped of his badge and
ousted from office by the vigi-
lantes who had grown weary of

the ‘Dodge City Gang’ Las Vegas
Mayor, Justice of the Peace, and
Coroner Hyman Neill had re-
cruited as “the law” in Las Vegas.

The novel’s J. J. Webster is
based on John Joshua Webb, a
noted lawman turned gunfighter
and outlaw who once served as
Town Marshal of Las Vegas and
an important member of Hyman
Neill’s “Dodge City Gang.”

John Webb was born in 1847
and turned 21 in Kansas as he
left home for the “adventure of
the West.”  Webb worked as a buf-
falo hunter and a miner before he
arrived in Dodge City, Kansas in
1877.  He took part as a member

I

White Smoke Steve, 
SASS #91779

J.J.WeBB
By White Smoke Steve, SASS #91779

i

i

(Continued on next page)
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ohn Edwin Bull was born in England and first appeared on
the American frontier in the early1860s.  In 1862, he was in
Gold Creek, Montana on the trail of three horse thieves.  Bull
found the bandits in a saloon and ordered them to throw up

their hands and surrender.  Guns roared and one outlaw was killed.
The other two surrendered and were tried the next day.  One was found
not guilty, and the other was sentenced to hang.  

In 1866, Bull arrived in Virginia City, Nevada where he formed a
gambling partnership with Langford “Farmer” Peel.  The partners ar-
gued and separated, but later that year they were working together
again in Helena, Montana.  How-
ever, while the two were gam-
bling at the Exchange
Saloon, the previous argu-
ment was rekindled.  Peel
slapped Bull in the
face and pulled
his Colt .45.
Bull stated, “I
am unarmed.”
Peel told Bull he
should arm him-
self.  Bull went to
his room, got his
gun, and re-
turned to the sa-
loon.  Peel had
left the saloon
and was walking
on Main Street
with Belle Neil, when
they met Bull.  Peel
went for his gun.  So
did Bull.  Bull was
faster and shot Peel
first.  Bull fired again and
Peel fell face down in the street.
Bull walked up and fired a third
round into Peel’s head.  A jury failed
to convict and Bull went free.  He immediately left Helena.  

In 1868, Bull married Lilly Lowe and moved with her to Chicago,
Illinois.  They had two children.  Lilly died in 1872 and Bull placed his
children in foster homes.  Bull moved on to Deadwood, South Dakota
in 1876 and by 1879 he had settled in Denver, Colorado.  Over the next
few years his name appeared often in police reports.  He once was ar-
rested for knocking a policeman unconscious with a walking stick.  

In 1898, Bull was in Spokane, Washington with a friend named
Frisky Barnett.  As the two men talked, Barnett jammed his lit cigar
into Bull’s eye for reasons unknown.  Bull screamed and pulled his pis-
tol.  Barnett went for his own gun and the two men began firing.  When
the shooting stopped, Barnett was missing a finger and Bull had been
shot four times.  Bull was expected to die, but he recovered.  

John Bull died in 1929 at the age of 93.

Joe Fasthorse, 
SASS #48769

LITTLE KNOWN
FAMOUS PEOPLE

Way Out West –
By Joe Fasthorse, SASS #48769

John Edwin Bull

J

Royal Gorge, and the armed strug-
gle ended as the sheriffs in the
counties through which the rail-
roads passed led an attack on the
gunmen hired by the Atchison,
Topeka, and Santa Fe Railway.

Webb, Holliday, Rudabaugh,
and Mather all drifted into Las
Vegas, New Mexico where Webb
and Holliday became partners in
a saloon.  Holliday soon left Las
Vegas to join Wyatt Earp in Tomb-
stone, Arizona.  

Webb stayed in Las Vegas and
was appointed Town Marshal and
quickly became a member of
Mayor Hyman Neill’s Dodge City
Gang, which was responsible for
number of murders and robberies.  

In March 1880, Webb shot and
killed a man named Michael Kil-
liher in a Las Vegas saloon, al-
legedly under orders from Hyman
Neill to steal the nineteen hun-
dred dollars Killiher carried.
Webb was arrested, tried, con-
victed, and sentenced to death,
more for his alleged role in
Hyman Neill’s Dodge City Gang
than for the actual shooting of
Killiher.

A month after Webb’s convic-
tion Dave Rudabaugh was in-
volved in an unsuccessful effort to
free Webb from jail.  In the effort,
Rudabaugh shot and killed the
jailer.

Webb’s sentence was com-
muted to life in prison.  In Sep-
tember 1891 Webb, Rudabaugh,
and two other men tried to shoot
their way out of jail, and fellow
would-be escapee, Thomas Duffy,
was killed in the failed jailbreak.
Two months later, Rudabaugh,
Webb, and five others chipped
rocks from the jail wall and finally
managed a successful escape.

Rudabaugh and Webb fled to
Texas and then to Mexico, where
they separated.  

J. J. Webb eventually drifted
into Arkansas where he died of
smallpox in 1882.

Rudabaugh’s end was more
like the kind of demise that could
have come from the mind of a Hol-
lywood scriptwriter.

“Dirty Dave” Rudabaugh
worked as both a cowboy and a
rustler in Mexico and was involved
in a gunfight over a game of cards
in Parral, Chihuahua, Mexico.
Rudabaugh killed two men and
wounded a third.  But when Rud-
abaugh couldn’t find his horse
after he left the saloon, he re-
turned, was shot several times
from the shadows, and then was
decapitated with a machete.  Rud-
abaugh’s head was placed on a pole
outside the saloon where it was
said to have remained for three
weeks as it rotted and decomposed.
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Little Known Fact
Abraham Lincoln’s oldest son Robert entered law school at Harvard 

during the Civil War instead of the army.  After grumbling by many, 

Lincoln arranged for him to become a member of General McClellan’s staff

with the rank of captain.  Robert never actually saw battle and later 

became Secretary of War and U.S. Minister to Great Britain.



struck the table.  Allison then drew
his own revolver and fired one shot,
striking Colbert in the head.  Asked
why he had accepted a dinner invi-
tation from a man likely to try to
kill him, Allison replied, “Because I
didn’t want to send a man to hell on
an empty stomach.”  Allison’s repu-
tation as a gunman grew, as did his
notoriety.

In December 1876, Allison and
his brother John rode into Las Ani-
mas, Colorado, where they stopped
at a local saloon.  Constable Charles
Faber of Bent County told the Al-
lisons they should surrender their

pistols, as an ordinance made it ille-
gal to carry weapons inside the town
limits.  When the Allisons refused,
Sheriff Faber left.  He deputized two
men and returned with them to the
saloon.  When the posse stepped in-
side, someone yelled, “Look out!”
The sheriff and his men promptly
opened fire.  John Allison was hit
three times—in the chest, arm, and
leg.  Clay Allison turned and fired
four shots, killing Sheriff Faber.  The
deputized men fled.  Allison chased
after them, but they escaped.  Both
Allison brothers would be arrested
and charged with manslaughter, but
the charge was dismissed as the
sheriff had begun the fight.  This
gunfight more than any raised Clay
Allison to legendary status.
Blackthorne4440@aol.com
Sources: Wikipedia; 
“Age Of The Gunfighter,” 
(Smithmark Publishers)
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n January 7, 1874, Clay
Allison killed a gunman
named Chunk Colbert.
After they had raced

their horses, they entered the
Clifton House hotel located in Col-
fax County, New Mexico, where
they sat down together for dinner.
Colbert had already killed seven
men and had quarreled with Allison
years earlier.  (Allison had beaten
Colbert’s uncle, Zachary Colbert,
when he tried to overcharge Allison
for the ferry across the Brazos
River.)  During their meal, Colbert
suddenly tried to draw his pistol to
shoot Allison; however, the barrel

InTheGUNFIGHTERS

(September 2, 1840 – July 3, 1887)

O
Clay Allison

Submitted by 
Blackthorne Billy, SASS #74914

(After carefully extracting 
the material from Wikipedia)
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west of Austin.  None of that,
however, had any impact on my
review.  Cowboys & Terrorists is
simply a great read, made more
interesting by its connection to
Cowboy Action Shooting™, the
Big Bend, and Texas.

complete his part of the ter-
rorist plot.  Instead, through a
variety of circumstances, he
hooks up with Big Jim’s Mex-
ican son from a brief dalliance
many years before.  They head
for a remote crossing of the
Rio Grande near the Mac -
Pherson Ranch.  Immediately
after their crossing, they en-
counter Big Jim’s brother,
Dute, who lives mostly in the
saddle and on the land along
the river.  After trapping Xi-
uhco in a box canyon, Dute fi-
nally “connects” with Jim’s
son and sends him to the ranch
house for help.  Did I mention
there is also a mountain lion in-
volved in the story?  

Meanwhile, Felix, a Mexican
detective, tracks Xiuhco across
Chihauahua to the U. S. border.
Back at the ranch and unaware of
Xiuhco, Jake and Lady Sue are get-
ting to know each other better and
the big match in Boom Town is un-
derway.  In short order, Xiuhco, Big
Jim, Felix, Jake, Lady Sue, and
others come together for the story’s
climatic ending.  For the rest of the
story and all the details, you will
need to read the book.  

Cowboys and Terrorists is
available as an e-book (Kindle,
iBooks, Sony, Nook, etc.) for down-
load at Amazon, Barnes & Noble,
and iTunes.  A paperback edition
is also available at Amazon.com.
For more information, go to: cow-
boysandterrorists.com.  

And now for true confessions.  I
have known Glenn Jordan and his
wife for years.  Like me, Glenn is
an attorney turned avid Cowboy
Action Shooter.  He and his wife
live on a horse ranch near Austin,
Texas.  Glenn took his alias, Farr
Ranger, from his great, great
grandfather, D. H. Farr, a Texas
Ranger who led Farr’s Company in
Kerr County, Texas, about 90 miles
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re you a Cowboy Action
Shooter?  Do you like
modern-day “spy” nov-
els about terrorism?

Are you interested in Texas, Mex-
ico, and the Big Bend?  Do you
just like a good story well told?  If
your answer to any of these ques-
tions is “yes,” Cowboys & Terror-
ists by Glenn Jordan is for you.
Glenn, a/k/a Farr Ranger, SASS
#85390, has penned a GREAT
read that will introduce those who
know nothing about Cowboy Ac-
tion Shooting™ to our great sport.
For those already into Cowboy Ac-
tion, you will love how Farr
Ranger has woven our great sport
into a rousing good tale.  

The story all starts with two
seemingly unrelated events: a ter-
rorist plot to blow up bridges
across the Rio Grande between
Mexico and Texas and a Cowboy
Action Shooting™ match at the
fictional MacPherson Ranch in
the Big Bend country of Texas.
The story moves back and forth
between Cowboy Shooting and the
terror plot until a big bang at the
end.  Xiuhco (shew ko), an Islamic
terrorist is in Mexico gathering
explosives and planning to head
north for action on the Rio
Grande.  At the MacPherson
Ranch, Big Jim and his daughter,
Consuela, just about have Boom
Town, a mock-up western town,
ready for the big match.  Lady
Sue, a big-time attorney/litigator
and serious Cowboy Action
Shooter is headed to the ranch in
her Corvette.  Along the way, she
encounters Jake Spooner and his
friend, Lefty, stopped in the mid-
dle of the road to “exercise” their
horses.  Lady Sue, Jake, and Lefty
soon arrive at the ranch, together
with about 300 other shooters
from all over the state.  

Back in Mexico, Xiuhco finds
himself frustrated in his efforts to

coWBoys
Long Juan, SASS #84671

&Terrorists
A

Author Glenn Jordan, 
Farr Ranger, SASS #85390.
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By Long Juan, SASS #84671
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awarded SASS Territorial Gover-
nor of the Year the same year.

T. A. was Arizona State Cham-
pion Frontier Cartridge Duelist in
2011 and Mist Chance won Ladies
Frontier Cartridge Duelist at END
of TRAIL in 2011.  

* * * * * * * *
LASSITER, SASS #2080
SASS Regulator and 

Life Member
Lassiter has had a profound

impact on SASS and Cowboy Ac-
tion Shooting™ through his excel-
lence in competition, his
excellence in match design at
Guns of August, and his willing-
ness to manage the END of TRAIL
Side Match program.

He started his competitive
shooting career in Fast Draw,
where he won multiple state
championships and the World
Thumbing Championship in
Tombstone, Arizona in 1988.  He
joined SASS in 1991 and became a
Life member.  He shot his first
SASS monthly match in 1992 and
won shooting Traditional, as there

were only Traditional and Modern
categories at that time.  Since that
first match he has been overall
match winner at numerous
monthly and annual matches.  He
has been the overall match winner
at the state matches of Kentucky,
Indiana, and Michigan.  He has
been the SASS Ohio State Cham-
pion seven times and has held the
National Gunfighter Champi-
onship twice and World Senior
Gunfighter Championship once.

He always enjoyed shooting
the side matches and has won
many awards.  At the National
level he has won overall speed
shotgun using an ‘87 lever shot-
gun.  At the World level he has
won Speed Rifle using a ‘73, Speed
Shotgun using a ‘97, and the
Pocket Pistol event.  He is the only
shooter to win his category at
State, Regional, National and
World levels of competition using
an ‘87 shotgun and Lightning
pump rifle!

Along with Deadwood Stan, he
started the Big Irons in 1995 and
has been the Chief Range Officer
ever since.  His efforts to balance

the shooting stages, create a diver-
sity of starting positions, and
maintain a highly entertaining yet
challenging shooting environment
have set a match design standard
many endeavor to emulate.  When
Lassiter realized END of TRAIL
was struggling to supply Range
Officers for its Side Matches, he
chose to be a “part of the solution”
and assumed responsibility for ar-
ranging coverage of these impor-
tant activities.  

He has been an RO Instructor
since the first year of the program
and has taught the RO classes to
hundreds of SASS shooters.  He has
been gunsmithing SASS guns since
the beginning and has worked on
the guns of many State, Regional,
National, and World champions.  

* * * * * * * *
JUSTICE LILY KATE,

SASS #1000
SASS Regulator and 

Life Member
Justice Lily Kate, SASS

#1000, has been the “face” of the
SASS Scholarship fund since its
inception, and she has been ex-
tremely active in shooting re-
lated activities that both support
and transcend Cowboy Action
Shooting™. 

Kate heard about Cowboy Ac-
tion Shooting™ through a good
friend.  Intrigued, she watched her
first match in March 1996 at the
Texas Historical Shooting Society’s
(THSS) Old West town of Gun-
smoke.  Following her introduction
to Cowboy Action Shooting™, her
enthusiasm for and total dedica-
tion to the game, was guaranteed.
Originally known as Gatekiller
Kate, she served for four years on
the THSS Board of Directors and
was the “go to” person for many as-
pects of THSS’ annual match, Trail
Head.  Gate killer Kate handled
vendors, shooters, registration,
side matches, helped build stages,
set targets, or whatever needed to
be done.

As an educator, Kate was im-
mediately drawn to helping cul-
tivate the SASS Scholarship
Fund started by Deaf Laws and
Aimless Annie.  Her work with
the Fund helped raise in excess
of half a million dollars over the
past ten years for SASS shooter
scholarships.  With the ongoing
support from the SASS member-
ship, the Fund continues to col-
lect monies and help shooters as
they pursue higher education.

In addition to her work with
the Scholarship Fund, Kate is
deeply involved with the Na-
tional Rifle Association.  Kate
was honored and named the 2007
NRA Woman of Distinction.  She
is a writer for Second Amend-
ment Foundation’s Women &
Guns Magazine.  Kate also writes
frequently for The Cowboy
Chronicle, keeping Scholarship
Recipients and activities at
member’s attention to support
the Second Amendment and the
Scholarship Fund.  Kate speaks
on behalf of the Second Amend-
ment at various club meetings in
the Houston Area, works with
the Texas State Rifle Association,
and instructs A Girl & A Gun
Women’s Shooting League gath-
erings.  Kate also organized a
Cowboy Action Shooting™ in-
struction and mini-match for the
first NRA Women’s Wilderness
Escape in Raton, New Mexico.

* * * * * * * *
LEAD DISPENCER, 

SASS #27115
Lead Dispencer is recognized

as one of the World’s “Top Guns”
with a winning record that is awe
inspiring and will be extremely
difficult ever to eclipse.

He, under the guidance and
tutelage of his uncle, Long Shot,
got started in Cowboy Action
Shooting™ at the tender age of 12
… and the game has never been
the same since.  His talents be-
came obvious when he won the
Junior Category World Champi-
onship in 2001.

Lead Dispencer, right from the
beginning, displayed a demeanor
consistent with the cowboy way;
calm but determined, helpful and
polite, and a rare, young, skilled
shooter with respect.  The old
guard shooters quickly embraced
him, even before his skills ex-
ceeded us all.

To date, Lead Dispencer has
won five Overall National Cham-
pionships, four of them consecu-
tively.  He has won three Overall
World Championships, including
five category World Champi-
onships.  All three of these overall
wins were in the same years he
also won the State, Regional, and
Overall National titles, something
never done before or since.

Lead Dispencer changed the
game of Cowboy Action.  He was
for the 2000s what China Camp
was for the 1990s—when you see

HALL OF FAME 2013! ! INDUCTEES
(Continued from page 1)
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no one over 30 in the top 20 at END
of TRAIL, you can thank Lead Dis-
pencer for that.  He helped make
the sport mainstream, he made it
attractive to youngsters, and with
his World Records web page, he
helped spread the interest of Cow-
boy Action Shooting™ worldwide.

He also helped bring the sport to
TV and was the first face many as-
sociated with Cowboy Action Shoot-
ing™.  Sons of Guns, American
Guns, Triggers, American Shooter,

Shooting USA, Cowboys, Duel In
The Sun, Catch 22, The Wild, Wild,
West … His television appearances,
showcasing his unique skills with
rifle, pistol, and shotgun, have
earned him a listing on IMDB and

garnered new members for SASS.
With all the success, you still will

not meet or compete with a more ded-
icated, talented, polite, or hard work-
ing posse member.  He pulls more than
his fair share of “work” at every
match, and he always takes the time
to help new shooters, especially jun-
iors, who seek his advice.

TA and Mist Chance

Lassiter

Lead Dispencer

Justice Lily Kate

INDUCTEES
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became interested in Long Range Sil-
houette, some of it with blackpowder.
He even began melting lead and cast-
ing bullets and had to eat his words
from years before.  He was able to
manage because it didn’t require as
much standing and walking.  He had
said he would probably go to bench
rest shooting next.  Interestingly,
some of the Long Range Shooters are
or were Cowboy Action Shooters.

He taught his son about shooting
and hunting when he was growing
up, but his daughter wasn’t interested
then.  It made him so happy in the
past three years when she began
shooting archery and guns.  Unfortu-
nately, he wasn’t able to get his step-
son and stepdaughter into any
shooting sports.  He enjoyed teaching
his three grandsons about shooting
and safety, and he was looking for-
ward to his two great-granddaughters
becoming old enough to be involved.

Unfortunately, time and health
issues caught up with him.  He
passed away due to complications
from heart surgery in October 2012.
He went very peacefully with his
wife at his side.  He is missed very
much by his family and friends.

Pueblo, CO – Charles (Chuck)
Keeler was born in Raton, New

Mexico and graduated from Raton
High School in 1960.  While attend-
ing high school, he started working
with his dad at the local Safeway
store.  He withdrew from Texas
Western College to enlist in the
Army to serve his country during the
Vietnam War.  He returned home in
1965, continuing his career with
Safeway.  He lived in several cities in
Colorado and New Mexico and re-
tired in 1998 with 43 years in Safe-
way management. 

Chuckwagon Chuck was in-
volved in some form of shooting
sports or hunting most of his life
starting in his early teens.  He also
was involved in archery for sport and
hunting, but not for quite a few
years.  We became re-acquainted
over 14 years ago, when he was
doing Cowboy Action Shooting™.  I
had never been around guns, but I
enjoyed watching the various
matches, and soon wanted to learn to
shoot.  Chuck enjoyed teaching peo-
ple how to shoot, and he always
stressed “Safety First.”  

While living in Salida, Colorado,
we became involved in starting a
Cowboy Action Club, the Mt. Prince-
ton Outriders, and he was the
Range Officer during the time it
was in existence.  Due to problems
that developed from neighboring
property owners, the club had to

shut down, but during the time it
was active, many people partici-
pated in the monthly matches and
had much enjoyment.

Chuck enjoyed going to local
monthly matches and also to some of
the larger ones.  He enjoyed camping
in his 5th wheel and meeting new
people and re-connecting with people
we’d only see at the bigger matches.
He was outgoing and friendly and re-
ferred to himself as “The Camp-
ground Host.”  

Chuck had an unusual gait, and,
at one of the larger matches in
Wyoming, a friend told him he was
going to put a termite on Chuck’s
wooden leg.  They both had other
posse members convinced that he re-
ally did have a wooden leg, and they
were wanting to help him when it
was time to set targets or count.  He
milked the situation for a little while
before telling everyone the truth.  

He was always saying he’d never
shoot blackpowder or cast bullets,
and he would harass (in a fun way)
anyone who used blackpowder.  At
another large match in Wyoming
half our posse members were black-
powder shooters, and he was never
so quiet as he was at the match!  

Diagnosed about five years ago
with a degenerative nerve disease, he
stopped Cowboy Action Shooting™
because standing and walking were
becoming more difficult.  Even get-
ting off and on his four-wheeler was
difficult if he had to do it too often,
but he still continued shooting.  He

e

It is with sadness the CowboyAction clubs of central Indi-
ana report the death of their
saddle pal, Ranger Ron, SASS
#35960, (aka Ron Wilhelm).
Ranger Ron left a cowboy shoot
with the complaint of back pain.
Later that night he was hospi-
talized and by the next day he
was in a coma and on a respira-
tor.  While he was recently given
a clean bill of health following a
battle with cancer, doctors be-
lieve his reduced immunity may
have allowed an infection to at-
tack his internal organs quickly
and unexpectedly.

Ranger Ron was born in
1943.  He moved to Indiana with
his family in 1983 for work at
the Ford Motor Company.  He
retired in 2007 and had been
working part time as a school
bus driver.  Ranger Ron was a
member of the UAW, NRA, and
Grace Community Church.  As a
Cowboy Action Shooter, he was
active in the Daleville Despera-
dos, Deer Creek Regulators, and
other area SASS clubs where he
was often seen with a long, fat
pretzel in his mouth, drawing on

it like a fine cigar.
Ranger Ron was always
acutely aware of safety

issues, often pro-
viding one-on-
one coaching to
new shooters
or giving diplo-
matic correc-

tion to shooters with safety
problems.  Rain or shine, snow
or heat, Ranger Ron always had
a smile and a kind word for
everyone, and the trail is now
very lonely without him.

Ranger Ron was put to rest
in his finest cowboy attire and
wished happy trails by numer-
ous area cowboys.  He is sur-
vived by his loving daughter,
Amiee, and her spouse, Ellery,
and his grandchildren: Nathan,
Makayla, and Isabella.  Ranger
Ron is now with his Lady
Sharon Ann and the good Lord!

The cover of remembrance
card at Ranger Ron’s funeral
had this depiction of him.  

RANGER RON
By Flat Water Bob, SASS #22857

Chuckwagon Chuck, 
SASS #16456

December 19, 1941 – February 23, 2013
By Starling J. Berry, SASS #34452 (his wife)
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Cool Hand Luke, SASS #1925,
passed away peacefully on the

14th of April, 2013.  An accom-
plished shooter in multiple disci-
plines, including IPSC, N-SSA, and
Cowboy Action, he was a fixture at
both the Carolina Single Action
Shooting Society (C-SASS) in Eden,
NC and at the Piedmont Handgun
Association range in Salisbury, NC,
He also shot with numerous other
clubs over the years.

Born Frank Sheridan
Lucas in Huntington and
raised in West Virginia, he

enlisted in the Air
Force in 1948 and
served as an aircraft
armorer assigned to
the 36th Fighter
Squadron (P-51

Mustangs) for occupation duty in
Japan.  The outbreak of war in
Korea brought him onto the penin-
sula, where he served from the
Pusan Perimeter to as far north as
Pyongyang.  After his discharge, he
graduated from West Virginia Uni-
versity where he met and married
Jane, the love of his life.

Cool Hand Luke discovered
Cowboy Action Shooting™ and
started shooting with Paden’s Posse
in Salisbury, Maryland.  After retir-
ing and moving to North Carolina,
he continued to shoot with a num-
ber of Cowboy Action Shooting™
clubs, primarily the Thornfield
Rangers, as well as The Old North
State Posse, the Iredell Regulators,
the Carolina Roughriders, and with
other clubs along the east coast.  He

even after he was unable to shoot,
he still attended an occasional
match just to be with his friends.

For those who don’t know it,
Cool Hand Luke was one of the four
shooters who developed and refined
the original “cheat sheet” which
was approved by Judge Roy Bean
himself.  That cheat sheet was
adopted by SASS in 2001 and is
now known as the RO Pocket Refer-
ence Card.  Next time you refer to
it, remember to say a silent word of
thanks to Luke.

Cool Hand Luke was laid to
rest with military honors on 17
May at the Salisbury National
Cemetery, following a private me-
morial service.  In lieu of flowers,
the family suggested a donation be
made to the Forsyth County (NC)
Humane Society.  

Always quick with a smile and a
kind word, Cool Hand Luke enjoyed
good fellowship, mentoring fellow
shooters, and a good story.  But most
of all he cherished his wife, “Saint”
Jane, his daughters Nancy and Su-
sanne, and his two grandchildren.
Please remember them in your
thoughts and prayers.

really hit the top of his game in
2001, taking 2nd Place Elder States-
man at Mule Camp (then the
Southeast Regional).  The next
month he won the Elder Statesman
category at Susquehanna Roundup
(the Northeast Regional at that
time).  Over the years, he remained
active as a skirmisher in the North-
South Skirmish Association (N-
SSA) as well as in Cowboy Action.
A bout with cancer and a subse-
quent stroke slowed him down but
couldn’t stop him.  He continued
shooting as long as he could, and

Cool Hand Luke, SASS #1925
(aka Frank S. Lucas)

January 24, 1931 – April 14, 2013
Gone to the Last Roundup

By Hill Beachy, SASS Life/Regulator #5327
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oulder City, NV – The
stranger stands atop a
jagged red rock outcrop-
ping that looks out over

this desert valley.  He waves his beat
up hat to create a breeze; early
morning in Southern Nevada, and it
is already warm.  That warmth is

rough side out leather gun belt is ex-
posed; a deep blue pistol displaying
a coiled silver rattlesnake on its
worn grip rides high in the holster.
The strangers’ bearded face is deeply
tanned and lined, evidencing years
of exposure to this desert environ-
ment.  Clamped tightly in his teeth
is a short thin cigar; the smoke ris-
ing slowly to frame blue eyes tightly
squinted by the brightness of the
morning sun.  He begins his walk
into the valley.  With spurs lightly
ringing, the Man with No Name has
found his way to Eldorado.

Eldorado 2012
Side matches, Mini match, Team,

Couples, and individual events.
Twelve action-packed main

match stages.

magnified by the red rocks, crushed
sands, and still dry air surrounding
the stranger.  He tosses his pat-
terned brown poncho backwards
over his shoulder attempting to find
some cooling; a move made with
such ease that it is obviously prac-
ticed.  With poncho moved aside, his

elDoraDo

Winners & Nevada Champions
Top Overall 
Man                Hells Comin,

                             SASS #56436        AZ
Lady               SASS Kicker,

                             SASS# 91899         AZ
Nevada State Champions 
Man                Lash Latigo,

                             SASS# 35308        NV
Lady               Nellie Blue,

                             SASS# 54399        NV
Categories
49’er                   Constable Nelson,
                             SASS #1178        AUS
                           Corvette Kid,
                             SASS #86819        NV
L 49’er                Belinda Belle,
                             SASS #42966          ID
                           Penny Pepperbox,
                             SASS #35309        NV
Buckarette         Desert Scorpion,
                             SASS #88066        NV
Buckaroo            Cody James,
                             SASS #90540         AZ
                           Pecos Nick,
                             SASS #94945        NV
B-Western          Gil T Azell,
                             SASS #62569        AZ
                           Ace of Hearts,
                             SASS #77697        NV
L B-Western      Aspen Filly,
                             SASS #50535        CO
                           Iona Vaquero,
                             SASS #49084        NV
Cattle Baron      Rosita Gambler,
                             SASS #41377        CO
                           Shado Kasten,
                             SASS #10534        NV

Categories
C Cowboy           Chekahsah Joe,
                             SASS #26301        CA
                           Salt River Ford,
                             SASS #58843        NV
Cowboy              Kirby “Smoke” Jensen,
                             SASS #87445       MT
                           Lightning Buck 
                             McGraw,
                             SASS #83595        NV
Cowgirl              Idaho Dusty Dawn,
                             SASS #71899         ID
                           Blazin Betsy,
                             SASS #83583        NV
Duelist               Barrowed Eye,
                             SASS #30526         ID
                           Philly Slim,
                             SASS #82460        NV
L Duelist            Lola Jane, #71423
                           Sour Kraut,
                             SASS #82459        NV
S Duelist            Johnny Meadows,
                             SASS #28485         AZ
                           Deadeye Doug,
                             SASS #8208          NV
E Statesman      T.L.,
                             SASS #5365          UT
                           Buffalo Sam,
                             SASS #14651        NV
F C Duelist        Box Herder,
                             SASS #73857        NV
F Cartridge        August West,
                             SASS #4507          AZ
                           Irish Red,
                             SASS #4882          NV
L F Cartridge    German Rosebud,
                             SASS #73856        NV

Categories
Frontiersman     Hey Granpa,
                             SASS #60902        OR
Grand Dame      Ramblin Rose,
                             SASS #2811          CO
                           Charming,
                             SASS #36149        NV
Gunfighter         Idaho Bad Company,
                             SASS #28943         ID
                           Creeker,
                             SASS #43022        NV
L Gunfighter     Lady Bulldog,
                             SASS #67897        CO
                           Runamuck Kate,
                             SASS #86475        NV
S Gunfighter     Washo Kid,
                             SASS # 8270         CA
                           Dead Lee,
                             SASS # 43870       NV
Senior                Hells Comin              AZ
                           Lash Latigo              NV
L Senior             Lefty Jo,
                             SASS #18830        CO
                           Lady of Glitter Gulch,
                             SASS #77698        NV
S Senior             Bit Younger,
                             SASS #37956        UT
                           Ramblin Dave,
                             SASS #21864        NV
L S Senior          Dixie Bell,
                             SASS #5366          UT
                           Garnet,
                             SASS #86820        NV
Wrangler            Kiowa Kid,
                             SASS #69870        CO
                           Just Ace,
                             SASS #63501        NV

Categories
L Wrangler        Nellie Blue               NV
L Young Gun     SASS Kicker             AZ

Top 20 Invitation to a Gunfight 
                           Kiowa Kid                CO

Battle of the States
                           Arizona

Costume Contests
Friday on the Range
Cowboy          Dirtyneck Dawson,

                             SASS #18384         AZ
Cowgirl          Nevada Skye,

                             SASS #54791        NV

Saturday Night Banquet
Silver Screen 
Lady               Ramblin Rose           CO
Man               Doc Killpatrick,

                             SASS #74811         AZ
Uniform             Capt. George Baylor,
                             SASS #24287       NM
Range Rider      Dixie Bell                 UT
Soiled Dove        Idaho Dusty Dawn,
                             SASS #71899          ID
Best Dressed 
Lady               Lacey D ‘Oyly,

                             SASS #89955         AZ
Man               Shakey D.,

                             SASS #50174        NV
Couple            Shortstock,

                             SASS# 55075        NV
                           Red Rock,
                             SASS #44465        NV
Judges Choice    Sour Kraut               NV

Grand Dame 
Winners

***
Ramblin’ Rose, 
Shot Z. Lady, 

Hurdy Gurdy Shirl,
Charming, and 
Nevada Fire.

2012
SASS Nevada State Cowboy Action Shooting™ Championships

October 4th – 7th, 2012
By Charming, SASS #36149

. ,

B

The Eldorado Banquet is always 
a classy affair.  Held at the local 
Country Club, it offers air 

conditioning and fantastic food.

Visit us at sassnet.com
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All big, close, and fast and in-
spired by the western films of
Clint Eastwood.

Wednesday afternoon – The
shooters begin pulling into the
range, having traveled through the
desert sand, passing the cacti and
Joshua trees to arrive at the Boul-
der City Rifle and Pistol Club in his-
toric Boulder City, Nevada.  Modern
day Conestogas with names like
Holiday Rambler and Winnebago
begin to line the camping, while
trucks and cars fill the parking
areas.  The shooters exit their vehi-
cles, stretch, and look around this
beautiful valley, and like the Man
with No Name, they, too, have found
their way to Eldorado.

Their adventure begins with
registration—a hearty “Welcome
to Eldorado” and receipt of their
shooter’s packet.  No mere enve-
lope filled with advertising and
little else, their packet includes a
professional printed name badge,
complimentary Eldorado brass
bag, printed towel, hand sanitizer,
and a full size shooter’s book.  The
shooting won’t begin until Thurs-
day morning, but already the bays
are alive with shooters exploring
the stages—comparing them to
the shooter’s book and comment-
ing on target arrays, sequences,
and distances.  A few are heard to

be trying out starting lines and
counting steps between positions.
Some notice the freshly painted
facades; some note the movie the-
atre posters on every bay that dis-
play the basis for that stage.  

Thursday morning – The
hostilities begin.  Immediately,
discussions begin on what to do
and where to go first—the options
are myriad.  Some shooters begin
the day completing their wave of
the Mini Match, three very fast
main match representative warm
up stages.  Other shooters choose
the bay-by-bay tour, stopping at

each side match opportunity,
shooting speed pistol, rifle, and
shotgun.  Uncasing short-barreled
derringers and pocket pistols, they
boom away at arms-length tar-
gets.  And, they take aim at the
long-range pistol and rifle targets
placed deep in the next bay to
make them ring like bells.  

Another event witnesses a sin-
gle pistol shot echoing off the
earthen walls of the berms as
shooters take their opportunity to
recreate the legendary 75 yard
pistol shot of Wild Bill Hickok—
One Shot, fastest hit wins, no sec-
ond place.  Hopefully, the cowboys
and cowgirls remembered their
.22 caliber rifles and pistols as
well.  Swingers and timers sit
waiting for the next shooter to
demonstrate their mettle.  

In addition to the complete
slate of side matches, the Eldo-
rado Shooting Gallery is in full
swing.  The Shooting Gallery is a
blazing competition utilizing main
match revolvers, rifle, .22 pistol,
and .22 rifle—clay pigeons, steel
plates, and lollipops on sticks are
all in the crosshairs as banging,
popping, and the smell of floating
sugar fills the air.  A little further
away the rifle caliber long-range
is occurring, cowboys and cowgirls
with large caliber rifles supported
by crossed shooting sticks take
careful aim, release their rounds
with bellowing smoke and concus-
sion, and then wait for the “Ting”
of a struck 400 yard target.  

minimally two positions, most
having three.

The western films of Clint
Eastwood are filled with iconic
scenes and memorable lines.
Shooters are quickly heard recit-
ing lines from Two Mules for Sis-
ter Sara: “I don’t mind killing
‘em, but I aint gonna sweat
over them for you.”  This stage
included three positions and
began holding on to the shovel
that Eastwood refuses to use to
bury the men that had attempted
to soil the nun.

The Outlaw Josey Wales spits
tobacco juice on the carpetbagger
that has incessantly bragged up the

Side matches continue though
the day as the second shift of Mini
Match shooters complete their
stages.  Shooters who have finished
their day’s shooting standby to
cheer on their competitors and
share tales of the blazing speed and
accuracy witnessed today.  Thurs-
day’s events culminate with a Cow-
boy Clays event held in the cooler
evening air on the trap range.  After
the last shot is fired from the shot-
gun and the guns have been put
away, everyone’s thoughts turn to
tomorrow—The Main Match.

Friday morning – Main
match. The shooters arrive re-
splendent in their best shooting
attire, but a preponderance of pur-
ple is evident.  From plum colored
wild rags and violet hat bands to
full on lavender blouses, skirts,
and boots—The “Purple” day cos-
tuming challenge has been met
with a huge response.  A few
words of welcome and the safety
meeting is soon completed.  We re-
cite the Pledge with salutes or
hand over heart and the “Yeehaw”
at completion is like a shot that
sends the competitors filing to-
ward their designated starting
bay for the first shot of the Main
Match.  Twelve exciting stages
await them, without a single re-
peated shooting sequence or tar-
get array.  Every stage consists of

Yellow Boy Winner – Crappy Shot

Cowboy vs. Cowgirl Finalists 
(Cowgirls ROCK)

Visit us at sassnet.com

Eldorado SASS Nevada State 
Champions

Nellie Blue and Lash Latigo

Eldorado Sass Nevada State 
Overall Winners

Hell’s Comin’ and Sass Kicker

(Continued on page 50)
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attributes of his miracle snake oil
elixir, asking him “How’s it on
stains?”  This stage began with the
shooter having the opportunity to
spit a sunflower seed at the carpet-
bagger.  Anyone whose seed went
through a hole in the carpetbagger
was entered into a drawing for a
free entry to next year’s Eldorado.

In Unforgiven, a fat man that
cut up a working girl is followed to
the outhouse; the door is pushed
open, and a barrage of bullets
ends his life.  “I guess he had it
coming.”  “We all got it coming,
kid.”  This stage began with one
of the newest props in the Eldo-
rado shoot—a falling door that
when pushed open exposed a pis-
tol target less than ONE yard dis-
tant.  Shooters dumped a single
pistol on the plate and then moved
to another position to complete
the stage.

In The Good, The Bad, and The
Ugly, in a bounty hunting scam,
Blondie has to cut the noose
around Tuco’s neck.  But Tuco
wants more money from the boun-
ties, claiming he takes all the
risks.  “You may take the risks,
but I do the cutting.  Changing
my percentage might affect

my aim.”  This stage consisted of
shooting a hanging man down
from the gallows and two knock-
down racks challenging both rifle
and pistol.

Too quickly the first day’s
stages are complete.  A compli-
mentary lunch is provided for the
grinning cowboys and cowgirls

and those that wish can even get
some more shooting in with the af-
ternoon’s offering of team shoots,
couples shoots, and person vs. per-
son challenges.

Saturday morning picks up
where Friday left off.  Milling
shooters search out their posted
first day scores.  Quietly debating
amongst themselves which group-
ing, the top six or bottom six
stages are faster, and all the while
comparing their times to others in
their category or to friends for
bragging rights.  

Saturday’s stages finish the
main match and quite a few shoot-
ers go directly from their final bay
to registration requesting entry
forms for next year.  But their day
is not yet over.  Saturday night
brings the formal awards banquet
at the Boulder Creek Golf Club.

Saturday night – The hall
begins to fill early.  Continental
suits, fashionable ladies with
feathered hats, soiled doves in
laced corsets, military uniforms
with braid and insignia, Drovers,
rustlers, townsfolk, lawmen, and
outlaws are standing shoulder to
shoulder as grins, hugs, and hand-
shakes overrun the room.  The cos-
tume contest is in motion as the
judges circle through the room
and pull folks aside to take a
closer look at the beautiful attire
on display.  Groups find their ta-
bles and make toasts to each
other, their shooting, and their fel-
lowship, sealing these proclama-
tions with glasses of shimmering
liquids ringing delicately as they
are tapped together.

The dinner service is an-
nounced; delicious prime rib, sides,
and desserts.  Cowboys and cow-
girls eat their fill while awaiting
the beginning of the awards cere-
mony.  Cowboys and cowgirls are
announced and awarded plaques
three deep for side matches.  Main
match awards go five deep with
buckles for 1st through 3rd and tro-
phies for 4th and 5th.  

Eldorado recognizes every

Eldorado 2012 . . .

SASS category and even a couple
additional.  Loyalty Awards are
given out to the shooters that
have attended every Eldorado
SASS Nevada State Champi-
onship shoot, and a moment is
taken to remember those that
have left us duing the year.

Interspersed with the awards
is “The Great Eldorado Give-
away”, where shooters win acces-
sories, free shoots, spurs, and this
year, even a gorgeous hand en-
graved Henry lever action rifle.
All in all over 50 gifts were given
away to lucky shooters.  

As the ceremony neared its
conclusion, the excitement in the
hall began to mount.  The shooters
for the Top Twenty Shoot Off, the
Top Overall Shooters, and the Ne-
vada State Champions were about
to be announced.  Along with these
prestigious awards, the traveling
trophy—The Battle of The States
Award—was upcoming.  The Battle
of The States is open to any state
that has a minimum of ten repre-
sentative shooters attending Eldo-
rado, the top ten shooters from

(Continued on next page)

The Oldest Cattle Baron!  
Poncho Prof, SASS #40949, 

was born in 1932.  For many of us,
that doesn’t seem so long ago!!

– Hickock Shot – 
one revolver shot at 75 yards.
White Eyes, SASS #25106, 

is one of the few who has some
inkling what was going through
Wild Bills’s mind that afternoon.
Both made a “killing” shot!

(Continued from page 49)



each state have their scores added
together and the state with the
lowest total is the winner.  Three
states, Nevada, Utah, Arizona were
represented in the challenge, with
Arizona taking the honors. 

Every shooter was given an El-
dorado 2012 favor buckle and in-
vited to return next year.  As
shooters filed from the hall, the
last event of Eldorado 2012 beck-
oned.  The “Invitation to a Gun-
fight” Top 20 shoot-off was
scheduled bright and early Sun-
day morning.

Sunday morning – A single
stage event that would allow the
Top 20 shooters to take one more
run.  An event that would allow

the fastest shooter opportunity to
cement their reputation as Top
Gun or perhaps an upstart might
put one superior run together to
wrest bragging rights away.  The
shooters began their individual
timed runs—position 20 through
position 1.  And these shooters
quickly showed the form and skill
that placed them in the enviable
placement of Top 20 shooters.
Clean and fast was the order of
the day as blistering fast run after
blistering fast run kept lowering
the best times.  And when the dust
settled – a single Gunfight winner
stood supreme.  

The steel has been stored, the
RVs have driven away, and the
Man with No Name has left the

(Continued from previous page)
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Eldorado valley.  All that remains
are memories and empty bays.
But if you close your eyes and lis-
ten carefully, you might hear a few
mournful notes of a Spaghetti
western theme and the building of
anticipation for an even better

event next year.  
Thank you to everyone that at-

tended Eldorado 2012, and we extend
our heartfelt invitation to attend El-
dorado 2013 – Boulder City, Ne-
vada, October 3rd – 6th, 2013.

www.eldoradocowboys.com

COSTUMES

/

! !

— Best Dressed Ladies —
Lacey D’Oyly, Neva Metta Stranger, 

and Daisy Jane.

— Best Dressed Gentlemen —
Shaky D., Buffalo Sam, 
and Constable Nelson— Best Dressed Couples —

Shortstock & Redrock, May B. Cimmin & Dan Diamond, 
and Nevada Fire & Nevada Jim.

�
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18 stages.  This year it had 12 plus
a 4 stage warm up.  The Wild
Bunch Match had 12 plus a 4
stage warm up.  If you had time,
energy, and inclination, you could
also shoot Cowboy 5-Stand,
Plainsman, and a couple of unique
side matches.

Wild Bunch Match
First came the Wild Bunch

match.  The Match Director was
the extremely experienced Pecos
Clyde.  As a member of the Wild
Bunch committee, Pecos is very
much responsible for the shape
and practice of Wild Bunch
matches.  He has been Match Di-

rector for END of TRAIL and Win-
ter Range several times.  Since he
is the Wild Bunch Match Director
for END of TRAIL, this, too, was
an END of TRAIL Preview.

As he says at every match,
“Wild Bunch is not Cowboy Action
Shooting™ with 1911s.”  No, it has
different challenges.  The heart of
the match is the 1911 pistol, and it
is used in ways not expected of six-
shooters.  The average stage has
20 pistol shots, and generally 10 of
them are at rifle targets.  Small
knockdowns are not uncommon.
The rifle is sometimes de-empha-
sized, but the targets for it are
often small and distant.  The ‘97 or
Model 12 shotgun usually has six
targets with no make-ups.  It
starts loaded with up to six
rounds.  If there are more than six
shotgun targets, then it is loaded
from your person like a Cowboy
Action Shooting™ match.  The

Winchester Featherlite (Low
Noise, Low Recoil) is NOT the fa-
vorite ammunition.  I didn’t see
ANY.  Heavier loads were used.
The targets required it.  Did I
mention no make-ups are allowed?

There are 17 shooting bays at
Founders Ranch.  The Wild Bunch
match used six bays, two stages
on each, on the “upper” end of the
range, and the Cowboy match
used bays 1-6.  The new set, Hot
Tamale’s Cantina, was not fin-
ished for this match.  It will be de-
buted at END of TRAIL.  END of
TRAIL will use 12 separate bays
for the main match, but the
change over period is longer.  

Wild Bunch Stages
Let’s look at a few.  Stage 3

was on Bay 9, Taylor’s Gun Shop.
This is a building with a big door-
way in the middle and a big win-
dow on each side of it.  Three
shotgun knockdowns were placed
several yards down range on each
side.  Past them was a large hay
bale.  Past that several more
yards were two cowboy targets on
each side, a large one and a small
one.  Behind them were two three-
round plate racks.

20 pistol, 10 rifle, and 6 shot-
gun rounds were used.  The pistol
was loaded with a magazine of 5
rounds.  The shotgun was staged
vertically at the doorway loaded
with 6 rounds, and the rifle was in
hand, loaded with 10 rounds.  In
hand means both hands on the rifle
pointed safely down range.  Start-
ing with the rifle on your shoulder
aimed at the first target is the most
efficient version of “in hand.”

You started standing in the
doorway.  The starting line was, “I
came to shoot.”  “At the signal
with the rifle sweep the four sta-

tionary cowboy targets and then
engage any plate rack target.  Re-
peat the sequence.  Make the rifle
safe vertically.  With the shotgun
move to the center position
(meaning a few paces downrange
of the door still on the building
floor) and sweep the shotgun tar-
gets in any order.  Move to the for-
ward position (the hay bale) and
make the shotgun safe.  With the
pistol sweep the 4 stationary tar-
gets and then engage any plate
rack target.  Repeat the sequence
for a total of 20 rounds.”

Stage 6 at Bay 11 was all pis-
tol, 25 rounds.  Stage 5 had used
the rifle for 10 rounds and 15 pis-

tol rounds.  The rifle targets had
been the two (in)famous front to
rear plate racks.  Like a Russian
doll, each target was smaller than
the one in front.  On Stage 6 those
were pistol targets.  The other 15
targets had 5 knockdowns fairly
close in row one, 3 knockdowns
and 2 stationary targets in row 2,
and a 5-round plate rack in row 3.  

The instructions were pretty
simple.  Standing behind or even
with the bar, engage the 25 targets.

Stages 11 and 12 were at Bay
14.  Six knockdown targets and
one stationary were in a reverse
“V” before position 1.  Another re-
verse “V” was further downrange
in front of position 2 to the right
and downrange of position 1.  The
targets were the big silhouette
targets with small round plates
behind one “shoulder.”  The plates
were painted white and would flip

to the other side when hit firmly.
They didn’t have to move to be a
hit.  On Stage 11 you engaged the
first “V” with 7 shotgun rounds—
6 knockdowns and one stationary.
Then you made the shotgun safe
at position 2 and double tapped

BUFFALO STAMPEDE 2013 !!
(Continued from page 1)
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the 9 stationary targets, then shot
any two small round targets.  

On stage 12 there was another
shooting position that was parallel
to position 1.  The previous position
2 was now position 3.  At position 1
the pistol knocked down the 6
knockdowns and engaged the sta-
tionary target 4 times.  Then you
took the pistol to position 2 and
used the rifle to engage 8 of the
small round targets once each and
the center stationary target 2
times in any order.  Then you made
the rifle safe vertically and went to
position 3 and engaged the 9 large

stationary targets with at least one
round each.

Side Matches
Long-range targets out to 300

yards were engaged with single shot
and lever action categories.  Cowboy
5-Stand was available several after-
noons at the Founders Ranch Shot-
gun Sports Club.

Plainsman was a 3-stage mini-
match Saturday afternoon, with
two sub-categories, Plainsman Mod-
ern allowing rifles with ejectors,
such as H & R Buffalo Classics, the
most popular rifle in this event.

Plainsman Traditional was for
single shot rifles without ejectors.
This brought out contestants who
might not have entered without
the Traditional category.  Guns in-
cluded Big Dave’s 1873 Spring-
field, Cowboy Clay’s Rolling Block,
Texas Desperado’s Sharps car-
bine, and Packin’ Parson’s Smith
carbine.  What’s a Smith carbine?
Well, it is a breechloader that uses
percussion caps and pre-loaded
cartridges.  Was it fast?  No, but it
was mesmerizing to watch.

Plainsman utilizes
percussion pistols,
double or lever action
shotguns, and single
shot riles, all shooting
blackpowder or substi-
tutes.  Plainsman
stages looked like or-
dinary stages, but the
rifle targets were at
the back of the berm.
Rifle shots ranged
from 6 to 8 per stage.

While that was
going on two unique
side matches were
going on, bullet split-

ting, and card cutting.  I believe
these were at 50 yards … not!

Main Match
All of the stages used 10 pis-

tol, 10 rifle, and 4+ or 6+ shotguns.
I remembered a major match not
too long ago where I stood at the
line through about eight shooters
trying to memorize the shooting
order.  If that’s the kind of stage
you like, well, you didn’t find it
here.  It was a gunfight, not a
spelling bee.  Some examples:

Stage 1.  Bay 1.  The building

The Copper Queen from Utah 
is the long standing 

Founders Ranch official
“taster” and food judge.  
She is also one of the 

perennial costume contest
judges … and yes, 

the Founders Ranch building 
is named after her!

Sometimes it’s GOOD to be Tex!

AWARDS

The Chili Cook-off is a tradition 
at Buffalo Stampede.  While 
the green chile (right) was 
wonderful, the red chile (left) 
was a favorite.  Both pots 

were empty well before desert!  
Lady Desperado won the 
Red Chili category while 

Donna Miller won the Green.

Gunfighter is so tightly contested, 
those who are old enough choose to

shoot Senior Gunfighter!  
Vaquero Luna is an excellent 

competitor, but he got beat by a girl!  
It’s tough living in a state where if 
Half-a-Hand Henri chooses to shoot 
in your category, you’ll likely end up 

second best … at best!

The “other” Plainsman Category is “Modern.”
Most of these shooters use Handi-Rifles.  
Tex “wimped” so he could win … but 
the Captain has been practicing!  
R.S. Canby of NM (right) was third.

Mica McGuire and Texas Tiger 
were the overall Cowboy Action 
winners at Buffalo Stampede.  
Both are excellent competitors …
and they showed it!  Outstanding!

There are those that say, 
“it’s not how good you shoot, 
but how good you look!”  

Deputy Dangit set out to prove 
one could do both.  He was the 
B-Western Champion at 

Buffalo Stampede.  Good job!

(Continued on page 54)
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that was the bank has been turned
into a barn.  It is a building with a
big window in front.  If you shoot
blackpowder, make sure your
earplugs are properly in place, and
if electronic, turned way down.
Close in front of it were five cow-
boys five paces downrange and five
more a little further out.  They
weren’t the huge targets of Border-
town, but they were almost as close.
Outside on each side were ffour
shotgun knockdowns and tables for
shotgun staging.  The rifle was
staged on the shelf in the building.

Starting position was standing
in back doorway leaning casually
against doorframe.  Shooter says,
“I don’t believe I’d do that.”  “At
the buzzer move to the front shelf
and with revolvers put two shots
on each revolver target.  With rifle
put three shots on each rifle tar-
get.  From where your shotgun is

staged shoot the four shotgun tar-
gets.”  At Stage 2 the same targets
were used, but you shot two
sweeps with revolvers at the re-

volver targets and two sweeps
with the rifle at the rifle targets.

Do note the instructions did
not include the words “from the

left.”  You also were not told
what to do with the rifle when
you finished shooting it.  Com-
mon sense was to make it safe
and run to the shotgun.  Also
note the stage was ambidex-
trous.  Those in our right
minds could start from the
right and run left, while the op-
pressive right-handed majority
could run from left-to-right.

Stages 5 and 6 were at
Bay 3, which has the famous
swinger target.  It was placed
at what would be a little long
for pistols, but was shot with
the rifle.  The storefront was
on the left, with a door and
two windows.  Three revolver
targets were off to the left.
Just to the right was the acti-
vator lever for the swinger.

The rifle was staged on a table
just to the right, and the shotgun
was staged further right in front
of four shotgun knockdowns.

Starting position was stand-
ing in the door hands one on each
side of the doorframe, shoulder
high.  Shooter says, “Not bad for a
one-eyed fat man.”

“At buzzer from door shoot re-
volver targets 1-3-1 starting at ei-

ther end, then repeat sequence
starting at the same end.  Start
the swinger and with rifle shoot
rifle targets 1-3-1, starting at ei-
ther end, repeat from the same
end.  With shotgun shoot the four
shotgun targets.”  

Stage 6 had you starting at the
table, both hands on the lever that
activates singer.  The rifle order
was three on each target in any
order and the last shot on any re-
volver target.  With the revolver put
three shots on each revolver target
in any order and the last shot on
any rifle target.  With the shotgun

(Continued from page 53)
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The Wild Bunch winners doing a poor imitation of Tex!  
Crazy Kurt (l to r) was Top Traditional, Frank J. Norfleet was top Modern,
Texas Tiger was Lady Traditional Champion, and Half-a-Hand Henri 
was top Lady Modern.  Norfleet and Henri were the overall winners.  

Congratulations!

BUFFALO STAMPEDE 2013 !!

All Founders Ranch major matches feature, among other things, a 
Plainsman mini-match (usually four stages) with two categories—
Traditional and Modern.  Traditional rifles include Trapdoors, 

Rolling Blocks, and Sharps.  Big Dave (left) from Colorado Springs 
was the top Traditional Plainsman Competitor, followed by 

Cowboy Clay (center) from Albuquerque and 
Texas Desperado from Abilene, TX.
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shoot the four shotgun targets.
It was apparent the same per-

son wrote all 12 stages.  There
weren’t 11 stages with close, easy
targets and one with a 6" plate rack
at 50 yards for the 12th stage to ruin
your clean match.  Procedurals
were rare.  Most shooters left the
stage with smiles on their faces.

One shooter, who doesn’t like

close, big targets and courses
of fire that don’t require mem-
orization drills, said, “If the
stages at END of TRAIL are
like this, they’re going to need
a lot of white buffalo (the
award for a clean match at

Founders Ranch).”  Yep, they no
doubt will.  I did note he cheered
when he finished the match clean
and smiled when he got his white
buffalo.  Yes, there were a reasonable
number of those given out.  END of
TRAIL really looks promising.

Parties, etc.
The Seventh Annual SASS Chili

Cook-Off and Potluck inner was

Wednesday night.  Since this is
New Mexico, home of Green Chili
ice cream, there was an award for
each.  Lady Desperado, SASS
#61665, won for Red Chili and Tuco
Taveras’ wife, Donna, for Green.

Friday night was free food
night, with, of course, Green Chili
Cheeseburgers (and other choices).
After several Buffalo Stampedes,
I’m hooked on Green Chili Cheese-
burgers.  Then games were played,

games where free entries were
given out to END of TRAIL to sev-
eral happy competitors.

Saturday night was the
awards dinner, catered by El
Comedor, a Founders Ranch sta-
ple.  I believe a few people actu-
ally didn’t get awards, but most
did, that being the case with 4000
categories (slight exaggeration.)
I keep saying Buffalo Stampede

Prairie Mary, Cowboy Chronicle Ad
Representative, plays the game
and approaches her job as a

knowledgeable competitor.  She
also hosts monthly Long Range
events at Founders Ranch.

While shooting the main match,
there are actually TWO 
competitions going on—

one, of course is the shooting, 
but the other is the 

Working Costume Contest.  
Costumes add so much to the
event—their importance cannot 
be over-emphasized.  Capt. Baylor
is seen here as a Confederate 
officer using his Civil War 
technology to good effect.

There’s never any question 
about passing the “smoke test” 

when Tex hauls out his .45s loaded 
to “Pale Rider” levels!  In the end, 
we all play a fantasy game … 

so you might as well play the game 
in a way that makes you happy!

Grand Dame Cat Ballou is in love
with her “Evil Roy” short rifle 
in .44-40.  The larger caliber 
makes for a lighter rifle … 
and she can hit just about 
anything she can see!

COWBOYACTION

Shirley Shooter is another Lady 
Frontier Cartridge competitor from
NM.  She is the Match Director and
“club boss” for the High Desert
Drifters Cowboy Action Club that
shoots monthly at Founders Ranch.

Standards are important … 
and someone has to maintain
them!  Here in the Albuquerque
area, ex-Rio Grande Renegade
“Mayor,” J. W. Calendar, 
is the appointed one!

The Mayor is ALWAYS dressed 
in his best “town” clothes … 
and typically shoots clean
matches.  Very impressive! !

BUFFALO STAMPEDE 2013

(Continued on page 56)
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is an under attended, excellent match at an
outstanding, unique venue with enjoyable
stages and enough shooting for the most ar-
dent shooters.  That goes for this year, too.  The

only suggestion I would have for next year is
something to encourage early entries.  Two
thirds of the entries came in the last month,
making some planning impossible.  Either a
discount for early entries or a surcharge after,

say 60 days before the match, or a drawing for
a major door prize for early entries only would
make life easier for the match planners, the
overworked SASS staff.

(Continued from page 55)

Yep!  Those are 
ALL pistol targets!
Half-a-Hand Henri
shows her 
concentration 
as she shoots 
her way to 
Top Lady Overall.

Even Happy Jack, leader of 
the Wild Bunch RO Committee, 
is challenged by the target 
placement!  You take your 
best shot, accept the results, 
and head for the next stage!

Winners

Wild Bunch

Overall

Man J. Frank Norfleet,

SaSS #93685 NM

Lady half-a-hand henri,

SaSS #9727 NM

Categories

Traditional

Man crazy Kurt,

SaSS #55520 NM

Lady Texas Tiger,

SaSS #74829 NM

Modern

Man J. Frank Norfleet NM

Lady half-a-hand henri

NM

Plainsman

Traditional Big dave,

SaSS #55632 co

Plainsman

Modern capt. Baylor,

SaSS #24287 NM

Cowboy Action

Overall

Man Mica McGuire,

SaSS #18523 NM

Lady Texas Tiger NM

Categories

49’er crazy Kurt NM

Buckaroo Nico the Kid,

SaSS #88159

B-Western deputy dangit,

SaSS #88636 NM

L B-Western eZ GZ,

SaSS #83885 NM

Cattle Baron dirty dan,

SaSS #9726 NM

C Baroness lawless lori Sue,

SaSS #80852 NM

C Cowboy Garrison Joe,

SaSS #60708 NM

Categories

C Cowgirl crazy clara Bell,

SaSS #67518

Cowboy Mica McGuire NM

Cowgirl amber ale,

SaSS #66175 NM

Duelist estancia Kid,

SaSS #84589 NM

E Statesman cerveza Slim,

SaSS #9724 co

Frontiersman Big dave,

SaSS #55632 co

F Cartridge More or les,

SaSS #5529

F C Duelist wild horse John wy

G Dame ramblin’ rose co

Gunfighter half-a-hand henri

NM

S Gunfighter Tex,

SaSS #4 NM

Junior capitan regulator,

SaSS #84262 NM

Categories

L 49’er Texas Tiger NM

L Duelist Nanny oakley,

SaSS #85920 ri

L F Cartridge doc Barium,

SaSS #59972 NM

L S Senior camptown lady,

SaSS #8303 co

L Wrangler Prairie Mary, 

SaSS #48835 NM

Senior Pecos clyde,

SaSS #48481 aZ

S Duelist ruff cobb,

SaSS #7548 co

S Senior english lyn,

SaSS #74828 NM

Wrangler dirty earl,

SaSS #94084 NM

WILD BUNCH
Texas Tiger continues 
to dominate the Lady
Traditional Category
using her unorthodox
shooting stance (which
she also uses in Cowboy
Action!).  While she’s 
a fierce competitor,

stages SHE designs are
always interesting, 
fun, and challenging. 

Challenging targets—often small and 
a “long way off”—are common in Wild Bunch 
matches … and so are misses!  But, attitude 
is everything!  As tough as this match was, 
there was nothing but giggles and good-natured 
ribbing at the end of the day!  Looks like Tex 
just missed the tiny end target 
on the progressive plate rack!

While “cowboy” attire is 
perfectly acceptable for 
Wild Bunch, this game is 
another great opportunity 
to get another costume!  
Turn of the century 

military costumes certainly
add a lot to the ambiance 
of a Wild Bunch match 
as seen here with 
Captain Baylor (l) 
and Grizzly Adams.

BUFFALO STAMPEDE 2013 !!

!
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PLAINSMAN
Big Dave is the 
competitor that has
captured everyone’s
attention!  He 
shoots a Trapdoor, 
a gun most have 
relegated to the
back of the closet 
because it’s slow 
and cumbersome.
But it’s anything 
but in his hands!
When asked what 
his secret was to
making the gun 
work so well, he 
modestly replied,
“practice!”

The most impressive (and VERY traditional) 
firearm seen at this year’s Plainsman match
was a percussion rifle!  The receiver accepted
“paper” cartridges and the musket caps were
carried in a leather strap that was reasonably
efficient.  Most of us had not seen anything
like this before.

Most folks think Plainsman 
is for the “older but wiser” 

competitors who are fighting 
the trend toward cartridges 
and smokeless powders 
at every opportunity—

but it’s not so!  Cowboy Clay 
let it be known he was interested 

in playing the game … but 
he needed a rifle.  Tex loaned him
his (heavy!) bull-barreled Rolling
Block, and Clay man-handled it

just fine!  There’s hope!

BUFFALO STAMPEDE 2013



iqua, OH – I think Cow-
boy Action Shooters are
about the friendliest
folks around, and the an-

nual Shootout at Hardtimes, SASS’
Ohio State Championship, has
evolved into one of the most family
oriented events in SASS.  The Miami
Valley Cowboys started planning
this year’s event as the dust was set-
tling from the 10th annual Ohio
State Match.  They went over the de-
tails of the match, as well as the nu-
merous social events.  From
hospitality night to door prizes,
every detail was considered.  The
crew put on a fantastic match with
over 215 competitors in attendance
for this three-day event.  It drew
contestants from all over the USA
and Canada in a Memorial Day hol-
iday weekend celebration.  

Because the grounds are so eas-
ily assessable, a lot of local area gun
sport enthusiasts dropped in to see
what all the fuss was about—there
was a constant stream of spectators
who came to see the cowboys and
cowgirls in action.  I had a chance to
chitchat with several of them and in-
troduce them to club officials and
recommend they come back and try
our sport.  There was a table set up
to provide eye and ear protection, as
well as guidance about becoming a
member, gun selection, and a copy of
the schedule of events along with
the Shooters Handbook

P
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The first day was all about side
matches, which were spread out
over the Piqua Fish and Game
Cowboy Action Shooting™ range.
The early morning included pocket
pistols, derringers, and the speed
rifle, pistol, and shotgun events.
The afternoon included long-range

lever rifle, single shot rifle, and pis-
tol caliber rifle events.  The covered
shooting positions gave a much-wel-
comed respite from the sun.  And,
back by popular demand, was the
Mini Match as well as a Wild Bunch
Match as extra attractions.  Special
thanks to Lassiter for helping as

the range master and ensuring
match consistency.  

The Piqua Fish and Game com-
plex is set up in a large horseshoe
fashion.  On Side Match day J. D.
Milton set up a vendor’s booth in
the center of the venue to sell
shredded roast beef sandwiches,
cold drinks, and snacks.  What a
welcome sight this was to hungry,
thirsty cowpokes! 

Over thirty-five shooters com-
peted in the warm-up Mini Match
and this was the third year for the
Wild Bunch side match.  I was sur-
prised to see how many shooters
turned out in military style garb of
the period depicted in that infamous
1969 American epic western film di-
rected by Sam Peckinpah. Scenarios
had shooters using 20 rounds in
their .45s with ten in the rifle and
six in the shotgun.  On each stage we
went through 36 rounds of spitting
lead … Yahoo!!!! Several shooters
cleaned the match.  How the heck
did they do that? 

Over 68 shooters showed up for
the Mini Match, and since they had
so much fun, I’m pretty sure Mean
Gun will have it in the program
again next year, so bring your
trusty old .45, Model ‘97 or Model
‘12, your rifle, and a bunch of ammo
for the Wild Bunch and Cowboy Ac-
tion side matches!  

After all the side matches were
done, the finale to the day was a

shootout at harD times

Winners
Overall
Man                 Lead Ringer,

                            SASS #87957 OR
Lady                Sage Chick,

                            SASS #48454 OH
Categories
49’er                     Two Bit Drifter,
                            SASS #32899 OH
B-Western            Copperhead Joe,
                            SASS #39162 KY
Buckaroo             Spud,
                            SASS #35418 IL
Buckarette           Little Punkin Zoe,
                            SASS #96231 IN
Cowboy                Deuce Stevens,
                            SASS #55996 MI
Cowgirl                Sage Chick OH
C Cowboy            T-Bone Dooley,
                            SASS #36388 TX
C Cowgirl            Bella Spencer,
                            SASS #63491 KY
Duelist                 Shaddai Vaquero,
                            SASS #69779 KY

Categories
E Statesman       Papa Dave,
                            SASS #17266 TN
Frontiersman      Split Rail,
                            SASS #24707 OH
F Cartridge         I. M. Crossdraw,
                            SASS #8321 OH
F C Duelist          Stone Creek Drifter,
                            SASS #58853 OH
F C Gunfighter    Woody Shootem,
                            SASS #24816 OH
G Dame               Baby Ruth,
                            SASS #93367 AL
Gunfighter           Sgt. Eli,
                            SASS #35882 IL
L 49’er                 Turkey Legs,
                            SASS #48384 IL
L B-Western        Perfecto Vaquera,
                            SASS #69780 KY
L Duelist              Iron Maiden,
                            SASS #67188 TN
L F Cartridge      Redbud,
                            SASS #56140 OH
L Gunfighter       Clementine Valentine,
                            SASS #66179 OH

Categories
L Senior               Honey B. Quick,
                            SASS #47009 OH
L S Senior           Two Sons,
                            SASS #12636 IN
L Wrangler          Sunshine Marcie,
                            SASS #64900 VA
L Young Gun       Rimfire Randi,
                            SASS #87690 WV
Outlaw                Tennessee 
                            Tombstone,
                            SASS #34723 TN
Senior                  Knob Creek 
                            Drover,
                            SASS #29843 KY
S Duelist              Smokin Iron,
                            SASS #22149 OH
S Gunfighter       Cripple Creek Kid,
                            SASS #10614 OH
S Senior               Two Rig A Tony,
                            SASS #54423 MI
Wrangler             Lead Ringer OR
Young Gun          Vaquero Jake,
                            SASS #69781 KY

Wild Bunch
Traditional          Loco Leadslinger,
                            SASS #66868 OH
49’er                     Cross-eyed Cruz,
                            SASS #80536 OH
50’er                     Life-R,
                            SASS #44051 OH
L Modern            Honey B. Quick OH
None                    Pieces Parts,
                            SASS #94500 OH
Pike Modern        Shell Stuffer,
                            SASS #33146 IL

Man-on-Man Shoot-off
                            Duke Skywalker,
                            SASS #26871 IN

Trap Shoot-off 
                            Papa Dave,
                            SASS #17266 TN

w SASS OHIO STATE Championship

May 24-26, 2013

By Fletch O Dubois, SASS #14224

!
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great potluck meal at the Fish and
Game Club House.  The guys and
gals outdid themselves—it included
a fish fry, pulled pork and brisket,
along with about anything else you
could want.  The Miami Valley Cow-
boys even had a band, Milkbone,
come all the way from Tennessee for
entertainment. They dazzled and
amused with their toe tapping tunes

There were many range im-
provements since last year, and they
did a superb job of developing the
shooter’s program.  Paying tribute to
the infamous 1974 Mel Brooks west-
ern movie spoof, Blazing Saddles,
where all the Indians spoke Yiddish
and starring Gene Wilder.  The hu-
morous theme for this year’s event
deftly wove the “Waco” persona of
this celebrated actor into the stage
design scenarios.  

We all got a chuckle from the
humor of the classic line at stage six
from the scene at Lily’s Billiard
palace: “Candy gram for Mongo.”
What a hoot!!  At this stage the rifle
lay flat on one of two tables with the
shooter’s hands on the rifle.  One
had to shoot the rifle first, with a 1
on 1, 2 on2, 4 on 3, 2 on 4 and 1 on 5
pattern … then, use one’s revolvers
in the same pattern as the rifle.  The
shooter finished with the shotgun
‘till all the targets were down.  All
the guns were shot through one of
three windows and all windows had
to be used.  It was quick, fun, and
gave the shooter options on the
order they preferred to complete the
window sweeps. 

After all the six stages were
completed on day two, there was a
Man-on-Man Shoot-off open to any-
one who wanted to stake their claim.

Saturday night featured a
steak dinner and side match
awards.  I have to tell you about
hospitality night there at the Club-
house.  They had a large buffet line
inside the clubhouse, and the
steaks were hot off the grill.  By
golly, there were even assorted
cookies for dessert.  All I heard was
how wonderful the grub was and
how entertaining Mark was with

the side match awards.  
Day three was just as nice as

the previous two—cool weather and
plenty of sun.  It started with at-
tending the service at the cowboy
chapel and then on to the final six
stages.  Stage eight was called the
Rail Road Station for good reason.
Its elevated perch was just like the
old time scaffolds alongside the rail-
road tracks.  It made the stage a
real challenge.  Here you were
standing at the left rail with your
shotgun loaded with two rounds (at
the R.O.’s command) aimed at the
targets at the end of the platform.
Your rifle was staged on the far
right shelf.  The ready line was an-
other classic, “Something to do with
where the choo choo goes.”  At the
beep, you engaged two shotgun tar-
gets, then moved to the rifle and en-
gaged the targets in a progressive
sweep (1-22-333-4444).  Then with
both revolvers shot the same pro-
gressive sweep, and finally re-
trieved the shotgun and engaged
the final two knock down targets.
About thirty minutes following the
final stage, folks headed to the Club
House for Cowboy Trap.  Ten cow-
boys and cowgirls tried their hand
at this shotgun game.

Sunday evening following three
fun-filled and action packed days of
competition, the Banquet, Costume
Contest, and Main Match Awards
where held at the Eagles Club in
Covington. The buffet line moved
quickly providing a gourmet meal of
fried chicken and fish … no com-
plaints from anyone; it was great!  

Ringo Fire, Doc Eells, Mean
Gun Mark, and Boaz Longhorn
were the emcees of the Awards.
There were over 17 competitors who
shot the entire match clean, includ-
ing yours truly.  What really contin-
ues to astound me is the number of
younger shooters we see entering
the sport.  You have to be impressed
with the doting grandparents and
patient parents guiding these
youngsters along.

As expected, the Miami Valley
Cowboys outdid themselves.  In ad-

short distance from Dayton and
Cincinnati, and both of these cities
have a major airport.  For further in-
formation on the Shootout at Hard-
times, or their host sponsors, the
Miami Valley Cowboys, check out
their web site:
http://miamivalleycowboys.org
Larger numbers come every

year.  And to a person, they all agree
it’s the hospitality of the Piqua Fish
and Game Protective Association
and the Miami Valley Cowboys, the
friendly atmosphere, fine cuisine
provided by both the Fish and
Game and the Eagles Club, the
stage designs, and the shooting that
keep them coming back year after
year.  So, be safe, have fun, shoot
straight, and we hope to see every-
one next year.

dition to all these awards, The Jedi
Warriors inducted Clementine
Valentine into their association for
her outstanding support of SASS.  

We played hard, the targets were
big and close, the props were humor-
ous, and we got to dress up like
Army folk and shoot a lot of bullets
during the Wild Bunch match.  Con-
gratulations to all who competed in
the Ohio State SASS Championship
and a special hats off to the Top
Shooters Overall. 

Shootout at Hardtimes is con-
ducted in conjunction with the Piqua
Fish and Game Protective Associa-
tion.  Their cowboy facility, Hard
Times, consists of 12 stages and a
135-yard long-range rifle range.  The
Piqua Fish and Game Protective As-
sociation is located in Piqua Ohio a �
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was a success.  The afternoon
wound down, and it was time for
evening entertainment.

Friday night’s band was full of
talent as they played 70s and 80s
country.  Some might say it was a
bit loud, but just right for dancin’.
The Sundance Band was formed 27
years ago and played large venues
around Texas.  This concert was a
reunion for the band after 20 years
of being on the road as professional
musicians.  The country boys came
home to Red River County and per-
formed like they did years ago.  

Saturday afternoon was full of
shooting, also.  Never a minute of
rest.  Evening rolled around and
Taco Casa out of Paris, Texas came
out to feed everyone.  We had tacos,
burritos, and tostadas with a big ol’
glass of Momma’s sweet tea.  What
a way to start the awards ceremony!
Ringo Fire, SASS #46037, Nuttin’
Graceful, and myself kicked off
awards.  Kow Katcher was our over-
all Cowgirl and Boozy Creek, SASS
#82771 was our overall Cowboy.   

As fast as Senior Games
started, it was over.  No WAIT!  It
hadn’t ended … It wasn’t time to go
back to the campers or to motel
rooms.  The lights came on down at
the Bar 3 arena.  The night life ain’t
the good life, but it’s our life.  We all
went down for a little Extreme Mo-
torized Mounted Shooting!  

We had 40 entries with three di-
visions.  The cowboys and cowgirls
could enter the Gas, Electric, or
Horse powered divisions.  Cripple
Creek Jake, SASS #90906, Capt
Cantrell, SASS #99017, Tail N Kid,
SASS #43802, Tennessee Tall,
SASS #49245, and Pineywoods Jim,
SASS #56822 were the drivers.  We
almost had some wrecks, but in the
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ished when all H E double L L
broke loose, and the rain got worse.
The last three holes were shot
under stage cover with the closest
ball to the stake being the winning
shot.  Gunz Brokus, SASS #63833,
took the third place win, which
earned him a $20 bill.  Dragon Hill
Dave, SASS #59561, stepped up
with second place, winning a cool
$50.  Capt. Stephen D. Hill took
home first place and tucked a
Franklin deep in his pocket.  What
a great group of cowboys.  But wait
… as the players were putting up
their clubs, the winners decided to
go for broke and put their winnings
into a pot for a “golf off.”  Both Capt.
Stephen D. Hill and Dragon Hill
Dave choked on the put and Gunz
Brokus walked off with the $170
Grand Prize pot of gold!  

Now, the rain just wouldn’t let
up on us so, as Match Director, Nut-
tin’ Graceful, SASS #39117, decided
to postpone the side matches
until Friday afternoon after the
main match.  Enough talk
about the rain.  Friday morning
dawned with no rain and 107
shooters took off to the range
for more “pow” packed fun.
There was enough gravel on the
ranch, so everyone was able to
park and walk to a stage with-
out getting their feet muddy.

Sam, the “Cookie Man,” and
Pee Wee cooked up a ham lunch for
all to enjoy and in minutes it was
over.  It was time for the Pat Gar-
rett match.  Now, this side match
was not my invention.  We shot this
match in Milmerran, Australia last
year.  I just love the concept of
everyone shooting together and
adding the Big Bore Rifle to the
mix.  The rules were changed to ac-
commodate the shooters and
stages.  Bent Barrel Betty, SASS
#33237, and Kow Katcher, SASS
#53134, took the reins and broke a
new colt out as match coordinators
for the Bar 3 Pat Garrett.  Our rules
were a little different than the
Aussies, and we all had lots of fun
with 37 shooters participating.  It

around, the storm clouds did, too.
We weren’t going to let a few rain-
drops thwart our party.  It was time
to play, and the posse lined up to
compete in the Intercontinental
Extreme Putt Putt Golf Tourna-
ment.  29 brave cowgirls and cow-
boys put their boots on and headed
to the newly developed golf course
set up right on the Bar 3 Range.  

Seven holes of golfin’ was fin-

SASSSENIORGAMES
May 16-18, 2013

By T-Bone Dooley, SASS #36388

nglish, TX – WOW!!
That was all I could
think of as I was getting
ready for the Senior

Games May 16-18, 2013.  We were
loading, unloading, building, setting
targets, and watching the Big Barn
turn into a pavilion that would be
full of Cowboy and Cowgirl Shoot-
ers in no time.  The excitement
grew with every passing day as
campers started showing up.  I
haven’t seen more people wanting
to extend a helping hand than in
the cowboy world.  As people ar-
rived, they would jump out and
want to know what needed to be
done to finish getting things ready
for the match.  Capt. Stephen D.
Hill, SASS #56151, showed up two
weeks early just to lend a hand.
After two days on the mower, his
backside was sore!  Cherokee
Lonewolf, SASS #66760, and Dirt
Dart, SASS #94019 finished up
with fixin’ a porch that needed
mendin’.  A BIG thanks to all our
cowboy and cowgirl friends who
gave their help and support.  With
all the range work done, we were
ready for the second annual Senior
Games in English, Texas.

We started the festivities with
a celebration in memory of Omaha
John’s, SASS #48577, wife, Patty
Campbell.  She was a Lady through
and through, and we will truly
miss her.  As Thursday rolled

E
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end we had three winners.  Mose
Spencer, SASS #63490 won the gas-
powered division.  Dirt Dart, SASS
#94019, won in the electric-powered
division, and Stumpman, SASS
#89993, took the win in the horse-
powered division.  Ringo Fire was
the MC of the event, while No Re-
grets Dame, SASS #93748, was the
Bar 3 Arena coordinator.  Thanks to
all who helped.

Now, it’s time for the highlight
of the weekend.  Sunday morning
was an inspiration to myself along
with 69 fellow cowboy and cow-
girls.  The service on Sunday morn-
ing was lead by Tonic Kid, SASS

again this fall at Comin’ At Cha for
Cowboy Church.  I personally
thank everyone in attendance this
year.  Senior Games is a memory
now, and it’s time for Comin’ At
Cha 2013!

In closing, will you close your
eyes—just for a moment—now
think back … and remember your
YOUTH OF YESTERDAY!!

#70340, and his gospel quartet
Broken Vessel.  If Jesus ever
stepped foot on the Bar 3, he was
there Sunday morning watching
over all of us.  There was toe tap-
pin’, hand clappin’, and tears of joy
remembering loved ones.  This con-
cert lasted almost two hours and
was a blessing to all in attendance.
Broken Vessel will be performing �



Church on Sunday morning.  After
greetings from Thunder River Pres-
ident Texas Rooster, SASS #39957,
and Range Master Johnny Morris,
SASS #69007, a safety and range

briefing was given—pretty much
boiled down to three main rules: 1.
Don’t shoot yourself in the foot, 2.
Don’t shoot anybody else, 3. Have as
much fun as possible.  Among the
dignitaries were Judge Roy Bean,
SASS Life #1, Justice Lily Kate,
SASS Life #1000, and Col. MacKen-
zie, SASS Life #90000, who received
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hunder River, Repub-
lic of Texas is safe from
outlaws (and in-laws),
and once again Cowboys

and Cowgirls have fought in the un-
ending battle for truth, justice, and
the American way!

We had 93 shooters from across
The Republic as well as the Col-
orado silver mines, the U.S. Indian
Territories, and the country of peli-
cans, alligators, and Emeril
(Louisiana) meet up near Magno-
lia, TX on April 26 and 27, 2013
with the sole purpose of beating
back rustlers, extending range land,
and boldly going where no Cowboy
has gone before.  

The match opened with pledges
to both the American and Texas
Flags and invocations by our own
Preacher Man Robert, SASS
#89997, who also led the Cowboy

his SASS number as the winner of
the SASS Chapel Fund Contest.  

Posses were called and after a
traffic jam that rivaled the stam-
pede in the 1951 movie Cattle
Drive, everyone got headed in the
right direction, and in a matter of
minutes lead was flying—the
games had begun!  Each posse shot
five stages each day and stopped to
have their photos taken by Major
Photography, a Match Vendor.

We had a dark and stormy night

last stanDw Thunder River
at

By Cheyenne Ranger, SASS Life #48747

!

!

T

Waterloo, SASS #46072, 
one of the fastest shooters
in the area, moving to his
rifle at a gallop.  His 
stage times average 
in the mid-twenties, 
and he hits the targets!

Greetings from Range Master
Johnny Morris while Rawhide,
SASS #66087, holds up the 

building.  Johnny was The Man 
to go to if any questions arose.  
He was the main reason the 
Last Stand at Thunder River 

was a well run match.

Johnny Morris and TRR President 
Texas Rooster, SASS #39957.  
These are two of the leaders 
that saw to it the Last Stand 
was the success if was.  

Rooster shoots Elder Statesman.

Texas Rooster, SASS #39957, 
Judge Roy Bean, SASS Life #1.  
While the Judge didn’t shoot, 

he had a good time at the Match.



In all over 25,000 rounds went
down range, and everyone had a
ball.  Hats off to Range Marshals
Two Spurs, SASS #81842, and
Crash, SASS #85815, for seeing to
the range, stages, targets, and sce-
narios.  Black Powder Burn, SASS
#39761, put together the Saturday
night dinner while Red River Mac,
SASS #79649, and a cast of thou-
sands worked behind the scenes to
pull this off.  

The range staff passed out
paper work, answered questions,

set up for lunch and breakfast, and
kept the raffle organized and run-
ning smoothly.  There were many
raffle prizes this year topped off by
a Dillon 650 and a Springfield Mil-
Spec 1911 stainless steel pistol as
the Big Kahunas.

Breakfast was available both
days; lunch on Saturday plus the
match came with a free steak and
potato dinner on Sunday during the
awards ceremony, all provided by
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on Saturday.  A line of thunder
storms hit Houston, rivers and seas
were boiling, dogs and cats living to-
gether, animals lining up two by
two; hail, rain, and high winds for
most of the night.  And, the result of
all this weather was at dawn the
dust had settled on the range and
shooting started up at 8:30—got to
love our sandy soil!

bonus target or two, as well as rifle
targets consisting of bells and tra-
ditional flat targets.  All shotgun
targets had to be knocked down to
count.  Many compliments were
heard about the stage descriptions,
placement of targets, and ‘fun fac-
tor’ present in each.

The side matches were well at-

Montana Hannah’s Chuck Wagon.
The Saturday night dinner was well
attended thanks to Black Powder
Burn.  People had plenty of food
choices morning, noon, and night—
and they took advantage of them.

Ten stages were shot over two
days with numerous side matches
on Saturday afternoon.  Twenty-six
different SASS categories were rep-
resented in the match with Forty-
Niner and Lady Forty-Niner the
two most popular.  

A hiccup with the electronic
scoring system had Red River Mac
and Black Powder Burn going to
Plan B, and scores were recorded
with a burnt stick on papyrus
sheets, Murphy had arrived.
Bristlecone Jan also was part of
Plan B, entering the handwritten
scores into the computer—how did
we ever live without them?   

Stages were easy to understand
and the targets were close and
large, thanks to Two Spurs, and still
Stealth Bullets were present.  The
little suckers seemed to follow some
more than others.  If there were
firearm malfunctions, there was al-
ways someone near with a five lb.
sledge ready to clear the jam and do
it at no charge!  

The posses all moved along at
about the same pace.  The shooters
were presented with various
shaped revolver targets, plus a
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Col. Mackenzie, SASS Life #90000,
Boots Cassidy, SASS #57403, 
and Lorenzo.  Col. Mackenzie 
is the SASS Chapel Fund Drive 

Winner—his SASS number of 90000
was first prize in the contest.

Grand Prize: Hey You, SASS #64946,
Range Master Johnny Morris, 
and Waterloo, SASS #46072.  
Hey You and Waterloo were the 

winners, seeing as they’re a couple.

Ellie May, SASS #66089, 
not only shot the match 
but was the ramrod 

for the meals at the range.

Last Stand at Thunder River Cowboy Church on Sunday Morning 
led by Preacher Man Robert, SASS #8997, a lay minister in his church.  

The event was well attended.

Cherokee Jones, SASS #52092, 
Elder Statesman Gold, is 

always one of the top shooters 
no matter what the age.  
Here he’s getting ready to 
draw his revolvers once he 
gets to the next door opening.

(Continued on page 64)



their way to their cars and trucks
and headed down the trail, they
echoed the common thought of
being back next year.  They liked
what they had seen at Last Stand
at Thunder River!

parts of the match started.  First up
were the clean match winners—out
of the 93 shooters only two were
able to shoot clean.  They were pre-
sented with a plaque and a Buffalo
Pin in recognition of their
achievement.  The side match
winners and runners-up each re-
ceived a certificate plus the win-
ners received a plaque as well.
Following this, the category win-
ners and runner-up each re-
ceived a plaque.

Raffle tickets were next and
every winner was pleased with
his/her prize.  It seemed like
tons of tickets had been put in
the Dillon 650 and the Spring-
field MilSpec 1911 stainless
steel pistol bags.  There were au-
dible groans when the winning
tickets were announced—every-
one wanted to win those two!

As old friends, new friends,
and fellow posse members made

Winners
Overall
Man You Bet,

SASS #48429
Lady Hey You,

SASS #64946
Categories
Buckaroo Shoot’n Lead,

SASS #91777
Frontiersman Wyandot Jim,

SASS #66953
F Cartridge Johnny Morris,

SASS #69007
F C Duelist Fairplay John,

SASS #63453
Buckarette Diamond Kate,

SASS #95104
B-Western Shotshell,

SASS #79405
Cowboy You Bet
C Cowboy Texas Ghost,

SASS #50125
C Cowgirl Lucinda Tincup,

SASS #19034
Cowgirl Hey You
Duelist Tanner Wright,

SASS #94725
E Statesman Pineywoods Jim
E S Gold Cherokee Jones,

SASS #52092

Categories
49’er I Reckon,

SASS #35883
Gunfighter Texas Jack Daniels,

SASS #8587
Junior Rattlesnake Wrangler,

SASS #54580
L Junior My Turn,

SASS #73766
L B-Western War Pony,

SASS #94900
L 49’er Belle Kaye,

SASS #35884
L Senior Idaho Sue,

SASS #38585
L S Duelist Cajun Queen,

SASS #75177
L S Senior Lady Ghost,

SASS #60899
Senior Red River Raider,

SASS #94125
S Duelist Snoot Fuller,

SASS #13496
S Senior NonStop,

SASS #17670
Wrangler Colt Faro,

SASS #54579
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tended and had a twist: you could
shoot them as many times as you
wished, but you had to tell the side
match marshal when your shots
were “for score,” and you had to do
this before you shot!  Now shooters
had to try to figure out if they
should just shot it for score or do a
couple of practice rounds, and then
there was the “Is this the time to
shoot for score?” thought process
going on.  Oh, and being fast also

helped a bunch.  
The side matches included:

Fastest Shotgun, ‘97 and Double;
Fastest Pistol, Supported, Gun-
fighter, and Duelist; Fastest Rifle;
Fastest Revolver; Long Range Pistol
Caliber Rifle, Josey Wales (four re-
volvers), Fastest Derringer and
Pocket Pistol, Long Range Big Bore
Lever and Single Shot; and Long
Range Pistol.  There was also a two-
stage shoot for both Wild Bunch
(Modern and Traditional) and
Plainsman.

After the sounds of the last bul-
let died away, the awards and lunch

The Last Stand at Thunder River . . .

Two Spurs, SASS #81842 and 
Rawhide, SASS #66087.  These two 
cowboys were part of the group 
that got the Last Stand at 

Thunder River off the ground.  
Two Spurs wrote all the stages, and 
Rawhide did whatever was needed 
in the last weeks before the match.

Manassas Jack, SASS #62087, 
shooting a blackpowder shotgun.  
He uses so much blackpowder, 
often times he can’t see the 
targets by the final shot!

Crash, SASS #85815, showing off 
his best outfit.  He married off 
his daughter the day before 
and wore this at the ceremony.
Crash is VP of Thunder River 
and was in charge of everything 

behind the firing line.

OVERALL WINNERS
Men: 

You Bet, SASS #48429, 
Range Master 

Johnny Morris, SASS #69007, 
Women:

Hey You, SASS #64946.

Waterloo and Rattlesnake Wrangler, 
SASS #54580 having a great time shooting 

the stagecoach stage.  Both are 
lightning fast and enjoyed the match.  
Rattlesnake won the Jr. Boys category.

(Continued from page 63)
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Side Matches
Fastest Shotgun
Double
Man Rattlesnake Wrangler,

SASS #54580
Lady Hey You,

SASS #64946
‘97
Man I Reckon,

SASS #35883
Lady Hey You

Fastest Pistol
Traditional 
Man Waterloo,

SASS #46072
Lady Hey You

Duelist Rattlesnake Wrangler
Gunfighter Possum Skinner,

SASS #6697
Fastest Rifle

Man Rattlesnake Wrangler
Lady Hey You

Fastest Derringer
Man Waterloo
Lady Hey You

Fastest Pocket Pistol
Man Tell Sackett,

SASS #18436
Lady Butterfly Rose,

SASS #90723

Long Range Pistol
Man Waterloo
Lady Hey You

LR Cowboy Rifle
Man Waterloo
Lady Hey You

LR Big Bore
Single Shot

Man Black Powder Burn,
SASS #39761

Lady Buckshot Nobel,
SASS #90733

Lever Action Texas Crazy Clay,
SASS #88115

Plainsman Wyandot Jim,
SASS #66953

Wild Bunch
Modern Johnny Morris,

SASS #69007
Traditional Texas Gator,

SASS #74485
Josey Wales

Man Two Spurs,
SASS #81842

Lady Angels,
SASS #18437

Clean Match
Snoot Fuller, SASS #13496
Cheyenne Ranger, SASS #48747L
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ing children against guns.
At our last Board of Directors

meeting, our Match Director, Sauk
Valley Stubby, made a comment
that he’d taken an informal count of
the attendees at our May match
and realized that of the 33 atten-
dees, 19 or 20 were well over 50!
And, looking around the BOD meet-
ing room, MOST of the Board mem-
bers are well over 50.  That does not
bode well for not only Cowboy Ac-
tion Shooting™, but ALL forms of
shooting sports.  Are we a dying
breed?  It may well be, unless we
make a concerted effort to teach
youngsters about firearms.  That
“Take A Boy Shooting” slogan is a
call for ALL of us to turn the tide of
the anti-gun crowd and bring new,
younger people into our sports.

If you have a teenager whose
biggest hobby is playing with his
“Smart Phone,” texting friends, or
on the computer for hours on end

playing idiotic games, why not take
him OR HER to the range and gen-
tly instruct them how to have even
more fun learning how to shoot?
But, don’t make the mistake I’ve
seen some knuckleheads do: Don’t
hand them a .357 magnum
“Snubby” and tell them to “Go
ahead and shoot this!”  FAIL!

Go to a range or a farmer’s field.
Make a target stand of metal con-
duit pipes in a wide ”U” shape, and
push the legs into the ground.
Hang two or three empty gallon
plastic milk jugs on string for tar-
gets.  Then, with a .22 Rimfire rifle
at close range, say, ten yards, teach
them appropriate holding, aiming,
and trigger pull.  The thing is, when
the tiny .22 pill hits the empty jugs,
they swing, and you hear the bullet
impact—visual and audible reward
for accuracy.  And, I’d start with .22
SHORTS, as there’s almost no re-
coil, and little noise to scare them,
but they do still need ear protection
and eye safety glasses.

You have no idea the glee they
have once they begin nailing three
or four out of five shots!  I did this
exercise with my twin grandsons
when they were 12.  They immedi-
ately loved to shoot with Gramps.
When they became comfortable and
confident with the little .22, I
moved them up to my Ruger .22
Magnum, and they were even more
excited.  The following year, I took
my Ruger .22 Hornet, making sure
they understood it was much more
powerful than the Rimfire rifles
previous.  AND, I brought milk jugs
filled with water, placed them at
about 40 yards, and set up my

start ‘emyounG!
Blackthorne Billy, 
SASS #74914

By Blackthorne Billy, SASS #74914

turgis, MI – At our
“Hidden Valley” Cowboy
Range near Sturgis,
Michigan, we’ve had our

first two competitions so far.  In
April, there was heavy frost under-
foot and 28 degrees at the start.  In
May, we sweated with 80+ degrees.
But it’s all in the game!

A long time ago, way back when
I was just a wee brat, I used to read
my uncle’s sporting magazines.  In
one of them, maybe Sports Afield,
there was a repeated ad that
showed a man and a child at a
range, with the statement “Take A
Boy Shooting.”  It was a great thing
to say then, but it is even MORE
important now!  With so much neg-
ativism directed toward firearms,
not just in the news media, but
schools also have been indoctrinat-

S

portable shooting bench and sand
bag rests.

The little Hornet is a “Pip-
squeak” by comparison to the big-
ger centerfire .22 rifles, but when
these boys connected with the full
water jugs, the jugs literally EX-
PLODED!  You talk about squeals
of joy?  After they’d decimated 15
water jugs, they were grinning ear-
to-ear with excitement!  Since the
success with the .22 Hornet, I
moved them up to the .223, which
they really loved, and last year,
bought them a .243 Winchester,
with handloads kept on the very
mild side due to the increase in
power.  They loved it!  Oh, and dec-
imated water jugs at 50 yards, too!

The point is, Cowboys and Cow-
girls, we must begin firearms train-
ing when the kids are YOUNG!
Start them out slowly and gently,
and ALWAYS start then with a lit-
tle .22 Rimfire.  And not just kids
need to be brought into the fold.
How about the wife/girlfriend?  I’d
say the majority of women are
against firearms, however, retail
sales of pistols to women (First-
Time buyers) make up more than
HALF of all handgun sales.  Get
them over to the range, too.  And
start them out the same gentle,
gradual way.  I remember being at
a rifle range one day when a guy
two positions down from me handed
his better half a super light-weight
.30-06 rifle and told her to shoot at
the target.  BLAM!  Almost knocked
her off the stool.  She put the gun
down, shouted something quite pro-
fane at him, and huffed off.  She’ll
never want to try it again.  Don’t
make that same mistake, y’all!

Blackthorne4440@aol.com�
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he morning started
with a beautiful pur-
ple hue spread across
the desert … wait,

purple in the desert?  Of course!!
It is Purple Day at the Nevada
State SASS Championship
Shoot.  Does your club need
some new ideas to add more fun
to your Costume Contests?
Think of a “color” factor.  After
shooting at Railhead one year,
where they had their contest
based on Red, White, and Blue
costumes, (and there were some
fantastic costumes) I brought

Add Some COLOR
To Your Costume 
Contests

contest, just for fun!!  
The Board gave me permis-

sion to run with the idea, so the
next year Saturday became
“Turquoise” Day, and anyone who
had on that color was eligible for
the judge to pick as the best in
turquoise.  It was a beautiful
sight to see so much turquoise
out in our desert!  Everyone
seemed to enjoy the chance to
have a new costume, and Short-
stock, SASS #55075, became our
first winner in a pioneer dress
she made special for the day.  

It was decided to do it again,

By Nevada Skye, SASS #54791

Lightening Buck striking a pose 
in his purple outfit.

and this year the color was PUR-
PLE!!!  Many more people partic-
ipated; we even had some purple
beards and hair!!  The choice of
winners was much more difficult,
but first place went to German

the idea back to my home club,
The Eldorado Cowboys.  Not to
replace our official Shooting
Costume Contest, but an addi-
tion in which the judges, ven-
dors, and shooters could all join
in, and sponsored by Shaky D,
SASS #50174.  It seems some-
times the Costume Judges are
the same ones at the different
events, and don’t get to join in
the fun of the Costume Compe-
tition, but in this instance they
do not do the judging, a “secret”
judge just rambles around and
picks the best—an “unofficial”

T
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Rose Bud, SASS #73856, 2nd

went to Short Stock, and 3rd

was a tie of Nellie Blue, SASS
#54399 and Aspen Filly, SASS
#50535.  For the men, Lighten-
ing Buck, SASS #83595, that
shy young man, took First.
This next year we are adding a
“family/group” award.

It seems the idea of a fun
day of color is working out
well, and plans are in the
works for the SASS Eldorado
Cowboys State Shoot for Octo-
ber 2013 with the color RED
for Saturday.  I expect many
more people to join, and I hear
people are looking for red
jeans … what a great excuse
for new costumes!!  Or new
boots … or new anything!

The first year featured “Turquoise” Day, with the winner, Shortstock, 
in the front row showing us her pantaloons.

Purple Day 
winners at the
banquet with
the “secret”
judge, myself—
which was not
really that big 
a secret!!

First Place Winner, 
German Rosebud, for “Purple” day.  

Notice those purple boots! �
Visit us at sassnet.com
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Return With Us Now To Those
Thrilling Days Of Yesteryear

SASS Members Visit GEPPI’S ENTERTAINMENT MUSEUM

pring Grove, PA – So
many of us SASS mem-
bers can remember
when we were kids in

the 1960s and 1950s (or even ear-
lier).  We can get real nostalgic at
times for those golden good old
days.  Well, a bunch of us from the
Jefferson Outlaws out of the Jeffer-
son Rifle Club in Spring Grove,
Pennsylvania recently had a lot of
our childhood memories brought
vividly to life.

Our Match Director, Red-Eyed
Kid, SASS #37263, got us an invita-
tion from Laura Bevans, the Direc-
tor of Operations at Geppi’s

S

Faro Jed, SASS #57539

Entertainment Museum in Balti-
more, Maryland, to come down and
have some photographs made.  The
Museum is located at 301 W. Cam-
den Street, right by Camden Yards
Ball Park where the Orioles play.  It
is a place where you can revisit your
childhood and get back in touch
with old friends that entertained
you in the past through comic strips
and books, radio and television
shows, films, cartoons, and so much
more.  The Museum exhibits nearly
6,000 pop culture artifacts.  You can
get reacquainted with your old fa-
vorite characters like Hopalong
Cassidy, The Lone Ranger, Roy

Rogers, Dale Evans, and Gene
Autry, as well as Superman, Spider-
man, Batman, Mickey Mouse, Bar-
bie, G.I. Joe, and many more.  

Joining Red-Eyed Kid and me
were Jingles Jerr, SASS #5463, and
Bonnie B. Good, SASS #27711, the
classiest couple in Leadville, our
home range.  Also with us were
Maddog Maxwell, SASS #31604,
who writes most of our match
stages with, shall I say, a unique
sense of humor, and Colt Starbucks,
SASS #13286, our computer whiz
and engineering expert.  We showed
up in full SASS compliant outfits
with the exception of our hardware.

Geppi’s Museum in Baltimore, MD is home to nostalgic treasure.  
If you were a kid in the 1950s /1960s, 

you’ll recognize much of what’s on display!

i

i
By Faro Jed, SASS #57539
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Since Baltimore, like all the big
cities back east, has very restrictive
gun laws, we were heeled with toy
guns only.

We enjoyed roaming the mu-
seum and looking at all the exhibits.
In particular, Jingles and Bonnie
liked seeing the movie posters be-
cause they reminded them of the
Saturday matinees where they
could spend all day watching the
shows over and over again.  They
would eat popcorn and candy and
drink soda until they ran out of
money.  Maddog Maxwell also liked
the movie posters, especially the

cowboy ones.  Red-Eyed Kid has an
affinity for the Lone Ranger.  He
particularly liked the display with
the lunchbox, board games, and toy
guns from the late 1950s and early
1960s.  There were so many things
to see, Colt Starbucks really couldn’t
pick out one that impressed him.  As
for me, the item that really brought
me back was a cereal box from the
1950s that featured a cardboard
“Wyatt Earp Dragoon Pistol” to cut
out and assemble.  I remember hav-
ing it as a kid.

Geppi’s Entertainment Mu-
seum is also a generous sponsor of
the Jefferson Outlaw’s Annual
Match, The Shootout at Leadville.
We are sure glad to have their sup-
port.  So if you are ever down Balti-
more way, pay a visit to this great
museum and relive some fond
memories.  You’ll be glad you did.

Maddog Maxwell is the Jefferson Cowboys’ “stage writer.”  
You can almost see the creative wheels turning as he reminisces 
in front of a display youngster posters and paraphernalia.

Red-Eyed Kid had the 
connections.  It was he 

who obtained the invitation 
for the Jefferson Outlaws 
to visit the “big city” 
and the museum.

�
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DON’T LET RAIN 
OR DARKNESS TAKE

AWAY YOUR FUN!  
GET THE INDOOR 

FAST DRAW
TARGET/TIMER SYSTEM

A GREAT WAy TO

PRACTICE FAST DRAW

USING yOUR REvOLvER

INDOORS WITHOUT

NOISE OR SMOkE!

CALL 408-626-9360 OR

949-786-4011 TODAy!

/
Visit us at sassnet.com
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alaska 49er’s 1st Sat & Tripod 907-373-0140 Birchwood
3rd Sun

Golden heart Shootist Society 2nd Sat & Poco loco louie 907-488-7660 Fairbanks
last Sun

Juneau Gold Miners Posse 3rd Sun Five card Tanna 907-789-7498 Juneau

russell county regulators 1st Sat will Killigan 706-568-0869 Phoenix city
North alabama regulators 1st Sun drake robey 256-313-0421 woodville
vulcan long rifles 2nd Sat Parson henry 205-541-2207 hoover

Brown
alabama rangers 2nd Sun dead horse Phil 205-531-7055 Brierfield
cahaba cowboys 3rd Sun duke Slade 205-854-0843 Birmingham
Gallant Gunfighters 3rd Sun Buck d. law 256-504-4366 hoover
old york Shootists 4th Sun derringer di 205-647-6925 hoover

white river Gang 1st Sat arkansas Tom 870-656-8431 Mountain 
home

critter creek citizens 1st Sun evil Bob 903-701-3970 Fourke
vigilance

Mountain valley vigilantes 1st wkd christmas Kid 501-625-3554 hot Springs
outlaw camp 2nd & 5th Sat ozark red 501-362-2963 heber Springs
arkansas lead Slingers 2nd Sat & dirty dan 479-633-2107 Garfield

4th Sun Paladin
South Fork river regulators 3rd Sat arkansas harper 870-994-7227 Salem
Judge Parker’s Marshals 3rd Sat & Sun Naildriver 479-651-2475 Fort Smith
True Grit SaSS 4th Sat & Sun Tombstone Shadow 501-786-4440 Belleville

white Mountain old west 1st & 3rd Fred Sharps 928-245-6276 Show low
Shootists Sat

rio Salado cowboy action 1st Sat a. J. Bob 480-982-7336 Mesa
Shooting Society

old Pueblo Shootist 1st Sun Gilly Boy 520-249-2831 Tombstone
association

cowtown cowboy Shooters 1st Sun & Barbwire 480-773-2753 Peoria
3rd Sat

arizona cowboy Shooters 2nd Sat Gawd awful 503-528-6423 Phoenix
association

whiskey row Gunslingers 2nd Sun Turquoise Bill 928-925-7323 Prescott
colorado river regulators 2nd Sun & crowheart 928-505-2200 lake havasu

4th Sat
NaZTy Bunch 3rd Sat Tumbleweed rose 928-899-8788 Flagstaff
lake Powell Gunslingers 3rd Sat Bare Fist Jack 928-660-2104 Page
los vaqueros 3rd Sat Buckeye Pete 520-548-8298 Tucson
Tonto rim Marauders 3rd Sun Silverado cid 928-595-1230 Payson
Mohave Marshalls 3rd Sun & d B chester 928-231-9013 Kingman

5th Sat
altar valley Pistoleros 3rd Sun & Mean raylean 520-235-0394 Tucson

5th Sun
arizona yavapai rangers 4th Sat whisperin 928-567-9227 camp verde

Meadows
dusty Bunch old western 4th Sat Squibber 602-309-4198 casa Grande

Shooters
colorado river Shootists 4th Sun Boston anniebelle 928-502-1298 yuma
Bordertown, inc. as Sch Swift water 520-883-1217 Tucson

Sunnyvale regulators 1st & 3rd Shaniko Jack 650-464-3764 cupertino
Mon Night

west end outlaws 1st & 3rd Sat chickamauga 951-549-9304 lytle creek
charlie

escondido Bandidos 1st Sat devil Jack 760-741-3229 escondido
The outlaws 1st Sat Terrell Sackett 916-363-1648 Sacramento
Sierra Sportsmen club 1st Sat Bugtown dusty 530-260-0806 Susanville
Two rivers Posse 1st Sat & dragon 209-836-4042 Manteca

4th Sun
5 dogs creek 1st Sun utah Blaine 661-203-4238 Bakersfield
river city regulators 1st Sun Point of orgin 530-304-5616 davis
hole in The wall Gang 1st Sun Frito Bandito 661-406-6001 Piru
cajon cowboys 2nd & 4th Sat Pasture Patti 760-956-8852 devore
chorro valley regulators 2nd & 5th Sun Mad dog 805-440-7847 San luis 

Mccoy obispo
Shasta regulators of 2nd Sat cayenne Pepper 530-275-3158 Burney

hat creek
Mother lode Shootist Society 2nd Sat Sioux city Kid 209-795-4175 Jamestown
coyote valley cowboys 2nd Sat Bad eye Bobolu 408-722-0583 Morgan hill
Guns in the Sun 2nd Sat Johnny 2moons 760-346-0972 Palm Springs
Buffalo runners 2nd Sat Grizzly Peak Jake 530-676-2997 rescue
dulzura desperados 2nd Sat hashknife willie 619-271-1481 San diego
california rangers 2nd Sat Jimmy Frisco 209-296-4146 Sloughhouse
double r Bar regulators 2nd Sun Five Jacks 760-949-3198 lucerne 

valley
high Sierra drifters 2nd Sun Grizzly Peak Jake 530-676-2997 railroad Flat
richmond roughriders 2nd Sun Buffy 650-994-9412 richmond
over The hill Gang (The) 2nd Sun Kooskia Kid 818-566-7900 Sylmar
Bridgeport vigilantes 3rd Sat Ben Maverick 909-496-3137 Bridgeport
Burro canyon Gunslingers 3rd Sat don Trader 714-827-7360 Meyers 

canyon
Nevada city Peacemakers 3rd Sat Marlin Schofield 530-265-9213 Nevada city

North county Shootist assoc. 3rd Sat Graybeard 760-727-9160 Pala
Shasta regulators 3rd Sat Modoc 530-365-1839 redding
robbers roost vigilantes 3rd Sat Nast Newt 760-375-7618 ridgecrest
Gold country wild Bunch 3rd Sat Sutter lawman 530-713-4194 Sloughouse
high desert cowboys 3rd Sun doc Silverhawks 661-948-2543 acton
Kings river regulators 3rd Sun Sierra rider 559-268-1115 clovis
Panorama Northfield raiders 3rd Sun Gun hawk 818-761-0512 North 

hollywood
South coast rangers 3rd Sun lucky Blackjack 805-886-5945 Santa 

daniel Barbara
Murieta Posse 3rd Sun Grizzly Peak Jake 530-676-2997 Sloughhouse
helldorado rangers 3rd Sun will Bonner 707-462-1466 ukiah
hawkinsville claim Jumpers 4th & 5th Sat lethal les l’amour 530-842-4506 yreka
Mad river rangers 4th Sat Kid Kneestone 707-445-1981 Blue lake
coyote valley Sharpshooters 4th Sat Nasty hag 408-859-4300 San Jose
Pozo river vigilance 4th Sat dirty Sally 805-438-4817 Santa

committee Margarita
california Shady ladies 4th Sat lady Gambler 916-447-2040 Sloughhouse
Faultline Shootist Society 4th Sun Querida 831-635-9147 Gonzales
The range 4th Sun Grass v.Federally 530-273-4440 Grass valley
The cowboys 4th Sun captain Jake 714-318-6948 Norco
deadwood drifters 4th Sun lusty lil 661-775-3802 Piru
Sloughhouse irregulators 5th Sat & Badlands Bud 530-677-0368 Sloughhouse

Sun

colorado cowboys 1st Sat Painted Filly 719-439-6502 lake George
colorado Shaketails 1st Sun Midnite Slim 719-660-2742 Fountain
San Juan rangers 1st Sun Kodiak Kid 970-252-1841 Montrose
windygap regulators 1st wkd Piedra Kidd 970-799-1133 cortez
Briggsdale county Shootists 2nd & 4th Sat Kid Bucklin 970-493-1813 Briggsdale
vigilantes 2nd Sat Grizz Bear 719-545-9463 Pueblo
Four corners rifle and 2nd Sun capt. w. K. 970-565-3840 cortez

Pistol club Kelso
Montrose Marshals 2nd Sun Big hat 970-249-7701 Montrose
castle Peak wildshots 2nd wkd old Squinteye 970-524-9348 Gypsum
Pawnee Station 3rd Sat red creek 303-857-0520 Nunn

dick Martin
rockvale Bunch 3rd Sat cherokee diable 719-371-0172 rockvale
Four corners Gunslingers 3rd Sun cereza Slim 970-247-0745 durango
Thunder Mountain Shootist 3rd wkd Pinto annie 970-464-7118 whitewater
Northwest colorado rangers 4th Sat Sagebrush Burns 970-824-8407 craig
Sand creek raiders 4th Sun Sweet water Bill 303-366-8827 Byers
Black canyon Ghost riders 4th Sun double Bit 970-874-8745 hotchkiss

ledyard Sidewinders 1st Sat yosemite Gene 860-536-0887 ledyard
cT valley Bushwackers 2nd Sun Milo Sierra 860-508-2686 east Granby

Padens Posse 3rd Sun hazel Pepper 302-422-6534 Bridgeville

Ghost Town Gunslingers 1st Sat copenhagen 904-808-8559 St. augustine
Gold coast Gunslingers 1st Sat & George washington 786-256-9542 Fort

3rd Sun Mclintock lauderdale
hernando county regulators 1st Sun Shady Brady 352-686-1055 Brooksville
Miakka Misfits 1st Sun Serving Justice 914-219-7007 Myakka city
Fort white cowboy cavalry 2nd Sat deadly Sharpshoot 352-317-6284 Fort white
okeechobee Marshals 2nd Sat & Kid celero 561-312-9075 okeechobee

4th Sun
okeechobee outlaws 2nd Sat & dead wait 863-357-3006 okeechobee

4th Sun
Tater hill Gunfighters 2nd Sun Judge Jd Justice 941-629-4440 arcadia
weewahootee vigilance 2nd Sun conway Kid 407-273-9763 orlando

committee
Panhandle cowboys 2nd Sun high card 850-492-5162 Pensacola
Southwest Florida Gunslingers 3rd Sat Jed lewis 239-455-4788 Punta Gorda
Big Bend Bushwhackers 3rd Sat Sixpence Kid 850-459-1107 Tallahassee
lake county Pistoleros 3rd Sat arcadia outlaw 352-208-2788 Tavares
Panhandle cattle company 4th Sat desperado dale 850-260-5507 chipley
cowford regulators 4th Sat General lee 904-803-2930 Jacksonville

Smokey
indian river regulators 4th Sat Belligerent 321-403-2940 Palm Bay

orney Bob
oK corral outlaws 4th Sun Kokomo Kid 863-357-2226 okeechobee
Five county regulators 4th Sun Jed lewis 239-455-4788 Punta Gorda
doodle hill regulators 4th Sun dave Smith 813-645-3828 ruskin
antelope Junction rangers Fri nite & Mayeye rider 727-736-3977 Pineallas 

2nd Sat Park

river Bend rough riders 1st Sat done Gone 770-361-6966 dawsonville
american old west cowboys 1st Sat Josey Buckhorn 423-236-5281 Flintstone
valdosta vigilance committee 1st Sat Big Boyd 229-244-3161 valdosta
lonesome valley regulators 1st Sun wishbone hooper 478-922-9384 warner robins
Providence Springs rangers 2nd Sat Buckshot Bob 229-924-0997 anderson
doc holliday’s immortals 2nd Sat easy rider 770-954-9696 Griffin
camden county cowboys 2nd Sat christian Mortician 912-227-5683 Kingsland
Piedmont regulators 2nd Sat hunter Sam 706-391-4630 Toccoa
South river Shootists 3rd Sat Man From 678-428-4240 covington

little river
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Tennessee Mountain Marauders 3rd Sat Trail Bones 423-842-6116 ringgold
cherokee cowboys 4th Sat Bad lands Bob 706-654-0828 Gainesville

Maui Marshals 1st & 3rd Sat Bad Burt 808-875-9085 Maui
Big island Paniolos 3rd Sat Paniolo annie 808-640-3949 ocean view
Single action Shootist of 4th Sun Branded Buck 808-351-9260 honolulu

hawaii

Turkeyfoot cowboys 1st Sat ranger Mathias 319-234-1550 elk run
Fischels heights

Fort des Moines rangers 1st Sun Pit Mule 515-205-0557 indianola
Zen Shootists 2nd Sat Sergeant duroc 515-783-4833 Nevada
outlaw’s run 2nd Sun capt. Jim Midnight 712-621-5726 red oak

Gunslingers of Flaming 1st Sat Jughandle Jack 208-634-3121 council
heart ranch

Southeast idaho Practical 1st Sat hell’s Belle 208-529-3594 idaho Falls
Shooters

Squaw Butte regulators 1st Sun acequia Kidd 208-365-4551 emmett
el Buscaderos 2nd & 4th Sun oddman 208-437-0496 Spirit lake
Northwest Shadow riders 2nd Sat Silverado Belle 208-743-5765 lewiston
Southern idaho rangers 2nd Sat lone Thumper 208-251-4959 Pocatello
oregon Trail rough riders 2nd Sun & John Bear 208-562-1914 Boise

3rd Sat
hells canyon Ghost riders 3rd Sat J.P. Sloe 208-798-0826 Moscow
Twin Butte Bunch 3rd Sat idaho rusty Bucket 208-745-6150 rexburg
Panhandle regulators 3rd Sun halfcocked otis 509-991-5842 otis orchards
Border Marauders 3rd wkd Mud Marine 208-627-8377 east Port
Snake river western Shooting 4th Sat Missy Mable 208-731-6387 Jerome

Society

Shady creek Shootists 1st & 4th Sun dapper dan Porter 309-734-2324 little york
lakewood Marshal’s 1st Sat Pine ridge Jack 618-838-9410 cisne
rangeless riders (The) 1st Sat The inspector 618-972-7825 highland
Kishwaukee valley regulators 1st Sun Snakes Morgan 815-751-3716 Sycamore
Kaskaskia cowboys 2nd Sat wagonmaster ward 618-443-3538 Sparta
Nason Mining company 3rd & 5th Sat diggins dave 618-927-0594 Benton

regulators
Mclean county Peacemakers 3rd Sat Marshall rd 309-379-4331 Bloomington
Fort Beggs defenders 3rd Sun Toranado 815-302-8305 Plainfield
long Nine cowboys 4th & 5th Sun lemon drop Kid 217-787-4877 loami
Good Guys Posse 4th Sun dangerous denny 815-245-7264 rockford

Paradise Pass regulators 1st Sat c. c. Top 574-354-7186 etna Green
(formly cutter’s raiders)

atlanta cattle company 2nd Sat Bear creek 765-652-1525 atlanta
reverend

Pleasant valley renegades 2nd Sat Nomore Slim 812-839-3052 canaan
Schuster’s rangers 2nd Sun coal car Kid 219-759-3498 chesterton
Pine ridge regulators 3rd  Sat riverboat Gambler 765-832-7253 Brazil
wolff’s rowdy rangers 3rd Sat Justice d. Spencer 574-536-4010 Bristol
circle r cowboys 3rd Sat Mustang Bill 219-208-2793 Brookston
westside renegades 3rd Sat Johnny Banjo 812-430-6421 evansville
wabash rangers 4th Sat henry remington 217-267-2820 cayuga
Starke county desert 4th Sat whip Mccord 219-942-5859 Knox
Big rock SaSS 4th Sat Southpaw Too 812-866-2406 lexington
red Brush raiders 4th Sat doc Goodluck 812-721-1188 Newburgh
deer creek regulators 4th Sun doc Molar 765-506-0344 Jonesboro
wildwood wranglers 4th Sun voodooman 219-872-2721 Michigan city
indiana Black Powder Guild as Sch c. c. Top 574-354-7186 etna Green

Butterfield Gulch Gang 1st Sun Kanasa Flatlander 785-493-5682 chapman
Free State rangers 1st Sun & Buffalo Phil 913-898-4911 Parker

3rd Sat
Powder creek cowboys 2nd & 4th Sat el dorado wayne 913-686-5314 lenexa

& 4th wed
Mill Brook wranglers 2nd Sun Grandpa Buckten 785-421-2537 hill city

Millbrook
Sandhill regulators 3rd Sat Moundridge 620-345-3151 hutchinson

Goat roper
capital city cowboys 4th Sun Top 785-313-0894 Topeka
chisholm Trail rowdies last Sun cody wyatt 316-204-1784 wichita

Kentucky regulators 1st Sat Shenandoah Slim 270-354-5040 Boaz
hooten old Town regulators 1st Sat double eagle dave 423-309-4146 Mckee
Knob creek Gunfighters Guild 1st Sun drew First 502-644-3453 west Point
Green river Gunslingers 2nd Sat yak 270-792-9001 Bowling 

Green
levisa Fork lead Slingers 2nd Sat escopeta Jake 606-631-4613 Pikeville
Ponderosa Pines Posse 3rd Sat copperhead Joe 606-599-5263 Manchester
ohio river rangers 3rd Sat George rogers 270-554-1501 Paducah
Breathitt Bandits 4th Sat Slowly But Surely 606-666-4663 Jackson
rockcastle rangers 4th Sat Grinnin Barrett 270-792-3196 Park city
Fox Bend Peacemakers 4th Sun Tocala Sam 859-552-9000 wilmore

deadwood Marshals 1st & 3rd Sat doc Spudley 504-467-6062 Sorrento
Grand cane Gunslingers 1st Sat Blackjack charlie 318-925-9851 Grand cane

Bayou Bounty hunters 2nd Sat Soiled dove 985-796-9698 Folsom
Grand ecore vigilantes 3rd Sat ouachita Kid 318-932-6637 Natchitoches
Jackson hole regulators 4th Sat Slick Mcclade 318-278-9071 Quitman

cape cod cowboys 4th Sat curly Jay Brooks 508-477-7771 Mashpee
Shawsheen river rangers as Sch yukon willie 978-663-3342 Bedford
harvard Ghost riders as Sch double r Bar Kid 978-771-9190 harvard
danvers desperados as Sch cyrus cy Klopps 781-667-2857 Middleton
Gunnysackers Sat Nantucket dawn 781-749-6951 Scituate

eas’dern Shore renegades 1st Sat Teton Tracy 302-378-7854 Sudlersville
Thurmont rangers 1st Sun cash caldwell 240-285-7673 Thurmont
Monocacy irregulars 2nd Tues chuckaroo 301-831-9666 Frederick
damascus wildlife rangers 4th Sat chuckaroo 301-831-9666 damascus

Big Pine Bounty hunters as Sch ripley Scrounger 207-876-4928 willmantic
capitol city vigilance committee as Sch Mark lake 207-622-9400 augusta
Beaver creek desperados as Sch Jimmy reb 207-698-4436 Berwick
hurricane valley rangers as Sch leo 207-829-3092 Falmouth

rockford regulators 1st Sat No cattle 616-363-2827 rockford
river Bend rangers 2nd Sat Pitmaster 574-276-8805 Niles
double Barrel Gang 2nd Sat. dakota Fats 269-721-8190 hastings
Butcher Butte Bunch 2nd Sun Grubby hardrock 810-750-0655 Fenton
Sucker creek Saddle and 3rd Sat Kid al Fred 989-832-8426 Breckenridge

Gun club
chippewa regulators 3rd Sat No Name Justice 906-632-1254 Sault Ste. 

Marie
hidden valley cowboys 3rd Sun Saulk valley Stubby 269-651-5197 Sturgis
rocky river regulators 3rd Sun Terrebonne Bud 248-709-5254 utica
Blue water Gunslingers 4st Sun Buggyman 810-434-9597 Kimball
eagleville cowboys 4th Sat one Son of a Gun 231-676-0922 central lake
Johnson creek regulators 4th Sat rainmaker ray 313-618-2577 Plymouth
Mason county Marshals 4th Sat Two Gun Troll 231-343-2580 Scottsville
wolverine rangers as Sch r.J. law 248-828-0440 Port huron
Saginaw Field & Stream club as Sch Bad river Marty 989-585-3292 Saginaw
lapeer county Sportsmans Sun as Sch Flat water Johnny 314-378-5689 attica

club wranglers

cedar valley vigilantes 1st & 3rd Sat d M yankee 612-701-9719 Morristown
crow river rangers 1st Sun cantankerous Jeb 763-682-3710 howard lake
Granite city Gunslingers 2nd & 5th Sat amen Straight 612-723-2313 Saint cloud
lone rock rangers 2nd Sat red dutchman 651-402-0368 Farmingtion
lookout Mountain 2nd Sat wagonmaster 218-780-6797 virginia

Gunsmoke Society
Fort Belmont regulators 2nd Sun Mule Town Jack 507-840-0883 Jackson
east Grand Forks rod & 3rd Sun BB Gunner 218-779-8555 east Grand

Gun club Forks

ozark Posse (The) 1st Sat Tightwad Swede 417-846-5142 cassville
west Plaines waddies 2nd & 5th Sat Major Missalot 417-284-1432 Tecumseh
Moniteau creek river raiders 2nd Sun doolin riggs 573-687-3103 Fayette
Shoal creek Shootists 3rd Sat chaos Jumbles 417-451-9959 Joplin
Gateway Shootist Society 3rd Sun Bounty Seeker 314-740-4665 St. louis
central ozarks western 3rd Sun x. S. chance 573-765-5483 St. robert

Shooters
Butterfield Trail cowboys 4th Sat & Sun Smokie 417-759-9114 ???????????

3rd wed
Southern Missouri rangers 4th wkd S. M. all 471-461-0033 Marshfield

Natchez Sixgunners 1st Sat winchester 601-445-5223 Natchez
Gulf coast Gunslingers 1st Sun old rebel 228-860-0054 Biloxi
Mississippi Peacemakers 3rd Sat Macon a. longshot 601-954-3720 Mendenhall
Mississippi river rangers 4th & 5th Sat Taska Jim 901-490-2600 Byhalia

honorable road agents 1st Sat diamond red 406-685-3618 ennis
Shooting Society

Sun river rangers Shooting 1st Sun & Montana lil’ 406-761-0896 Simms
Society 4th Sat Skeeter

Makoshika Gunslingers 2nd Sat doc wells 406-345-8901 Glendive
Gallatin valley regulators 2nd Sat el hombre de 406-388-2902 logan

Montana
Black horse Shootists 2nd wkd J. e. B. Stuart 406-727-7625 Great Falls

Montana
Montana Territory 4th Sat Two Gun 406-655-8166 Billings

Peacemakers Montana

Neuse river regulators 1st & 3rd Newport 252-726-7977 New Bern
Sat Sodbuster

old hickory regulators 1st Sat wendover Kid 252-908-0098 rocky Mount
old North State Posse 1st Sat Tracker Mike 336-558-9032 Salisbury
carolina rough riders 1st Sun Pecos Pete 704-394-1859 charlotte
carolina Single action 2nd & 5th carolina’s longarm 919-383-7567 eden

Shooting Society Sun
high country cowboys 2nd Sat wild otter 828-423-7796 asheville
carolina cattlemen’s Shooting 2nd Sat J. M. Brown 919-291-1726 creedmore

and Social Society
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Buccaneer range regulators 2nd Sat Jefro 910-330-7179 wilmington
Gunpowder creek regulators 3rd Sat herdzman 828-493-1679 lenoir
cross creek cowboys 3rd Sat huckleberry Mike 910-980-0572 wagram
iredell regulators 4th Sat charlotte 704-902-1796 Statesville

Trestle valley rangers 2nd Sat doc hell 701-852-1697 Minot
Badlands Bandits 2nd Sun roughrider ray 701-260-0347 Belfield
dakota rough riders as Sch heck catcher 701-220-8131 Moffit
Sheyenne valley Peacekeepers last Sat wild river rose 701-588-4331 Kindred

Platte valley Gunslingers 1st Sun Firewater 308-226-2255 Grand island
eastern Nebraska Gun club 2nd Sun Flint valdez 712-323-8996 louisville
Flat water Shootists of the 3rd Sun Forty Four 308-383-4605 Grand island

Grand island rifle club Maggie

The dalton Gang Shooting 3rd wkd littleton S. dalton 603-444-6876 dalton
club of Nh

Pemi valley Peacemakers as Sch Bear lee Tallable 603-667-0104 holderness
white Mountain regulators as Sch dead head 603-772-2358 candia
Merrimack valley Marauders as Sch Sheriff r. P. 603-345-6876 Pelham

Bucket

Monmouth county rangers 2nd Sun utah Tom 732-803-2430 Monmouth
delaware Blues 2nd Sun yellow Mike 302-750-2381 Quinton
Jackson hole Gang 4th Sun Papa Grey 732-961-6834 Jackson

Magdalena Trail drivers 1st & 3rd Sat Grizzly adams 575-854-2488 Magdalena
del Norte diablos 1st & 4th Sat Nevada ranger 505-220-0892 rio rancho
Founders ranch Shotgun 1st Sat Mrs. Slick Shot 505-934-2533 edgewood

Sports club
Bighorn vigilantes 1st Sat German George 505-286-0830 Founders 

ranch
otero Practical Shooting 1st Sat Saguaro Sam 505-437-3663 la luz

association
Buffalo range riders 1st Sun Shanley Shooter 505-252-0589 Founders 

ranch
chisum cowboy Gun club 1st Sun Two Bit Tammy 575-626-9201 roswell
high desert drifters 2nd Sat Shakey Shooter 505-294-3233 Founders 

ranch
lincoln county regulators 2nd Sat Gunsmoke 575-808-0459 ruidoso

cowboy
rio Grande renegades 2nd wed, Mica McGuire 505-263-1181 albuquerque

3rd Sat, 4th Sun, 
5th Sat & Sun

Gila rangers 2nd wkd chico cheech 575-388-2531 Silver city
Monticello range riders 3rd & 5th J. w. Brockey 575-744-4484 elephant

Sun Butte
Seven rivers regulators 3rd Sat Stink creek Jones 575-885-9879 carlsbad
Monument Springs 4th Sat val darrant 575-396-5303 hobbs

Bushwhackers
Picacho Posse 4th Sat Fast hammer 575-647-3434 las cruces
Tres rios Bandidos 4th Sun largo casey 505-330-2489 Farmington
rio vaqueros 4th Sun anna Sassin 575-744-5793 Truth or 

consequences

Fort halleck volunteers 1st & 3rd Green Springs 775-753-8203 elko
Sat Thomsen

high Plains drifters 1st Sun washoe Zephyr 775-721-6619 Fernley
eldorado cowboys 1st wkd charming 702-565-3736 Boulder city
Nevada rangers cowboy 2nd Sun MT Fargo 702-460-6393 las vegas

action Shooting Society
roop county cowboy  2nd Sun Jasper agate 775-849-7679 Sparks

Shooters association
Silver State Shootists 3rd Sun Shotgun Marshall 775-265-0267 carson city
desert desperados 3rd Sun Buffalo Sam 702-459-6454 las vegas
lone wolf Shooters, llc 4th & 5th Sun Penny Pepperbox 775-727-4600 Pahrump

crumhorn Mountain 1st & 4th lefty cooper 607-287-9261 Maryland
cowboys Sun

alabama Gunslingers 1st Sat Bum Thumb 585-343-3906 alabama
Tioga county cowboys 1st Sat dusty drifter 607-659-3819 owego
Boot hill regulators 1st Sun Judge Zaney Grey 845-352-7921 chester
Pathfinder Pistoleros 1st Sun Sonny 315-695-7032 Fulton
Salt Port vigilance committee 2nd Sat Twelve Bore 585-613-8046 holley
Bar-20 inc. 2nd Sat Badlands Buck 315-637-3492 west eaton
hole in The wall Gang 3rd Sat el Fusilero 631-864-1035 calverton
diamond Four 3rd Sat Kayutah Kid 607-796-0573 odessa
circle K regulators 3rd Sun Smokehouse dan 518-885-3758 Ballston Spa
Sackets harbor vigilantes 4th Sun ranger clayton 315-465-6543 Sackets

conagher harbor
The long riders 4th Sun loco Poco lobo 585-467-4429 Shortsville
d Bar d wranglers 4th Sun captain M.a.F 845-226-8611 wappingers 

Fall
Mythical rough riders 5th Sun rev dave clayton 716-838-4286 hamburg
The Shadow riders as Sch dusty levis 646-284-4010 westhampton 

Beach
east end regulators last Sun diamond rio 631-585-1936 westhampton

Big irons 1st Sat deadwood Stan 513-894-3500 Middletown
Tusco long riders 1st Sat Prairie dawg 216-932-7630 Midvale
Greene county cowboys 1st Sun ruger ray 937-352-6420 xenia
Firelands Peacemakers 1st wed, angry angus 440-647-5909 rochester

3rd Sat & 5th Sun
Sandusky county regulators 2nd Sat curtice clay 419-836-8760 Gibsonburg
Shenango river rats 2nd Sat & Shenango Joe 330-782-0958 yankee lake

last Thurs
Miami valley cowboys 2nd Sun Buckshot Jones 937-418-7816 Piqua
Scioto Territory desperados 3rd & 5th Sun Pickaway Tracker 740-477-1881 chillicothe
wilmington rough riders 3rd Sat Paragon Pete 740-626-7667 wilmington
auGlaize rough riders 3rd Sun deputy diamond 419-722-6345 defiance

desperado
Brown Township regulators 4th Sat Sandy creek Jake 330-863-1139 Malvern
ohio valley vigilantes 4th Sat Slow Movin ron 614-599-0721 Mt. vernon
central ohio cowboys 4th Sun Stagecoach hannah 614-868-9821 circleville
Stonelick regulators as Sch carson 513-753-6462 Milford

rattlesnake Mountain rangers 1st & 2nd Sat Black river Jack 918-908-0016 checotah
Shortgrass rangers 1st Sat & oklahoma Spuds 405-640-5650 Grandfield

3rd Sun
cherokee Strip Shootists 1st Sun Scott wayne 405-377-0610 Stillwater
Tulsey Town cattlemens 2nd & 4th Sat curly Thom 918-376-4376 Tulsa

association 3rd Sun Mabry
indian Territory Single action 2nd & 5th Sun, little Fat Buddy 918-437-4562 Sand Springs

Shooting Society 3rd Sat, 4th wed
oklahoma city Gun club - 2nd Sat & Flat Top okie 405-373-1472 oklahoma

Territorial Marshals 4th Sun city

horse ridge Pistoleros 1st & 3rd Sun Big casino 541-389-2342 Bend
Molalla river rangers 1st Sat Gold dust Bill 503-705-1211 canby
Merlin Marauders 1st Sat Mountain Grizz 253-208-1105 Merlin
dry Gulch desperados 1st Sat runamuck 509-520-3241 Milton 

Freewater
Siuslaw river rangers 1st Sun Johnny Jingos 541-997-6313 Florence
Table rock rangers 1st Sun & Jed i. Knight 541-944-2281 white city

2nd Sat
Pine Mountain Posse 2nd & whisperin’ wade 541-318-8199 Bend

4th wkd
Klamath cowboys 2nd Sun & Jasper wayne 541-884-2611 Keno

4th Sat
Jefferson State regulators 3rd Sat Jed i. Knight 541-944-2281 ashland
horse ridge Pistoleros 3rd Sat Big casino 541-389-2342 Bend
oregon Trail regulators 3rd Sat willie Killem 541-443-6591 la Grande
orygun cowboys 3rd Sat Kansan 503-539-6335 Sherwood
oregon old west Shooting 3rd Sun & Tuffy 541-619-7381 albany

Society 4th Sat Tumbleweed
umpqua regulators 4th Sun oregun Gustaf 541-430-1021 roseburg
columbia county cowboys as Sch Kitty colt 503-642-4120 St. helens

Perry county regulators 1st Sat Tuscarora Slim 717-789-3004 ickesburg
dry Gulch rangers 1st Sat Pep c. holic 724-263-1461 Midway
Boot hill Gang of Topton 1st Sun lester Moore 610-704-6792 Topton
whispering Pines cowboy 1st Sun Panama red 814-945-6922 wellsboro

committee
chimney rocks regulators 2nd Sat hattie hubbs 814-515-2166 hollidays-

burg
logans Ferry regulators 2nd Sat Mariah Kid 412-607-5313 Plum 

Borough
heidelberg lost dutchmen 2nd Sat ivory rose 717-627-0694 Schaeffer-

stown
westshore Posse 2nd Sun hud Mccoy 717-683-2632 New 

cumberland
dakota Badlanders (The) 2nd Sun Timberland 610-434-1923 orefield

renegade
river Junction Shootist 3rd Sat Mattie hays 724-593-6602 donegal

Society
Jefferson outlaws 3rd Sat red-eyed Kid 443-392-1615 Jefferson
Blue Mountain rangers 3rd Sun cathy Fisher 610-488-0619 hamburg
Matamoras Mavericks 3rd Sun hammerin Steel 570-296-5853 Milford
Silver lake Bounty hunters 3rd Sun Marshal T. J. 570-663-3045 Montrose

Buckshot
Purgatory regulators 3rd wkd dry Gulch Geezer 814-827-2120 Titusville
elstonville hombres 4th Sun Trusty Sidekick 610-939-9947 Manheim
el Posse Grande 4th Sun Black hills Barb 570-538-9163 Muncy valley
Stewart’s regulators 4th Sun Sodbuster Burt 724-479-8838 Shelocta

lincoln county lawmen 4th Sun wyoming Blink 401-385-9907 Foster

Palmetto Posse 1st Sat dun Gamblin 803-422-5587 columbia
hurricane riders 3rd Sat Saloon Keeper 843-361-2277 aynor
Savannah river rangers 3rd Sun Kid ray 803-960-3907 Gaston
Geechee Gunfighters 4th Sat doc Kemm 843-863-0649 ridgeville
Greenville Gunfighters 4th Sun cowboy Junky 864-414-5578 Greenville

camp Sturgis regulators 1st Sat Brother King 970-481-7569 Sturgis
Medicine creek road agents 1st Sun iron Mender 605-222-5145 onida
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cottonwood cowboy 2nd Sun dakota 605-520-5212 clark
association Nailbender

Black hills Shootist assoc. 3rd Sun hawkbill Smith 605-342-8946 Pringle
Bald Mountain renegades as Sch cottonwood 605-280-1413 Faulkton

cooter

Bitter creek rangers 1st 2nd & oracle 423-334-4053 crossville
3rd Sun

Greene county regulators 1st Sat Boozy creek 423-279-0316 rogersville
wartrace regulators 1st Sat & whiskey hayes 931-684-2709 wartrace

3rd Sat
Memphis Gunslingers 2nd Sat cherokee 901-674-8220 arlington

Sargent
Smoky Mountain Shootist 2nd Sat Jim Mayo 865-300-4666 lenoir city

Society
orSa’s oak ridge outlaws 2nd Sat hombre Sin 865-257-7747 oak ridge

Nombre
Tennessee Mountain 3rd Sat double Barrel 423-593-3767 chattanooga

Marauders
North west Tennessee 3rd Sat can’t Shoot 731-885-8102 union city

longriders dillion
highland regulators 3rd wkd iron Maiden 423-628-2715 winfield
ocoee rangers 4th Sat ocoee red 423-476-5303 cleveland

comanche Trail Shootists 1st & 5th dee horne 432-557-0860 Midland
Sat

Texas Tumbleweeds 1st Sat cayenne 806-355-7158 amarillo
Texas Troublemakers 1st Sat lefty Tex larue 903-539-7234 Brownsboro
Plum creek carriage cowboy 1st Sat long Juan 512-750-3923 lockhart

Shooting Society
South Texas Pistolaros 1st Sat cibolo Sam 210-213-7746 San antonio
Texas Peacemakers 1st Sat deadeye Greg 903-593-8215 Tyler
orange county regulators 1st Sat & Texas Gator 409-243-3477 orange

3rd Sun
Thunder river renegades 1st wkd Texas rooster 936-588-6849 Magnolia
concho valley Shooters 2nd  Sat roamin’ Shields 325-656-1281 San angelo
Texas riviera Pistoleros 2nd Sat Stinkng Badger 361-9374845 George west
lajitas rangers and rogues 2nd Sat Texas Trouble 915-603-1366 lajitas
Travis county regulators 2nd Sat cherokee Granny 979-561-6202 Smithville
Texas Tenhorns Shooting 2nd Sat & Mustang Sherry 903-815-8162 Greenville

club last Full wkd
rio Grande valley vaqueros 2nd Sun dream chaser 956-648-7364 Pharr
lone Star Frontier Shooting 2nd wkd long range rick 817-980-7206 cleburne

club
Texican rangers 2nd wkd red Scott 210-316-0199 Fredericks-

burg
oakwood outlaws 2nd wkd Texas alline 903-545-2252 oakwood
canadian river regulators 2nd, 3rd &  adobe walls 806-679-5824 clarendon

5th Sat Shooter
old Fort Parker Patriots 3rd  wkd colt Faro 832-472-3278 Groesbeck
Big Thicket outlaws 3rd Sat Shynee Graves 409-860-5526 Beaumont
Tejas caballeros 3rd Sat Judge Menday 512-964-9955 dripping

coming Springs
Gruesome Gulch Gang 3rd Sat eli Blue 806-729-5887 Kress
alamo area Moderators 3rd Sat Tombstone 210-493-9320 San antonio

Mary
cottonwood creek cowboys 3rd Sat Pecos cahill 325-575-5039 Snyder
Texas historical Shootist 3rd Sun charles 281-342-1210 columbus

Society Goodnight
Trinity valley regulators 3rd Sun Grumpy Grandpa 972-206-2624 Mansfield
Badlands Bar 3 3rd wkd T-Bone dooley 903-272-9283 clarksville
Butterfield Trail regulators 4th Sat Texas Slim 325-668-4884 anson
comanche valley vigilantes 4th Sat Billy Bob evans 972-393-2882 cleburne
Green Mountain regulators 4th Sat Bar diamond 512-638-7376 Marble Falls

rider
Tejas Pistoleros 4th Sat & Sun Texas Paladin 713-690-5313 eagle lake
Tin Star Texans 4th Sat. Mickey 830-685-3464 Fredericks-

burg
Magnolia Misfits 4th Sun attoyac Kid 281-448-8127 Magnolia

Three Peaks rangers 1st & 3rd curly Jim 435-590-9873 cedar city
Sat whiskus

Big hollow Bandits 1st Sat cinch 435-724-2575 heber
North rim regulators 1st Sat autum rose 435-644-5053 Kanab
copenhagen valley regulators 1st Sat M.T. Pockets 801-920-4047 Mantua
utah Territory Gunslingers 1st Sat lefty Pete 801-554-9436 Salt lake city
Musinia Buscaderos 1st. Sat Buffalo Juan 435-528-7432 Mayfield
dixie desperados/ 2nd & The alaskan 435-635-3134 St. George

Senior Games 4th Sat
deseret historical Shootist 2nd Sat old Fashioned 435-224-2321 Fruit heights

Society
rio verde rangers 2nd Sat doc Nelson 435-564-8210 Green river
cache valley vaqueros 2nd Sat logan law 435-787-8131 logan
hobble creek wranglers 2nd Sat hobble creek 801-489-7681 Springville

Marshall
wahsatch desperados 2nd Sun Sly Steadyhand 801-546-4843 Fruit heights
wasatch Summit regulators 2nd Sun old Fashioned 435-224-2321 Salt lake city
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utah war 3rd & 5th Jubal o. Sackett 801-944-3444 Sandy
Sat

Mesa Marauders Gun club 3rd Sat copper Queen 435-979-4665 lake Powell
diamond Mountain rustlers 3rd Sat cinch 435-724-2575 vernal
castle Gate Posse 4th Sat rowdy hand 435-637-8209 Price

Pungo Posse cowboy action 1st & 2nd Sat Missouri Marshal 757-471-3396 waverly
club

liberty long riders 1st Sun Thunder colt 540-296-0772 Bedford
cavalier cowboys 1st Sun Striker 804-339-8442 hanover 

county
virginia city Marshals 1st Tues humphrey hook 703-801-3507 Fairfax
Blue ridge regulators 2nd Sun Bad company 540-886-3374 lexington
K.c.’s corral 3rd Sat virginia rifleman 804-550-2242 Mechan-

icsville
Mattaponi Sundowners 3rd Sun & Flatboat Bob 804-785-2575 west Point

4th Sat
Pepper Mill creek Gang 4th Sun Slip hammer Spiv 540-775-4561 King George
Bend of Trail 4th Sun rowe - a - Noc 540-890-6375 roanoke
rivanna ranger company as Sch virginia ranger 434-973-8759 char-

lottesville
Stovall creek regulators as Sch Brizco-Z 434-929-1063 lynchburg

verdant Mountain vigilantes 2nd Sun doc Mccoy 802-363-7162 St. Johnsbury

Northeast washington 1st wkd crazy Knife al 509-684-8057 colville
regulators

Mica Peak Marshals 1st & 3rd Sat Tensleep Kid 509-284-2461 Mica
Panhandle regulators 1st & 3rd Sun halfcocked otis 509-991-5842 otis orchards
renton united cowboy action 1st wkd Jess ducky 425-271-9286 renton

Shooters
windy Plains drifters 2nd & 4th Sat hopalong hoot 509-220-9611 Medical lake
wolverton Mountain Peace 2nd Sat hellfire 360-513-9081 ariel

Keepers
Pataha rustlers 2nd Sat Pinto annie 509-520-2789 dayton
Mima Marauders 2nd Sat okie Sawbones 360-705-3601 olympia
Smokey Point desperados 2nd Sun Mudflat Mike 425-335-5176 arlington
colville Guns and roses 2nd Sun cheyence Sadie 509-684-3632 colville
apple valley Marshals 3rd Sat wiley Bob 509-884-3827 east 

wenatchee
olympic Peninsula Strait 3rd Sun doc Neeley 360-417-0230 Port angeles

Shooters
Black river regulators 4th Sat wil Sackett 360-786-0199 littlerock
custer renegades 4th Sun Joe cannuck 360-676-2587 custer
Poulsbo Pistoleros 4th Sun Sourdough 360-830-0100 Poulsbo

George
rattlesnake Gulch rangers last Sat ricochet robbie 509-628-0889 Benton city
Beazley Gulch rangers last Sun an e. di 509-787-1782 Quincy

rock river regulators 1st & 3rd Sat Stoney Mike 608-868-5167 Beloit
hodag country cowboys 1st Sat hodag Bob 715-550-8337 rhinelander

wild Bunch
western wisconsin wild 2nd Sat Flyen doc Koyote 608-790-3260 holmen

Bunch
Bristol Plains Pistoleros 2nd Sun huckleberry 815-675-2566 Bristol
crystal river Gunslingers 2nd Sun James rosewood 920-722-4105 waupaca
wisconsin old west 2nd Sun & Blackjack Martin 715-949-1621 Boyceville

Shootist, inc 4th Sat
hodag country cowboys 3rd  Sat hodag Bob 715-550-8337 rhinelander
liberty Prairie regulators 3rd Sat dirty deeds 920-229-5833 ripon
oconomowoc cattlemen’s 

association 4th Sat Marvin the Moyle 414-254-5592 concord

dawn Ghost riders 1st Sun coffee Bean 304-327-9884 hinton
Frontier regulators 2nd Sat captain Tay 304-265-5748 Thorton
The railtown rowdys 2nd Sun Miss Print 304-589-6162 Bluefield
Kanawha valley regulators 2nd wkd eddie rebel 304-397-6188 eleanor
rocky holler regulators 3rd Sun Jessee earp 304-425-2023 Princeton
cowboy action Shooting 4th Sun last word 304-289-6098 largent

Sports
Peacemaker National as Sch cole Mcculloch 703-789-3346 Gerrardstown

colter’s hell Justice 1st Sat yakima red 307-254-2090 various
committee wSaS

Bessemer vigilance 1st Sun & Smokewagon 307-472-1926 casper
committee 3rd Sat Bill

high lonesome drifters 2nd Sat Kari lynn 307-587-2946 cody
Sybille creek Shooters 2nd Sat wyoming roy 307-322-3515 wheatland
Southfork vigilance 2nd wkd wennoff 507-332-5035 lander

committee wSaS halfcock
Border vigilantes 3rd Sat assassin 307-287-6733 cheyenne
Powder river Justice 3rd Sun doc Fehr 307-683-3320 Buffalo

committee wSaS
Great divide outlaws 4th Sat Slingn lead 307-324-6955 rawlins
donkey creek Shootists 4th Sun Poker Jim 307-660-0221 Gillette
Snake river rowdies as Sch Sheriff John r. 307-733-4559 Jackson

Quigley
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Tararua rangers 3rd Sun J.e.B. Stuart 64 63 796 436 carterton
ashburton Pistol club 3rd Sun aM Shellie Jector 643 304 8401 ashburton
ashburton Pistol club wild  3rd Sun PM Shellie Jector 643 304 8401 ashburton

Bunch Shooting
western renegades 4th Sat Black Bart Bolton 64 27 249 6270 wanganui
SaSS Pistol New Zealand as Sch Tuscon the 64 32 042 089 varies

Terrible

Sweetwater Gunslingers austria as Sch Fra diabolo 43 664 490 8032 vienna

association of western Shooters as Sch Thunderman 42 060 322 2400 Prelouc

danish Black Powder Federation as Sch Slim dane 45 20 655 887 copenhagen
association of danish western as Sch Mrs. Stowaway 45 602 013 65 Greve

Shooters

SaSS Finland as Sch woodbury Kane 35 850 517 4659 various
classic old western Society of as Sch woodbury Kane 35 850 517 4659 loppi

Finland

SaSS France Greenwood creek 1st & 3rd handy hook 33 68 809 1360 Bormes les
wkd Mimosas

SaSS France Golden Triggers of 1st Sun cheyenne little 33 67 570 3678 villefrache
Freetown colibris de rouergue

l’arquebuse d’antony 2nd Sun Jeppesen 33 14 661 1798 antony
Buffalo valley as Sch Slye Buffalo 02 37 636 583 château-neuf-

en-Thymerais
high Plains Shooters as Sch Jack cooper 33 61 384 5580 clermont de 

l’oise
association Mazauguaise de Tir as Sch redneck Mike 33 494 280 145 Mazaugues
SaSS France alba Serena as Sch Marshall 09 62 53 83 32 Moriani

Tir club Tombstone
old Pards Shooting Society as Sch charles allan 33 1 4661 1798 versailler

Jeppesen laSalle anthony
club de Tir Beaujolais as Sch woodrow the  33 047 838 0374 villefranche

wild Frenchie sur Saone
old west French Shooters as Sch curly red ryder 33 3 8582 0203 caromb
Berac as Sch reverend delano 33 3 8020 3551 Premeaux

l. oakley Prissey
club de Tir Brennou as Sch French Bob 33 024 767 5888 varies
reverend oakley’s cowboy as Sch reverend delano 333 802 03 551 varies

Klan l. oakley
les Tireurs de l’uzege every Sun Marshal dundee 33 04 66 759 529 uzes

(old west Gunfighters)
Black rivers last Sun Kid of Neckwhite 33 3 8526 3029 roanne
club de Tir de Bernay Sat chriswood 33 2 3245 5900 Bernay
SaSS France yellow rock Sat little Shooting 336 7555 8063 ecoT

Missie
Societe de Tir Bedoin ventoux Sat-Sun Sheriff ch. 33 490 351 973 Bedoin

(windy Mountain vigilantes) Southpaw
Tir olympique lyonnais Sun Barth 33 6 1324 6128 lyon
club de Tri de nuits Saint as Sch reverend delano 33 38 020 3551 Nuits Saint

Georges l. oakley Georges
club de Tir Sportif de Touraine as Sch Major John brisset37@ Tours

lawson hotmail.fr
caS/SaSS France as Sch Frenchie Boy 336 169 32 076 varies

Germany Territory regulators as Sch rePhil 49 29 216 71814 varies
cowboy action Shooting last Sat Marshal heck 49 345 120 0581 edderitz

Germany
Jail Bird’s company Mon orlando a. 49 21 317 42 3065 wegberg

Brick Bond
caS europe we hurricane irmi 49 28 23 3426 Bocholt
SaSS Germany wed il calabrese 49 28 239 8080 Pfalzdorf
SaSS Germany wed rhine river Joe 49 28 235 807 Spork

westwood rebels as Sch el heckito 362 0460 1739 Galgamacsa

old Gunners Shooting club as Sch renato anese 33 51 24 5391 Toppo di
western Shootist Posse Travesio

Green hearts regulator 1st Sun Marshal Steven 39 338 920 7989 Trevi
Gardiner

Fratelli della costa onlus 3rd Sat oversize 35 05 642 4677 livorno
lassiter Fan Shooting club 3rd Sun ivan Bandito 39 34 7043 0400 Mazzano
Maremma Bad land’s riders as Sch alameda Slim alamedaslim@ Siena

owss.it
old west Shooting Society as Sch alchimista 39 33 420 68337 varies

italy
canne roventi last Sun valdez 39 07 1286 1395 Filottrano
honky Tonk rebels last Sun Kaboom andy 39 33 5737 8551 vigevano
wild west rebels Sun Bill Masterson alberto@fron Malegno-BS

tisrl.it

SaSS luxembourg as Sch Smiley Miles 35 26 2128 0606 varies

alaska 49ers 3rd Sat Marshal Stone 907-232-1080 Birchwood

cowtown wild Bunch 1st Sat wild Bodie Tom 602-721-3175 carefree
Shooters

NaTZy Bunch 3rd Sun Tumbleweed rose 928-899-8788 Flagstaff
Bordertown inc. as Sch Pecos clyde 480-266-1096 Tucson

hole in the wall Gang 1st Sat Frederick Jackson 818-640-0945 Piru
Turner

Gold country wild Bunch 3rd Sat Sutter lawman 530-713-4194 Sloughouse

castle Peak wildshots 1st Sat old Squinteye 970-524-9348 Gypsum
Thunder Mountain 2nd Sat colorado 970-260-5432 white water

Shootists Blackjack

Ghost Town Gunslingers 1st Sat copenhagen 904-808-8559 St. augustine
lake county Pistoleros as Sch chilly willy 863-289-2252 Tavares

Squaw Butte regulators 1st Sun acequia Kidd 208-365-4551 emmett

Kaskaskia cowboys as Sch Boben weev 618-632-0712 Sparta

Pine ridge regulators 1st wkd riverboat Gambler 765-832-7253 Brazil

rocky river regulators as Sch coyote claxton 810-247-1065 utica

Butterfield Trail cowboys 4th wkd Smokie 417-759-9114 walnut Shade

carolina cattlemen’s Shooting 4th Sat J. M. Brown 919-291-1726 creedmore
and Social Society 

Tres rios Bandidos 2nd Sun el Mulo vacquero 505-632-9712 Farmington
rio Grande renegades 3rd Sun Mica McGuire 505-263-1181 albuquerque
los Pistoleros 4th Sat J. Frank Norfleet 575-648-2530 Founders 

ranch
Picacho Posse 4th Sat Fast hammer 575-647-3434 las cruces

lone wolf Shooters llc 4th & 5th wkd Penny Pepperbox 775-727-4600 Pahrump

Big irons (wild Bunch) as Sch deadwood Stan 513-894-3500 Middletown

cherokee Strip Shootists 1st Sat Scott wayne 405-377-0610 Stillwater
oklahoma city Gun club - 2nd Sun Flat Top okie 405-373-1472 oklahoma

Territorial Marshals city

Greenville Gunfighters 5th Sun hondo Jackson 864-414-1968 Greenville

wartrace regulators 3rd Sat Papa dave 931-723-7896 wartrace

comanche valley vigilantes 4th Sat Billy Bob evans 972-393-2882 cleburne
lone Star Frontier Shooting wkd long ranger rick 817-980-7206 albany

club 

wasatch Summit regulators 4th Sun old Fashioned 435-224-2324 Salt lake city

hodag country cowboys 1st Sat hodag Bob 715-550-8337 rhinelander
western wisconsin 2nd Sat Flyen doc Koyote 608-790-3260 holmen

Kanawha valley regulators 3rd wkd eddie rebel 304-397-6188 eleanor
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VA (continued) WI (continued)

Gold co ast Gamblers 1st & 3rd dagger Jack 61 75 537 5857 Gold coast
Sat

adelaide Pistol & Shooting 1st Sat & lobo Malo 61 08 284 8459 Korunye
club 3rd Sun

westgate Marauders 2nd Sun Stampede Pete 61 39 369 5939 Port Melbourne
little river raiders 3rd Sun lazy dave 61 40 377 7926 little river
SaSa little river raiders  3rd Sun Tiresome 61 25 978 0190 Melbourne

Single action club
cowboy action Shooters of 3rd wkd i.d. 61 29 975 7983 Teralba

australia
Fort Bridger Shooting club 4th Sun duke york 61 41 863 2366 drouin
SaSa Single action Shooting Sat & Sun virgil earp 61 74 695 2050 Millmerran

australia

Trail Blazers Gun club 1st Sun Sudden lee sudden@farm Mill Town
side.co.nz

Bullet Spittin Sons o’ Thunder 2nd Sat Billy deadwood 64 63 564 720 Palmerston N.
wairarapa Pistol and Shooting 2nd Sun doc hayes 64 63 796 692 Gladstone

club
Frontier & western Shooting  2nd Sun doc hayes 64 63 796 692 Gladstone

Sports association

AUSTRALIA

DOWN UNDER

INTERNATIONAL

WILD BUNCH USA

AK

UT

WI

WV

AZ

CA

CO

FL

ID

IL

IN

MI

MO

NC

NM

NV

OH

OK

SC

TN

TX

NEW ZEALAND (continued)

INTERNATIONAL  (Continued)

LUXEMBOURG

GERMANY

HUNGARY

ITALY

CZECH REPUBLIC

DENMARK

FINLAND

FRANCE

EUROPE
AUSTRIA

NEW ZEALAND
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Kells county regulators 1st Sat independence 28 93 368 004 varies
carroll

Black rivers as Sch charles 47 9325 9669 loten
Quantrill

Quantrill raiders Sun charles 47 9325 9669 loten
Quantrill

Schedsmoe county rough riders Thurs Jailbird 47 6399 4279 lillestrom

SaSS Polish western Shooting as Sch Trigger hawkeye trigger-hawk  lodz
association eye@hot.pl

union of western Shooters of as Sch hombre des 63 721 6934 humska
Serbia Nudos

SaSS Sweden Northern rangers as Sch Northern S. T. 46 72 206 7005 varies
ranger

Black Mountain Gunfighters as Sch Blacksmith Pete 417 9449 5800 romainm_
a’tier

old west Shooting Society as Sch hondo Janssen 44 271 9947 Zurich
Switzerland

aurora desperados 1st Fri destry 905-551-0703 aurora oN
robbers roost hamilton 1st Sat Bear Butte 905-891-8627 ancaster oN
red Mountain renegades 1st Sun Preacher Flynn 604-820-1564 Mission Bc

T. locke
Bar e ranch 2nd & 4th Northern crow 705-435-2807 Barrie oN

Sat
Beau Bassin range riders 2nd Sat Frenchy cannuck 506-312-0455 riverview NB
lambton Sportsman’s club 2nd Sat clay creek 519-542-4644 St. clair oN
wentworth Shooting Sports club 2nd Sun Stoney creek 905-664-3217 hamilton oN
victoria Frontier Shootists 2nd Sun Black ashley 250-744-4705 victoria Bc
valley regulators 3rd Sat Kananaskis Kid 250-923-6358 courtenay Bc
Prairie dog rebels 3rd Sat valley Boy 519-673-5648 london oN
valley regulators 3rd Sat & high country 250-334-3479 courtenay Bc

Sun amigo
otter valley rod & Gun 4th Sun colt Mccloud 519-685-9439 Strafford- oN

ville
robbers roost wild Bunch as Sch legendary 905-393-4299 ancaster oN

lawman
islington Sportmen’s club as Sch hawk Feathers 905-936-2129 caledon oN
Blueridge Sportsmen’s club as Sch rebel dale 519-599-2558 clarksburg oN
waterloo county revolver as Sch ranger Pappy 519-536-9184 Kitchener oN

association cooper

Mundy’s Bay regulators as Sch indiana Magnum 705-534-2814 Penetan oN
guishene

Nova Scotia cowboy action as Sch wounded Belly 902-890-2310 Truro NS
Shooting club

Palmer’s Gulch cowboys as Sch caribou lefty 250-372-0416 heffley Bc
creek

ottawa valley Marauders as Sch Button 514-792-0063 ottawa oN
alberta Frontier Shootists as Sch Powder Paw 403-318-4463 rocky Mtn aB

Society house
club de tir Beausejour as Sch richelieu Mike 450-658-8130 St-Jean Qc

chrysostome/
lavis

long harbour lead Slingers Tues Preacher Man 250-537-0083 Salt Spring Bc
John island

Pioneer creek rangers 2nd & 4th Slow wilson 27 83 677 5066 Pretoria
Sat

western Shooters of 3rd Sat richmond P. 27 21 797 5054 cape Town S.a
South africa hobson

SASS AFFILIATED CLUBS MONTHLY SHOOTING SCHEDULE (Cont.)
Club Name                                                Sched.              Contact                            Phone                           City                    Club Name                                                 Sched.              Contact                            Phone                         City                    

NORTHERN IRELAND

Tombstone Ghost riders 2nd Sun dan Nabbit 520-456-0423 Tombstone
Mounted club

revengers of Montezuma 1st Sun aneeda huginkiss 970-565-8479 cortez

connecticut renegades as Sch cowboy cobbler 860-558-7484 Granby

Bay area Bandits 1st Sat Slow Poke’s darlin 813-924-0156 Tampa

Border Marauders Mounted as Sch Bad Buffalo Bob 208-610-8229 eastport

Maine cowboy Mounted Shooters as Sch cowboy Bill 207-282-2821 Biddeford

Buffalo range riders Mounted 3rd Sat chili cowboy 505-379-8957 Founders 
ranch

island long riders as Sch Mecate Kid 516-610-8166 Farmingdale

Big irons Mounted rangers as Sch Stoneburner 513-829-4099 Middletown

Monthly Mounted USA

AZ

CO

CT

FL

ID

ME

NM

NY

OH

SWITZERLAND

SWEDEN

SERBIA

POLAND

INTERNATIONAL
CANADA

INTERNATIONAL
CANADA  (continued)

SOUTH AFRICA

Match Dates Contact Phone City State Match Dates Contact Phone City State

SASS AFFILIATED CLUBS ANNUAL MATCHES

USA 2013

AUGUST

AUGUST  (continued)

SASS Wisconsin State 23 - 25 captain cook 715-248-3727 Boyceville wi

Championship 
Fire In The Hills

SASS Hawaii State 24 - 25 Bad Burt 808-875-9085 lahaima hi

Championship 
Great Pineapple Shoot

SASS NORTHWEST 26 - 01 Big casino 541-389-2342 Bend or

REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 

Shootout at Horse Ridge

Siege at San Juan city 29 - 01 San Juan 970-249-4227 Montrose co

Fourth annual Great Basin long 29 - 02 cascades annie 541-318-8199 Bend or

range Shootout

SASS Arkansas State 30 - 01 Bulldog McGraw 501-337-9368 hot Springs ar

Championship 
Shoot’n in the Shade

SASS SOUTHEAST 30 - 01 Man From 678-428-4240 covington Ga

TERRITORIAL BLACK POWDER little river

CHAMPIONSHIP Smoke Out at South River

True Grit 30 - 01 dapper dan 309-734-2324 little york il

Porter

SASS Michigan State 30 - 01 r. J. law 248-828-0440 Port huron Mi

Championship – 

Wolverine Rangers Range War

Shoot out at high lonesome 30 - 01 Two Bit Tammy 575-626-9201 roswell NM

lead daze at linkville 12th annual 30 - 01 Jasper wayne 541-884-2611 Keno or

SASS Virginia State 30 - 01 Trapper dan 540-890-5162 roanoke va

Championship Star City Shootout

Snake river rowdies labor 02 - 02 Sheriff John r. 307-733-4559 Jackson wy

day Match Quigley

roop county days 05 - 08 c. c. dollar 775-882-0355 Fernley Nv

SASS Maine State 06 - 08 rhino Jacks 207-324-3117 Berwick Me

Championship 

Thunder over Beaver Creek

Sagebrush rebellion 02 - 04 Bugtown dusty 530-260-0806 Susanville ca

Badger Mountain range war 02 - 04 Painted Filly 719-439-6502 lake George co

ambush on the Prairie 02 - 04 ranger Mathias 319-234-1550 elk run ia

Fischels heights

Sundown Showdown at 03 - 04 hattie hubbs 814-515-2166 hollidays- Pa

chimney rocks burg

SASS WESTERN REGIONAL 07 - 11 Sinful 805-286-1188 San luis ca

CHAMPIONSHIP obispo
Chorro Valley Shootout

SASS Idaho State 07 - 11 John Bear 208-562-1914 Boise id

Championship 
Reckoning at Black’s Creek

SASS MIDEAST REGIONAL 08 - 11 deadwood Stan 513-894-3500 Middletown oh

CHAMPIONSHIP 
Guns of August

Billy the Kid’s Breakout 09 - 11 Gunsmoke 575-808-1329 ruidoso NM

cowboy

richmond roughriders annual 10 - 11 leapin otis 707-746-5145 richmond ca

Match

colorado Shaketails annual 16 - 18 Midnite Slim 719-660-2742 Fountain co

Match

Squinty eye western Shoot 16 - 18 wagonmaster 218-780-6797 virginia MN

Shootout at Saddle Butte 16 - 18 Tuffy 

Tumbleweed 541-619-7381 albany or

SASS Maryland Freestate State 18 - 18 cash caldwell 240-285-7673 Thurmont Md

Black Powder Championship

SASS FOUR CORNERS 21 - 25 Misty Moonshine 505-843-1320 Founders NM

REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP ranch

Outlaw Trail

western legends roundup 22 - 24 autum rose 435-644-5053 Kanab uT

SASS Kentucky State 23 - 25 double eagle dave 423-309-4146 McKee Ky

Championship 
Hooten Holler Round-Up

SEPTEMBER



Battle for the ranch 04 - 04 cowboy cobbler 860-558-7484 Granby cT

SASS Regional Mounted 23 - 25 chili cowboy 505-286-6177 Founders NM
Championship – Outlaw Trail ranch
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SASS AFFILIATED CLUBS ANNUAL MATCHES

USA 2013

SEPTEMBER (continued)

OCTOBER (continued)

Border wars 18 - 20 Buffalo Phil 913-898-4911 Parker KS

SASS New Jersey State 18 - 20 Peacemaker 908-359-8794 Jackson NJ

Championship reb
Purgatory in The Pines

Guns of ojo caliente 18 - 20 J. w. Brockey 575-744-4484 elephant NM

Butte

The last hurrah 18 - 22 First chance 509-667-9377 east wa

wenatchee

code of the west end 19 - 19 duke Skywalker 812-626-0214 evansville iN

diamond Four roundup 19 - 20 Trail Boss 607-796-0573 cayuta Ny

The whoopin’ 19 - 19 Judge Menday 512-964-9955 dripping Tx

coming Springs

hanging Tree Shootout 20 - 20 x. S. chance 573-774-6311 St. robert Mo

SASS Arizona State 23 - 27 Mean rayleen 520-235-0394 Tombstone aZ

Championship – Bordertown

SASS Missouri State 23 - 27 Smokie 417-759-9114 walnut Mo

Championship Shade
The Branson Triple Classic

SASS MIDWEST 23 - 24 Smokie 417-759-9114 walnut Mo

TERRITORIAL BLACK POWDER Shade

CHAMPIONSHIP 

The Branson Triple Classic

The Gunfight Behind The 24 - 27 captain Jake 714-318-6948 Norco ca

Jersey lilly

Sussex county range war 25 - 27 Missouri 757-471-3396 waverly va

Marshal

Guns of autumn 26 - 26 Bad lands 706-654-0828 Gainesville Ga

Bob

Shootout at Shakey’s Gulch 26 - 27 Justice d. 574-536-4010 Bristol iN

Spencer

regulators revenge 26 - 26 Bar diamond 512-638-7376 Marble Falls Tx

rider

SASS SOUTHWEST 31 - 02 T-Bone 903-272-9283 english Tx

REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP dooley

Comin’ At Cha

Big iron Showdown 02 - 02 Tracker Mike 336-558-9032 Salisbury Nc

SASS SOUTHEAST REGIONAL 07 - 10 doc Kemm 843-863-0649 ridgeville Sc

CHAMPIONSHIP 
Gunfight at Givhans Ferry

SASS California State Black 08 - 09 Bobcat Brian 831-636-1262 Morgan hill ca

Powder – Smokin’ Irons in the 

Valley of the Coyotes

SASS Louisiana State 08 - 10 rattlesnake 985-796-9698 amite la

Championship Blake
Hangin’ at Coyote Creek

Turkey Shoot at the Black canyon 09 - 09 Silver rings 970-240-0419 Montrose co

The Great Northfield raid 15 - 17 Gun hawk 818-761-0512 North ca

hollywood

SASS Texas State Black Powder 06 - 08 Mickey 830-685-3464 Fredericks- Tx

Championship Annual Tin Star burg

Lily Christmas Shoot

cowboy christmas Ball 07 - 07 an e. di 509-787-1782 Quincy wa

holiday Shoot with the 27 - 28 capt. le Phew 435-773-2184 hurrican uT

dixie desperados

raid on old Fort Parker 20 - 23 colt Faro 832-472-3278 Groesbeck Tx

dry Gulch at arroyo cantua 03 - 06 Sutter 530-713-4194 Sloughhouse ca

lawman

comancheria days 10 - 13 red Scott 210-316-0199 Fredericks- Tx

burg

Monument Springs Bushwhacker 25 - 27 val darrant 575-396-5303 hobbs NM

annual Fandango

whispering Pines ambush 06 - 08 Panama red 814-945-6922 wellsboro Pa

ambush on deadwood Trail 06 - 08 Brother King 970-481-7569 Sturgis Sd

Standoff at Smokey Point 06 - 07 Mudflat Mike 425-335-5176 arlington wa

SASS US Open 12 - 14 Mose Spencer 270-349-4392 Sparta il

First annual return of the Buffalo 13 - 15 Sixty-Nine cent 970-339-3650 Briggsdale co

to the Plains wizard

SASS Indiana State 13 - 15 c. c. Top 574-354-7186 etna Green iN

Championship 
Hoosier Ambush

SASS New York State 13 - 15 homer Suggs 518-274-8505 Ballston Spa Ny

Championship 
Heluva Rukus

Northwest Territorial Shootout 14 - 15 Missy Mable 208-731-6387 Jerome id

Great Shotgun classic 14 - 15 oklahoma 405-640-5650 lawton oK

Spuds

eastern high Sierra Shootout 19 - 22 Ben Maverick 909-496-3137 Bridgeport ca

SASS MIDWEST REGIONAL 19 - 21 Mogollon 507-838-0026 Morristown MN

CHAMPIONSHIP – drifter

Gunsmoke

SASS Oklahoma State 19 - 22 Burly Bill 918-830-2936 Sand Springs oK

Championship 
Ruckus in the Nations

adobe walls 20 - 22 Querida 831-635-9147 Gonzales ca

Six Gun Justice 20 - 21 idaho Sage 208-852-2473 rexburg id

hen

SASS Kentucky State Black 20 - 22 copperhead 606-599-5263 Manchester Ky

Powder Championship Joe

Smokeout in the Hills

SASS New Mexico State 20 - 22 half-a-hand 802-233-3710 Magdalena NM

Championship henri
Shoot Out at Old Magdalena

SASS Oregon State Black Powder 20 - 22 whisperin’  541-318-8199 Bend or

Championship wade

Smokin’ Gunfight in the Badlands

Fifth annual old Tv westerns 20 - 22 cascades 541-318-8199 Bend or

Match annie

Purgatory rush 20 - 22 dry Gulch 814-827-2120 Titusville Pa

Geezer

SASS West Virginia State 20 - 22 last word 304-289-6098 Burlington wv

Championship 
Appalachian Showdown XXI

cheyenne autumn 21 - 21 eli Blue 806-729-5887 Kress Tx

rattlesnake Gulch roundup 27 - 29 ricochet 509-628-0889 Benton city wa

robbie

eagles revenge 28 - 29 one Son of 231-676-0922 central lake Mi

a Gun

rampage 28 - 28 highland 801-860-9504 Fruit heights uT

drifter

SASS NORTHEAST REGIONAL 03 - 06 evening Star 301-371-6968 Thurmont Md

CHAMPIONSHIP 

Mason Dixon Stampede

Show-Me Shootout 03 - 06 longshot 417-461-0033 Marshfield Mo

John

SASS Nevada State 03 - 06 charming 702-565-3736 Boulder Nv

Championship – Eldorado city

SASS Alabama State 04 - 06 drake robey 256-313-0421 cavern cove al

Championship 
Ambush At Cavern Cove

comanche Moon Shootout 05 - 06 dee horne 432-557-0860 Midland Tx

huntsmans world Senior Games 08 - 12 Mokaac Kid 435-668-4613 St. George uT

SASS Tennessee State 10 - 13 whiskey 931-684-2709 wartrace TN

Championship hayes
Regulators Reckoning

double r Bar regulators 11 - 13 Five Jacks 951-347-0862 lucerne ca

valley

Mississippi Fandango 11 - 13 Flyen doc 608-790-3260 holmen wi

Koyote

Trade days 12 - 13 randy atcher 812-945-0221 canaan iN

SASS Ohio State Black Powder 12 - 12 curtice clay 419-836-8760 Gibsonburg oh

Blackout at Stoney Bottom

Peacefuls end of Track at 17 - 20 Grizzly Peak 530-676-2997 railroad Flat ca

high Sierra Jake

SASS HIGH PLAINS 17 - 19 Jubal o. Sackett 801-944-3444 Sandy uT

TERRITORIAL BLACK POWDER 

CHAMPIONSHIP 

Thunder at Big Salty

SASS Arkansas State Black 18 - 19 arkansas 870-994-7227 Mountain ar

Powder Championship harper home
Black Smoke on the White River

NOVEMBER

APRIL 2014

OCTOBER DECEMBER

USA 2014

MARCH 2014
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USA 2013

JULY

APRIL 2014  (continued)

SASS AFFILIATED CLUBS ANNUAL MATCHES

Annual Wild Bunch Matches

SASS Colorado State Wild Bunch 25 - 27 colorado 970-260-5432 whitewater co
Championship Blackjack

SASS Oregon State Wild Bunch 28 - 29 hoss reese 503-907-6522 Bend or
Championship

SASS California State Wild 30 - 01 Sutter lawman 530-713-4194 Sloughhouse ca
Bunch Championship

SASS Utah State Wild Bunch 06 - 07 dixie Bell 435-627-2942 St. George uT
Championship 
Dixie Desperados Go Wild

SASS Kansas State Wild Bunch 07 - 08 hondo Tucker 913-206-3918 lenexa KS
Championship 
Uprising at Monticello

SASS Nevada State Wild Bunch 14 - 15 Penny 775-727-4600 Pahrump Nv
Championship Pepperbox

SASS Texas State Wild Bunch 21 - 22 Billy Bob 972-393-2882 cleburne Tx
Championship evans
Wild Bunch on the Brazos

SASS Louisiana State Wild Bunch 27 - 29 Slick Mcclade 318-278-9071 Quitman la
Championship 
Hell Fire 2013

SASS South Carolina State Wild 28 - 29 hondo 864-414-1968 Greenville Sc
Bunch Championship Raid on Conestee Jackson

SASS Arizona State Wild Bunch 12 - 13 wild Bodie 602-721-3175 Peoria aZ
Championship Tom

SASS West Virginia State Wild 19 - 22 eddie rebel 304-397-6188 eleanor wv
Bunch Championship

SASS Missouri State Wild Bunch 23 - 24 Smokie 417-759-9114 walnut Mo
Championship Shade

SASS Idaho State Wild Bunch 02 - 03 acequia Kidd 208-365-4551 emmett id
Championship 
Squaw Butte Regulators 

SASS Ontario Wild Bunch oct 11 - 13 Bear Butte 905-891-8627 ancaster oN
Provincial Championship

Showdown in the valley island aug 02 - 03 high country 250-334-3479 courtenay Bc
championship amigo

last Gasp aug 03 - 04 Granny 306-749-2822 Birch hill SK
oneshot

SASS WESTERN CANADIAN aug 08 - 10 Granny 306-749-2822 Birch hill SK
REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP oneshot
Shootout at Bounty Gulch

Shootout at the double B ranch aug 10 - 11 Frenchy 506-312-0455 riverview NB
2nd annual invitation cannuck

SASS CANADIAN NATIONAL aug 30 - 02 Gunfighter 250-573-2885 Kamloops Bc
CHAMPIONSHIP Jim
Shootout at Twin Rivers Cowtown

atlantic canada cowboy action Sep 06 - 08 wounded 902-890-2310 Truro NS
championship Belly

SASS AUSTRALIAN Sep 30 - 06 virgil earp 61 74 695 2050 Millmerran
REGIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP 
Chisholm Trail

Gunfight at the oK corral oct 26 - 27 duke york 61 418 632 366 drouin
19th annual

SASS New Zealand Regional Nov 07 - 10 Prairie dog 64-737-74-181 ashburton
Championship High Noon Brown

SASS European Championship  aug 07 - 10 Thunder Man 42 060 322 2400 Tabor
Days of Truth

ambush at Greenwood creek Sep 12 - 15 handy hook 33 68 809 1360 Bormes les 
Mimosas

SASS European Regional Sep 26 - 29 rePhil 49 170 231 9708 Phipippsburg
German Territorial Roundup

SASS German Championship Nov 30 - 01 rhine river Joe 49 2823 3426 wegberg
Texas ranger cup 2 dec 06 - 08 il calabrese 49 28 239 8080 wegberg
Shootoff championship dec 07 - 08 rhine river Joe 49 28 235 807 wegberg

Shootout in the Mother city Nov 16 - 16 richmond P. 27 21 797 5054 cape Town
hobson

Annual International Matches

CANADA

AUGUST

SEPTEMBER

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

CANADA

AUSTRALIA

NEW ZEALAND

CZECH REPUBLIC

FRANCE

GERMANY

SOUTH AFRICA
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f anyone thinks you can
appease the voracious
appetite of tyranny, I still
have some of those fully

engraved bull chips left I’d like to
sell you.  Whether it’s guns, health-
care, illegal immigration, speech,
smoking, or anything else, incre-
mental tyranny can never be satis-
fied.  No matter what concessions
or agreements you make today, it
will never be enough tomorrow—
not until they totally dominate the
society.  How do they slip this by
the people?  Incrementally; it’s the
old “boil the frog trick.”  Put a frog
in nice cool water initially so he’s
comfortable and doesn’t jump out,
turn up the heat slowly, and before
he realizes it, he’s cooked.

Don’t think this is the case?
Remember the demand for non-
smoking sections on airplanes
that turned into non-smoking
flights which turned into smoke
free airports which grew into
smoke free restaurants which
turned into smoke free buildings
which turned into federally sup-
ported law suits against big to-
bacco?  [Note: I’m not a smoker
and actually don’t like the smell.  I
just use this as one of the more ob-
vious and recognizable examples.]

When it comes to guns, how
about going from the simple con-
cept of “… the right of the people
to keep and bear arms, shall not be
infringed” to over 20,000 gun
laws?  If you need further convinc-
ing about where this leads, how
about the unvarnished statement
of a leftist Attorney General of the
Clinton administration that
shows a total and arrogant disre-
gard for the Bill of Rights:

“Waiting periods are only a
step.  Registration is only a step.
The prohibition of private firearms
is the goal.”  ~ Janet Reno, Attor-
ney General of the United
States, December 10th, 1993

[Associated Press].  Many on
the left tried to disavow that
statement saying it was never
made when it became public,
but it was too late, the despotic
genie was out of the bottle.

More recently there was this
revealing statement from Obama’s
Chief of Staff that told us more of
how they’ll go about the business
of subjugating American society
through the unconscionable exag-
geration and exploitation of any
available crisis.  And if need be,
they’ll manufacture a crisis where
one never existed.
“You never want a serious

crisis to go to waste.  And what
I mean by that is it’s an oppor-
tunity to do things you think
you could not do before.”  –
Rahm Emanuel, 2008.

And, then there was this rein-
forcing statement by the Secretary
of State; “Never waste a good cri-
sis ...”  ~ Hillary Clinton, 2009.

Now apply those revealing
comments to the aftermath of the
Newtown tragedy.  The children
were not yet put to rest before the
Democrats called for a renewal of
the “Assault Weapons Ban.”  Of
course, their vilified attack on guns
and gun owners was immediately
and incrementally expanded to en-
compass a much broader front
than in 1994.  All the while, they
continued referring to the children
and using that tragic image to
elicit emotional support for their
goal of disarming law abiding citi-
zens.  The deceitful noose is incre-
mentally tightened through the
constant drumbeat of some fabri-
cated impending crisis until
there’s virtually no escape.

This ever-expanding attack on
our freedom continues to grow and
spread like a cancer on the coun-
try.  Agreements or laws that don’t
conform to their extreme anti-con-

stitutional agenda are rebuked
and routinely ignored.

An extract from an NRA-ILA
Alert of some years back is yet an-
other example of this attitude that
agreements and laws that don’t
support their agenda are meaning-
less to these anti-constitutionalists:

“Philadelphia has filed its own
lawsuit against 14 lawful gun
makers, including S&W, flying in
the face of the State Legislature
and Governor Tom Ridge (R).
Ridge enacted a law last December
that prohibits cities in Pennsylva-
nia from filing such reckless law-
suits.  Philadelphia’s suit clearly
shows anti-gun extremists have no
regard for the rule of law, and no
matter who is interpreting the
Clinton-Gore/S&W agreement, it
will not protect any lawful gun
maker from litigation designed to
drive them into bankruptcy.”

Submission to incrementalism
reminds me somewhat of the mil-
itary tactic of trading space for
time when you’re overwhelmed by
the enemy.  The idea is you con-
tinue to withdraw, fighting as you
go, until your force has a theoreti-
cal opportunity to regain the offen-
sive.  Trouble is, too often the
on-coming enemy continually
gains momentum (Napoleon and
Hitler’s Russian campaign
notwithstanding).  Trading your
maneuver space for time is nor-
mally a bad deal because time is
infinite while space is finite.  Too
frequently, you run out of trading
material as time marches on, then
what?  Given that, I elect to fight
incremental tyranny at every turn
and in every circumstance.  Their
basic philosophy is what I fight,
and their intent for our future is
rotten to the core—counter to
America’s original foundation re-
gardless of what their “common
sense legislation” and promises

I

say today of the coming Utopia.
Make no mistake, I’m not op-

posed to honorable legislative com-
promise on process, but I will
always oppose compromise of
principle—especially where that
compromise involves basic liberty.
As Thomas Jefferson said, “In
matters of style [process], swim
with the current; in matters of
principle, stand like a rock.”

Simply put, compromise of
principle is no compromise—it’s
surrender.  However, we had all
better recognize undermining the
principle of liberty is a primary
goal of the tyrant and incremental-
ism toward their ever fading prom-
ise of a communistic Utopia is
their method to achieve that
despotic goal.  If they ever succeed,
total domination of the American
society is a foregone conclusion. 

The genius that was Thomas
Jefferson also forewarned us re-
garding what we can expect and
must guard against IF we the peo-
ple become lethargically compla-
cent.  “The natural progress of
things is for liberty to yield, and
government to gain ground.”

But having issued that stern
warning, he also told us we’re not
obligated to yield our liberty as a
predestined fate … again IF and
only IF we the people have the for-
titude to see it through.  “I hold it,
that a little rebellion, now and
then, is a good thing, and as
necessary in the political world
as storms in the physical.”
Take note, Jefferson said “rebel-
lion” and did not specify that as
necessarily armed rebellion.  There
are many ways to rebel against en-
croaching domination by an ever-
expanding government.  Resolute
state nullification conveying a
strongly unified “NO” is one that
comes immediately to mind.

I make absolutely no apolo-
gies or excuses whatsoever to any-
one for my expressed hatred of
what anti-constitutional statists
have done to America and what
they intend for our future.  Any-
one who thinks they can make an
appeasing deal with tyrants today
will quickly discover they have
only succeeded in bargaining
away their tomorrows.
Contact Colonel Dan:
coloneldan@bellsouth.net

Article Archives:
http://ColonelDan1776.com

Colonel Dan, SASS Life/
Regulator #24025

INCREMENTAL
TYRANNY

By Colonel Dan, SASS #24025, Life/Regulator
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